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EDITORIAL. 
THE NEWLY COMMISSIONED OmCERS. 

WE congratulate the gentlemen who received their commissions in the 
forces following the graduation of the Cadet Class of 1928-1930, 
and wish them all success in their military careers. 

It is, unfortunately, a significant fact that the number of successful 
graduates is smaller than last year, and even more significant is the fact that 
the number of successful candidates for Cadetships seems to be steadily 
decreasing. It is clear that the public does not regard the Anny as a career 
comparable, say with the Civil Service, which is far from lacking applicants 
for entry to its ranks. This very serious condition of affairs for the Army 
is largely the result of circumstances which those in authority cannot control. 
It is, however, a condition that demands the most earnest consideration by 
all concerned, and one that requires a vast amount of effort for its improvement. 

A thorough examination of all the factors affecting the inflow of cadets 
will go to the root of practically all the major problems confronting the General 
Staff, as well as many larger problems of government connected with the 
place of the Army in the life of the State. 

commONS OF SERVICE. 

While the comparatively small size and poverty of the State, and the 
circumstances of the Army's birth are major factors not susceptible to control 
there are other important matters in which there is scope for improvement. 
Conditions of pay, promotion, retirement and pensions, are prominent among 
these, and although the financial aspect of such matters will certainly have 
to be weighed by the Government, the military aspect deserves to be put 
forward with clarity and force. 

Further, to attract numbers of the best type of young manhood to the 
military service the people must be convinced that the career offers interesting 
and important national work, requiring intellectual and moral qualities of a 
high order. 

It is of interest to note that a Royal Commission appointed to investigate 
~e post-war shortage of cadets in Britain indicated that one means of 
Improving the supply lay in raising the standard of entrance. In Canada 
there is no lack of cadets because the Royal Military College offers educational 
facilities comparable with those of a University, and the bulk of its graduates 
take reserve commissions and go directly into civil life. There is thus a fine 
field for selection for the few annual vacancies in the Regular (Permanent) 
Forces. 

We believe that the various O.T.C. can do much to improve the number 
and quality of candidates for commissions. 
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FOREIGN TRAVEL. 

Saorstat Eireann IS figuring prominently at Geneva and in 
references to the forthcoming Imperial Conference, but very little interest 
is apparent at home in these matters. It is natural that we should have little 
or no international interests. We have long been engaged in vital domestic 
problems to the virtual exclusion of all else. Besides Britain we have intimate 
contacts with the United States only, and it is painfully evident that many 
of our public men have no understanding of even Britain and America. 
Army Officers should take a more lively interest in international relations 
than they do at present. Besides what knowledge is available in current 
literature, travel abroad should be encouraged, and we think that this matter 
deserves official consideration with the object of assisting and encouraging 
foreign travel which will be of value to officers. Of places abroad to which 
visits would be most valuable Canada must be mentioned. The Irish visitor 
will find much food for thought in the examination of problems very similar 
to our own, and we venture to say that he will be very well received. 

IRISH MILITARY ARCBIVES AND mSTORY. 

Irish military history has never been studied scientifically as a whole· 
So far anything that has been produced can only be regarded as material 
from which a true critical Military History can be built up. This is not meant 
in any way reproachfully-it is merely a statement of fact. Conditions have 
not favoured such compilations in Ireland-so they have not been made. 
It is true that there are books like O'Callaghan's " Irish Brigades"; O'Connor's 
.. Military History of the Irish Nation," etc., and they are all most valuable. 
But they are not in themselves complete. The authors were civilians writing 
for other civilians-and that at a time when the research method of writing 
history was not as yet fully understood. 

This journal is to some extent in a position to develop Irish Military History. 
It has already published a number of articles of an historical nature; and in 
this connexion attention may be directed to the Marquis MacSwiney's article 
in the present issue. This latter article is an instance of what is, at the moment, 
probably the best way to deal with the subject, i.e., by way of monographs. 
Really useful results are much more likely to be secured by the full analysis 
of a particular phase than by sketchy treatment of a wider subject. 

Especially is this the case regarding what may be described as present-day 
events-or rather events of ten or a dozen years back. There is much existing 
material concerning that [period, but it is not in shape. Yet the shaping 
is quite possible provided the writer is not too ambitious, but confines himself 
strictly to a limited aspect. Even the man who definitely objects to writing 
can help by putting his sources in some sort of order. This, at least, 
is possible. Papers can be numbered and dated, and later on they can be 
used. But if they are merely retained in a chaotic manner the systematising 
of them will, of itself, absorb an enormous amount of time and trouble. 
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THE ELEMENTS OF A DEFENCE 
PLAN. 

By MAJOR GENERAL HUGH MACNEILL. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

IT IS a fundamental principle that no progress can be made in any line 
of constructive endeavour, in any walk of life or in any branch of national 
or individual activity, in the absence of a definite carefully considered 

plan. Among people interested in Defence and the Army, this principle has 
become almost a platitude. Day in and day out we hear of the necessity 
for a progressive Defence Plan, a definite basis of development for the Army. 

In spite of this a certain amount of confusion seems to exist among both 
thinking soldiers and civilians as to the scope and extent of any such plan. 
An attempt has been made in this paper to outline briefly the possible elements 
that would go to constitute a National Defence plan, in the hope that, set out 
in this simple form, they may help to clear the air to some extent. 

In commencing to frame such a plan we must first of all determine 
that it should be comprehensive enough to cover all probable aspects of our 
defence requirements in the future, and that it should be flexible enough to 
enable us to comply with future developments in the Art of War, in so far 
as these can be foreseen, and to meet any possible contingencies or alterations 
in our defence situation. If we are prepared to accept this general basis we 
should then be able to build up a sound, definite plan upon which our defence 
machinery can be developed systematically and progressively. 

THE ELEMENTS OF A DEFENCE PLAN. 

We might now examine the main elements of any such general plan for 
a scheme of National Defence. These elements may be most conveniently 
grouped under five main headings as follows: 

Policy 

Basic Doctrines 

Organisation 

Supply 

Military Education. 

The first of these elements, Policy, only concerns the soldier, or the Army 
as such, indirectly. At the same time it is the most important element of all. 
Unless and until agreement has been reached on this matter of policy no practi-
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cal progress can be made with the other elements of our general plan. The 
importance of some such measure of agreement was emphasised in the 
Editorial columns of the April number of AN TOGLACH, in which it was pointed 
out: "That the first requisite for the satisfactory organization of the nation 
for defence is the acceptance by all parties -of a national policy which, however 
it may vary in detail, will, in principle, be pursued by successive Governments, 
with the support (again in principle) of the successive Oppositions." The 
same leading article quite rightly went on to emphasise that with any such 
agreement on principle, the various parties who might aspire to executive 
power were still left with ample scope to develop the details of their own 
particular policies for the employment of the nation's forces in various possible 
contingencies. 

On considering the matter in this light the first thing that affects us is 
the question as to whether any such agreement on general principle is still 
utterly beyond the exigencies of practical politics in Ireland. To the casual 
observer there does not appear to be any reason why this should be so. In 
so far as they have been promulgated and defined the declared policies of the 
three main parties in this country differ fundamentally in detail, but there 
does not appear to be any sound reason why they should differ in principle. 
For example, the policies of the Cumann na nGaedheal party-as expressed 
by the present Government-and the policies of the Fianna Fail Party are 
as opposed as the poles as far as details are concerned. They have this much 
in common, however, both appear to visualise clearly the active participation 
of ~s country in an international struggle for supremacy in war, under 
certain circumstances, of course. The policy of the Labour Party, on the 
other hand, appears to be based on the maintenance of our neutrality under 
any such circumstances. Therefore, all three policies have this much in 
common; to give effect to anyone of them will entail the development and 
maintenance of a sound progressive system of National Defence, including 
the building up of an Army which will be capable of taking its place in the 
field in opposition to, or in co-operation, with other modern armies. Such 
an Army does not have to be capable of meeting and defeating the army of 
any Great Power. It must, however, be capable of rendering such an account 
of itself that any Power imbued with aggressive intentions towards us will 
have to pause and consider "whether the game will be worth tl>e candle." 
When we analyse them, is not that the obvious basis of the defence policies 
of all parti in this country? The question of whether we shall participate 
activ y on one side or the oth r in any international conflict affecting 
our inter t, or whether we shall concentrate all our energies on the 
maintenance of our neutrality, is purely a matter of the definite employment 
of the national forces in the best interests of the nation. That is a decision 
which must be made by the Government of the day. The main factor that 
concerns us at the moment is that for any such decision to be made at all, the 
essential iDachinery must be built up beforehand. Surely in this main fact we 
have our necessary basis of agreement on general principles. 
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BASIC DOCTRINES. 

Once the general agreement has been reached the soldier begins to become 

more or less directly interested in policy, at least as far as the definite 

implementation of it is concerned. The first step in this direction is to formulate 

the Doctrines and Principles upon which the requisite defence machinery, 

with particular reference to the armed forces, shall be used to meet the 

requirements of our National Defence Policy, as generally accepted in principle 

by all parties, and as applicable to various possible contingencies. This would 

involve, firstly, the formulation of a Basic Doctrine covering the general em

ployment of our forces in defence of the national territory; and secondly, 

the determination of the Tactical Doctrines which would govern the detailed 

employment of the different components and elements of the Forces, in 

accordance with the general requirements of the Principles of War, and the 

particular requirements of our Basic Doctrine. We might term this general 

basic doctrine our Doctrine of War. 

Here we have the basis of our whole defence plan. The General Policy 

is laid down by the Government, and, in fact, if the required measure of general 

agreement can be reached, by the Oireachtas. 

The subsequent implementation of this policy, the formulation of the 

necessary concrete Doctrines and Principles, is then undertaken by the 

Department of Defence, acting through the medium of the agency set up 

for this purpose, the General Staff of the Army. 

ORGANIZATION. 

Having arrived at our general basis in this manner we can turn our 

attention to the third element that goes into the building of our Defence 

Plan-Organization. Organization can best be considered under two main 

headingS-Tactical and Territorial. Tactical, or Combat, organization 

provides us with the machineIY required to fulfil the requirements of ~ur 

general basis, our Policy and Doctrines and Principles, when the necessIty 

arises. It covers the war organization of the various units, and the combination 

of these units into formations of the Combined Arms for combat purposes . 

In other words it gives us the detailed plans for the creation of the t:u:tical 

team. We already have the basis of these particular plans in our PrOVISIOnal 

War Establishments. Our next step, therefore, is to ensure that the paper 

organization as set out in these establishments is actually available, if and 

When the necessity arises. This brings us to the second aspect of Organization 

-Territorial or Peace organization. It is through this medium that the f~e

work of our Tactical or War organization has to be built up. Temt~nal 

organization provides for the creation and development of the vanous 

co~ponents of the Forces, and it arranges for the organization of ~ese 

vanous components as correlated elements of a single properly organized, 

\Vell-balanced Army, each unit and echelon of which must fit into it~ proper 

place in the machine as a whole. It also provides for the executive and 
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administrative machinery required to initiate, organize, train, supply, and 
mobilise these various components. It achieves this mainly by means of a 
process of decentralization, by the groupings of units and staffs of the various 
components in territorial areas or districts which are organized on a basis of 
population, communications, resources, geographic and administrative 
sub-divisions, etc. 

COMPONENTS OF THE FORCES. 

We might consider this matter of territorial organization in some further 
detail in accordance with the general headings outlined above. The first of 
these headings concerns the various components of the Forces. At the moment 
these comprise the following: 

The Regular Army. 
The Reserve of Men, Class" A ". 
The Reserve of Men, Class" B ". 
The Reserve of Officers. 
The Volunteer Reserve. 

An Officers' Training Corps movement has also been initiated, but, 
apparently as a result of legislative difficulties, this component has been 
embodied in the Volunteer Reserve, although it does not appear to bear any 
real relationship to that force. The first requisite in the development of a 
well-balanced Defence Force is, as was pointed out earlier, that all its 
components should be properly cOITplated with each other, that they should 
all have their own place in the machine as a whole. In the present stage of 
their development these various components would hardly pass that test. 
We must face the fact that as far as most of them are concerned they simply 
represent so many groups of men. Considered as a whole they may be 
regarded as a potential reserve of man-power, the organization and efficiency 
of which varies with the component affected. To enable us to complete this 
element of our General Plan we are, therefore, faced with the problem of bringing 
these various components into proper relationship with each other. Any 
idea of separate or distinct forces must be ruthlessly suppressed, the various 
components must be organized as elements of one Army, their functions 
must be defined, and their organization based on this fundamental principle. 
As a first step in this direction we might consider the various existing com
ponents separately and study their present functions and organization in 
relation to their possible future missions. 

THE REGULAR ARMY. 

Until quite recently the Defence Forces consisted solely of the Regular 
Army. This force alone had to assume all the duties of a standing army in 
this country. This is, of course, no longer the position. To-day the Regular 
Army is simply one of several components of the Forces as a whole, a vitally 
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important one admittedly, but simply one component. In the Army of the 
future as most of us visualise it, it must function as the keystone of the whole 
structure. It is in this force that the traditions and standards of the Army 
as a whole must be laid. Its primary mission will be a two-fold one, educative 
and administrative. It will be called upon to provide the necessary directing 
and administrative staffs for all the Non-Regular components in which the 
bulk of the Forces will be organized, it will have to assume responsibility 
for the organization, training, supply, mobilization, and general administration 
of these components. In addition it will be called upon to provide the trained 
personnel necessary to staff the Department of Defence, General Headquarters 
in the Field, and the various subordinate tactical and territorial Headquarters. 
It will also have to furnish the highly trained staffs for the various Army 
Schools and Training Establishments, Depots and Stores, and the skilled 
personnel for technical units and departments. 

Obviously these missions cannot be fulfilled by an Army trained and 
organized for garrison or quasi-police duties. Our whole system of organization 
and training, therefore, has to be completely overhauled. To function thus 
as the directing nucleus or "spear-head" of an Army, the bulk of which is 
organized in Non-Regular echelons, the training of the Regular or Permanent 
Force has got to be brought to the highest pitch of perfection. Two essentials 
are necessary to enable this objective to be attained. The first is the selection 
of personnel. Officers and men must be of the highest possible standard, 
mentally and physically. The conditions of service must be based on appealing 
to such types, the youth joining the Regular Service either as an Officer
aspirant or in the ranks must be assured of a permanent career, a career in 
which there is not alone stability, but reasonable prospects of advancement 
to the highest ranks. Our present plan of short-term enlistments must also 
be reconsidered; it seems to bear no relationship to our Permanent Force 
of the future. It would appear to be based on the requirements of another 
type of Army altogether, an Army whose mission is to turn out large numbers 
of trained men in the shortest possible time. That does not appear to be the 
mission of our future Regular Service. The general administration of the 
Service must be based on the development of self-respect and some degree of 
contentment among all ranks. Finally, the professional soldier must feel 
assured that when he has given the best years of his life to the service of his 
country he will not be flung out to begin life over again or to starve. This 
can only be met by the introduction of the long overdue Army Pensions 
legislation, coupled with the introduction of some scheme by which ex-soldiers 
would receive prior consideration in the allotment of various public appoint
ments. Once we make the soldier proud of the Service, get him to take his 
eyes off the eternal" civilian horizon," in a word, give him at least as fair 
treatment as other State servants receive, he will cheerfully and gladly meet all 
the demands that the new missions of the Regular Service will place upon him. 

The second essential is that the training of the Regular Army be rai d 
to the highest possible standards, and that this training be based explicitly 

2 
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on the functions the professional soldier will be called upon to discharge. 
This requirement might be summed up in a sentence by asserting that not alone 
has the Regular to be an efficient soldier himself, but he must also be capable 
of making others efficient, In point of fact our ultimate ideal has got to be a 
Regular Army of instructors. How is this to be achieved? Through two 
mediums: by means of theoretical instruction in progressive military schools, 
and by means of practical training with troops in Regular units. The first 
of these will be dealt with later on under the heading of Military Education; 
the second affects the organization of the Regular Army and, therefore, con
cerns us here. It demands the organization of certain selected Demonstration 
Units in all Arms and Services. These units must be maintained and eq~pped 
on an adequate scale, it is absolute waste of time attempting to carry out 
any practical training with skeleton units, battalions with the strength of 
companies, companies weaker than war-strength platoons. Any such 
attempt is worse than useless, it is actually harmful. It simply tends to give 
officers and men dangerously false impressions. 

To enable these requirements to be met effectively drastic modifications 
will be necessary in the organization and duties of the Regular Army. What
ever of its organization, the Regular Army with its present strength' can 
probably function fairly satisfactorily as an auxiliary police force, or it can 
alternatively fulfil its mission as an executive and administrative cadre to the 
Forces as a whole, but it certainly cannot do both. If it is to be required to 
do so its strength must be materially increased. 

If it is to be required to act solely as the spear-head of the Forces as a 
whole, its exact functions and responsibilities will require to be defined and its 
organization and strength regulated accordingly. 

THE REGULAR ARMY RESERVE. 

Having thus touched upon the factors that' must govern the organization 
and development of the Regular Army or Permanent Force as such, we are 
next faced with the question as to whether this force requires any distinct 
Reserve of its own. To answer this we have got to recognise that the 
Regular Demonstration units mentioned above are not mainly peace-time 
Training units. In case of emergency they would naturally be the first units 
to complete their mobilization, and they would have to take their place in the 
field as first-line troops. In this capacity they would prove very useful 
.. stiffening" elements to the Non-Regular units fighting alongside them. 
In case of minor emergencies, involving partial mobilization only, these 
units, assisted by certain selected Non-Permanent troops, might be called 
upon to handle the situation by themselves. It was pointed out that in 
peace-time it would be necessary to maintain such units on an adequate scale. 
This means that they must be maintained as near to War Establishments as 
possible. At the same time it would never be economically desirable to 
maintain them permanently at full war strength. On mobilization, therefore, 
such units would find themselves deficient of certain personnel, as represented 
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by the differences between their Peace Establishment and their War 
Establishment. This fact justifies the formation of a Regular Army or 
Permanent Force Reserve. The strength and organization of this Reserve 
would be dictated by the numbers required to make up the deficiencies 
existing in the establishments of Regular Units, plus, say, ten per cent. first 
replacements. The men should be definitely allotted to their own Units and 
should be trained with them each year during the Collective Training period. 
No unit organization would be required, the men would simply be borne 
on draft rosters on the lines outlined above. The existing Class " A " Reserve 
provides us with a potential source of supply of such Reservists. The men 
in this Class are all time-expired regular soldiers, and such tentative 
experiments as have been attempted along the lines outlined above go to 
prove that they are particularly adapted to such employment. At the 
moment the strength of Infantry Reservists of this Class is probably somewhat 
in excess of requirements in accordance with this scheme, but any surplus 
could be transferred with advantage to the Class " B " Reserve, where they 
should prove useful as potential N.C.O. material. There is just one further 
point in connection with this Permanent Force Reserve which must not 
be lost sight of. It has been built up as a result of a short-service regular 
system. Under a long-service system-and as has been mentioned, the 
Regular Army cannot hope to fulfil its new functions under any other system
there would be practically no inflow of time-expired soldiers to this Class 
" A "Reserve. It is doubtful if even ordinary normal wastage could be re
placed. Therefore, at some future time--say within the next ten years
anangements must be made to transfer its functions as a Regular Army 
Reserve to one of the other Non-Permanent components. For the present, 
however, we can say that the present Class" A " Reserve provides us with 
our second component of the Defence Forces of the future-the Regular 
Army Reserve. 

THE VOLUNTEER FORCE. 

We have already the nucleus of a Volunteer Force in the existing 
Volunteer Reserve. At the moment it may be insignificant as far as strength 
is concerned, but it appears obvious that in time to come this component 
will be the main element of the Forces. Such a force has obvious advantages 
over any other type of Non-Regular troops in a country such as this. The 
system itself is no novelty to us, it attained a considerable measure of success, 
admittedly under rather difficult circumstances, from 1913 to 1921. It has 
proved satisfactory in most countries governed on a democratic basis that 
are forced to rely on a system of voluntary enlistment for the recruitment 
of their Armies. Finally, in the absence of conscription it provides the only 
really effective medium for the development of strong Non-Permanent 
Forces. The facilities for promoting esprit-dHo,Ps through the cultivation 
of local pride and traditions, and the opportunities for regular and frequent 
training, no matter how restricted this may be, render it immensely superior 
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to the old Militia system as we understand it in this country, where the men 
only come in contact with military affairs during their brief annual training 
periods. We find ample proof of this in the success of the British Territorial 
Army, the United States National Guard, or the Canadian Non-Permanent 
Forces, all of which are organised on a territorial Volunteer basis, mainly 
as a result of experience with the Militia type organization. 

At the moment, as has been mentioned, our Volunteers are insignificant 
in strength, but this is calculated, in the opinion of the writer at least, to 
prove their ultimate salvation. There is nothing to be gained, and everything 
to be lost, by attempting to develop such a force until several preliminary 
problems have been solved. In the first place the Regular Service has to be 
completely reorganized and trained to enable it to fulfil its new functions and 
responsibilities in connection with the Non-Regular Forces, of which the 
Volunteers will play such an important part. Then again it is equally important 
that the country should be thoroughly educated so that it may properly 
appreciate this drastic change in our military policy. These are two of the 
major problems, there are numerous minor ones to be faced. Until these 
have been overcome the plan adopted by the authorities appears to be far 
the wiser one, to carry out experiments quietly in a small way, gain the 
necessary practical experience, and when this has been properly evaluated, 
and the other requirements mentioned above have been met, then we can 
commence to really develop the Volunteer Force along systematic lines as 
the main component of the Army of the future. For the present, therefore, 
we are only concerned with the general plans for the third component of our 
future Defence Forces--the Volunteer Force. The actual part this component 
is going to be called upon to play eventually, in the defence machine as a whole, 
the approximate strengths and numbers and types of units of the different 
Arms and Services, the general distribution of these in territorial districts, and 
many other features of the organization and development of this force, can now 
be decided upon, and this particular aspect of our General Plan completed 
in outline. These plans can then be put into execution immec1iately the country 
and the Regular Army is ready. 

A VOLUNTEER FORCE RESERVE. 

Before we leave the Volunteer Force and go on to consider the next 
e.:<isting component of our present Forces we might ask ourselves the same 
question as we asked with regard to the Regular Army or Permanent Force. 
Is there any necessity for a Volunteer Force Reserve? It is believed that an 
e.xamination of this query will result in an affirmative conclusion. As far 
as the active Volunteer units themselves are concerned they could probably 
be maintained at a higher establishment in peace-time even than the Regtllar 
Demonstration Units. The maintenance of Volunteer troops is a much more 
economical proposition than that of Regulars. At the same time there will be 
certain personnel in Volunteer units the nature of whose peace-time 
occupation renders a minimum amount of military training necessary to enable 
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them to perform duties of a similar nature in a military force. Commo~sense 
alone would dictate that we should not incur expenditure in maintaining such 
personnel on an active basis. Nevertheless they must be provided on 
mobilization. Here we have one justification for the institution of a Volunteer 
Reserve. If we examine the problem further we will find that, apart from 
individuals, certain units of a special technical nature will be required to 
maintain our forces in the field. Such units would be very expensive elements 
to maintain on an active footing in peace-time, and if the necessary technical 
personnel can be otherwise made available when required, effective units 
of this type could be buiIt up on Regular cadres in case of mobilization, with 
the very minimum of military training as such. Supply and Transport 
Companies, M.T. Repair and Workshop units, Engineer Labour units, and 
Ammunition Columns are cases in point. The bulk of the special units of this 
type could be organized in a Volunteer Reserve. Such a force would consist 
of citizens who had registered for Service in time of national emergency, but 
who would not normally be required to undergo any training or service in 
peace-time. It would ful:fil, as we have seen, two main functions, first of all 
the filling of deficiencies and the provision of first replacements for existing 
Volunteer units, and secondly, the provision of skilled or semi-skilled per
sonnel for new units to be created on mobilization. The allotment of the 
available registered personnel to either of these two classes would be regulated 
by the Mobilization and Personnel sections of the General Staff and Adjutant 
General's Branch respectively. There is no immediate urgency about the 
creation of this force, its development would keep pace to some extent with 
that of the Active Vohmteer Force. The necessary tentative studies could be 
instituted, however, with a view to the creation of this Volunteer Force 
Reserve as the fourth component of our future Defence Forces. 

THE RESERVE FORCE. 

At the moment, in addition to our Class " A " Reserve, we have a second 
enlisted Reserve component-the Class "B" Reserve. The men in this 
component, unlike their comrades in Class " A", normally have had no 
Regular Army service, they are specially enlisted for a few months' service 
during their first year, with recurrent brief periods of active training during 
each subsequent year. This Class is, therefore, practically a replica of the old 
British Militia system. 

During the past year the organization of this component has made 
considerable progress. The bulk of the personnel have been taken out of the 
old nebulous, loosely-organized training battalions, and embodied in complete 
Reserve Regiments, organized on territorial lines, and officered by Reserve 
Officers. Presumably during the next few months the organization of the whole 
Class along these lines will have been completed. Here, then, we have a 
pretty strong component, the training and organization of which has made 
considerable strides. The question that confronts us now is to decide how 
this component fits into our general defence scheme. The troops of this Class 
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can be utilised in one of two ways, either as First-Line Units on the same 
basis as the Volunteers, or as Garrison and Replacement units. At present 
they are being organized and trained for employment in the former category, 
but the projected development of the Volunteer Force may affect this policy. 
Generally speaking, it may be said that countries that have had experience 
of troops organized on this basis have found that they require a considerable 
amount of intensive training after mobilization before they can be considered 
fit for employment as First-Line troops. On the other hand they have been 
utilised effectively as Garrison and replacement troops. Such duty is of 
paramount importance, it must be effectively provided for in some manner. 
Troops of this type could be brought to a standard of individual efficiency 
sufficient to enable them to be incorporated in drafts into existing fully-trained 
and organized combat units, in a far shorter time than would be consumed 
in attempting to develop complete Reserve combat units in accordance with 
First-Line standards. 

In the case of the Infantry Arm, for example, such Reserve Depot 
Battalions could be organized on a ratio of one to each Infantry Brigade. 
It should be possible to replace all casualties in the parent Brigade from its 
own Depot Battalion, and, at the same time, utilise these units for Garrison 
duties, and possibly as Training Battalions' for new drafts. Other Arms could 
be catered for in a similar fashion. If, however, the present policy to organize 
and train these troops as First-Line units, on the same basis as the normal 
Volunteer units, remains in force, then provision will have to be made for the 
performance of garrison and replacement duty by certain Volunteer units 
selected for the purpose. In either case the existing Class "B" Reserve 
would form the fifth component of our Forces as a whole. 

THE RESERVE OF OFFICERS. 

In the Reserve of Officers we have another component which has made 
considerable progress during the past year or so. Organized originally on a 
cumbersome single cadre system from among retired officers of the Regular 
Service, this Corps has now got its own branch rosters, and Reserve Officers 
are trained with their own Arms and Services in accordance with these rosters, 
in so far as numbers and other factors permit; all its members have completed 
fairly comprehensive courSE'S of basic training; a large portion of them have 
been assigned to Reserve Regiments and have, or will be, trained with these 
units this year, and we may expect that many others will be available for similar 
assignments as vacancies arise in the future. 

This briefly summarises the present position of the Reserve of Officers. 
We might now consider what form the future functions and composition 

of thi Corps would take. A brief summary of these points was submitted in 
an article by the writer in the October, 1929, number of AN TOGLACH. 

That summary might be quoted here: "The Reserve of Officers would 
naturally form a component of this third (Reserve) echelon, and its functions 
would be of the same nature as the general functions of the other Reserve 
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components, that is, to reinforce and replace. Its members might expect 

to be employed in any of three general capacities. Once mobilization is 

ordered every Regular and Volunteer unit will be faced with the problem 

of making good its deficiencies in commissioned personnel, as represented 

by the differences between peace and war establishments. This would be 

the first mission of the Reserve of Officers. Then we must be prepared for the 

institution of numerous specialist and technical staff appointments which do 

not exist in peace-time. Here again the Reserve of Officers will provide us 

with our only possible source of supply. Finally, we must be prepared to have 

available the ten per cent. replacements required on mobilization, and to cater 

for general recruiting, voluntary or otherwise, with the consequent demand 

for officers to command and train the new levieg. Th;s would form the third 

task of the Reserve of Officers. The replacements would be found from 

Reserve Officers gazetted in peace-time to Depot Units, composed of the 

existing " B " Reserves, and the officers for the new units from the General 

List of Reserve Officers." 
This briefly sums up the possible future functions of the Reserve of 

Officers, and provides us with a basis for the organization of this component. 

One point arises out of this. An opinion seems to be held in some quarters 

in the Service that all Reserve Officers should be gazetted in peace-time to 

some unit, or at least, to some definite appointment. This conclusion must be 

based on a mis-conception of the real functions of the Reserve of Officers. 

If we accept the basis outlined above we will find that it would be necessary 

to assign Reserve Officers to the following distinct classes :-

I. To fill such vacancies in Regular and Volunteer units as can be 

foreseen in peace-time. 
II. To fill specialist and technical staff appointments instituted on 

mobilization. 
III. To officer Depot and Garrison units composed of the Class" B " 

Reserve troops. 
IV. To officer newly-raised units, and to meet any other unforeseen 

contingencies with regard to the supply of commissioned personnel. 

Class IV., which is referred to in the summary quoted above, as the General 

List of Reserve Officers would be a most useful element of the Corp , and a , 
large proportion of Reserve Officers should always be borne on this list. It 

would probably be the only Class which would have opportuniti for int nsive 

annual training in Regular Army Schools, the Officers in Classes I. and III. 

would complete routine troop training with their units, while Officers in CI 

II. would probably undergo little or no practical peace-time training. By 

periodically transferring officers from Cl 1. and III. to the G n ral List, 

and replacing them in their units by officers from the latter Class, w would 

be in a position to ensure that the greater proportion of the R rYe of 

Officers were afforded opportunities for undergoing periodical refresher 

courses in Schools in addition to their ordinary troop duty. 
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THE RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS. 

Although the general development of the Reserve of Officers to date 
has not been unsatisfactory, there is one point in which it is seriously 
deficient-strength. Its present strength is, of course, totally inadequate 
to meet the requirements of a modem Defence Force, such as is outlined 
in this paper. This factor raises the question of recruitment. The ~eserve 
of Officers as it exists at present is recruited from among retired officers of the 
Regular Service. As conditions become more stable in the latter component 
this source of supply will no longer be available. How, then, are we to build 
up and maintain this vitally important element of the Forces at an adequate 
strength ? 

The solution should be found in the recently instituted Officers' Training 
Corps movement. It is doubtful if the functions of this movement have ever 
been clearly defined, but it would seem that in its contingents we have a 
source of supply of potential Reserve Officers. The movement would have 
to be developed, of course. At present it is confined to the Universities. The 
question of extending it by organising outside contingents in the larger centres 
of population might also be considered. A start has already been made in 
this direction by the organization of a Volunteer Cadet Corps in Dublin, 
although the functions of this Corps are, of course, to furnish officers to the 
Volunteer Force. As this Force develops the necessity for any such Corps 
will probably disappear. From many points of view it would seem more 
desirable that the Volunteers should develop their officers from their own 
ranks, although this should not, of course, preclude graduates of Reserve 
Officers Training Corps from receiving commissions in Volunteer units where 
vacancies exist. An even more important development would be the 
organization of contingents of a junior Division in schools and colleges 
throughout the country. The future success of the Reserve of Officers will 
depend upon the quality and efficiency of the graduates of the Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps who pass into the ranks of the senior component. Reserve 
Commissions must be awarded on merit only, in accordance with uniform 
standards of efficiency. Even on the basis of University contingents it would 
be difficult to reach such standards in the time available for active training 
during the normal period spent at such an institution by the average student. 
If the members of such Corps had, however, completed a certain amount 
of preliminary training with junior contingents in their secondary schools, 
this problem could more readily be overcome. For this reason we should'con
sider dividing the Reserve Officers' Training Corps into two divisions; a 
Junior Division, to be organized in the various Secondary Schools and Colleges, 
and a Senior Division in the Universities, and possibly in the larger centres 
of population as distinct from these institutions. 

THE DEFENCE FORCES OF THE FUTURE. 
On the basis of this brief summary of the main elements of the 

organizational aspects of our General Military Plan we are in a position to make 
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a general survey of the probable composition of our Defence Forces of the 

future. As a general guide we can probably attempt to summarise the 

principal components as follows: 

REGULAR TROOPS. 

I. The Regular Army: comprising a body of highly trained, long

service professional officers, N.C.O:S and men, with the primary 

mission of functioning as the administrative and executive cadre 

of the forces as a whole. This component would be organised 

in units of all Arms and Services, in Staff and Departmental 

detachments, and in organic cadres for attachment to Non

Regular units. 

II. The Regular Army Reserve: consisting of existing Class" A " 

Reserve personnel, with the mission of completing the War 

Establishment of Regular Units. Would be posted to such units 

in groups of an adequate strength to complete their establishments 

and to provide 10 per cent. first replacements. 

NON-REGULAR TROOPS. 

III. The Volunteer Force: The component in which the bulk of the 

Forces would eventually be organized, consisting of voluntarily 

enlisted troops, who would perform periodical part-time training 

throughout their service. Would be organized in units of all Arms. 

IV. The Volunteer Reserve Force: Composed mainly of skilled or 

semi-skilled personnel who have registered for service in time of 

emergency, but who would not normally have to undergo regular 

training in peace-time. This component would fulfil generally 

the same functions towards the Volunteer Force as the Regular 

Army Reserve fulfils for the Regular Army. 

V. The Special Reserve: Composed of existing Class" B " Reserve 

personnel organised in complete units of all Arms for garrison 

and replacement duty. 

VI. The Reserve of Officers: Composed of the existing Reserve of 

Officers, with such additional personnel as are granted com

missions in the Reserve from the R.O.T.C., and other sources. 

Would be utilised to fill vacancies in existing Regular and 

Volunteer units on mobilization, to man technical Staffs and 

Departments; to officer Reserve and newly-raised units, and to 

provide a general reserve of commissioned personnel. 

VII. The Reserve Officers' Training Corps: Composed mainly of 

aspirants for Reserve Commissions in the Forces. To be divided 

into a Senior and Junior Division. 
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In this general summary we now see the main outlines of the scaffolding 
upon which the Defence Forces of the future would be built up, consisting 
of seven main components, each of which would have its own specific functions, 
while all of them fit in together as integral elements of one single Army. 

TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORCES. 

Having decided in this fashion upon the general composition of our Forces, 
we have next got to make arrangements for their recruitment, organization, 
training, and administration. All this calls for decentralization of command 
and administration, through the medium of some such agencies as Territorial 
Commanders and their staffs. This would call for a radical re-arrangement 
of our existing Territorial Districts. Each of these Districts would be 
required to raise, train, administer, and mobilize its own quota of troops, 
allotted in accordance with the general requirements of the Field Forces on 
mobilization and the particular circumstances of each District. These Districts 
would thus form the general framework of our whole Military system in peace
time. Our existing Districts cannot be regarded as suitable to meet our future 
requirements, they are, in effect, the natural outgrowth of our old Civil War 
Command areas modified to meet present-day administrative requirements 
only. Our permanent Districts of the future would have to be constituted 
on an altogether different basis. For instance, it would be desirable that, 
with the possible exception of the District embodying the densely populated 
Dublin area, each District should raise a complete unit of the Combined Arms, 
say a Mixed Brigade, with such additional Divisional and Army Troops as 
might be desirable. This plan would facilitate training, organization, and 
administration. An acceptance of it would dictate that population should 
be the main factor in determining the sub-division of the country into such 
areas. In addition to this principal factor we would then have to take into 
account communications, existing geographical boundaries, centres and 
distribution of population, and natural and other resources. Although they 
would be primarily administrative agencies, tactical considerations would 
also have to be considered in the fixing of the District boundaries. 

The real reason for the constitution of Districts at all is to provide for 
decentralization. It is important that this should not be lest sight of. 
Decentralization is the essence of military efficiency, centralization is its 
antithesis. In peacetime centralization tends to cripple initiative, complicates 
administration, and, in time of emergency, would result in a complete break
down of the whole machine, and seriously impair progressive development. 
There is a general impression in the Service that many of our ills can be traced 
to our policy of rigid centralization of control. A modern Army is like any 
great business concern, it must conduct its activities in accordance with 
established policies, promulgated in the case of an Army through the medium 
of Regulations. Once the policies are laid down in this way their actual 
interpretation is simply a matter of ordinary commonsense on the part of the 
subordinates charged with their execution. 
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Not the least important of the results to be anticipated from the initiation 
of any such policy of general decentralization are the opportunities that would 
be afforded to Departmental Staff Officers to divest themselves of the 
responsibility of attending to irritating petty details, and devote themselves 
to their primary missions of planning for the future, and dealing with the 
major aspects of organization, administration, and training. 

SUPPLY. 

The problem of supply is far too wide to be covered adequately in a general 
paper of this nature. It can, therefore, only be touched upon as a vital 
element of our general Defence Plan. From this standpoint it demands 
careful and immediate study under two main headings, viz. : 

(I.) The development of our internal resources from the point of view 
of supply in war; and, 

(II.) The military equipment of the Forces. 

Obviously the Army is only concerned indirectly with (1.). The study 
of supply in its wider aspects, as set out under this heading, is a problem that 
affects practically every Department of State. No such study can be carried 
out effectively in the absence of some co-ordinating or controlling authority, 
which can direct all effort towards a common end. The creation of some 
such agency is in itself another vital element of any Defence Scheme, but hardly 
comes within the scope of this paper. It has already been touched upon in the 
editorial columns of AN TOGLACH • . 

Under the second heading the Army is in a position to deal with its own 
particular aspect of the problem. The immediate necessity is the provision 
of adequate equipment for purposes of peacetime training, with particular 
reference to our Regular Demonstration units. This first requirement having 
been met we can then progress to the building up of a war reserve on the basis 
of our mobilization requirements. 

By undertaking the solution of this great problem in this systematic 
manner the development of our Supply plans can be brought into line with the 
progress of our Defence Scheme as a whole. 

EDUCATION. 

Before going on to consider the final element of our Defence Plan
Education-we might consider exactly what we mean by the term MilitaJ)' 
Education. It might be said that it covers primarily the professional training, 
general and specialist, of the officer for the duties of his rank and grade. To 
a lesser extent it may also deal with the specialized training of Non
Commissioned Officers and enlisted speciali ts. To avoid complications it 
is proposed to confine this discussion to the primary aspects of Military 
Education. 
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Having arrived at our definition we may next decide that Military 
Education is imparted through the medium of Army Schools, and that in 
general it should be developed along progressive lines similar to those obtaining 
in schemes of Civil Education. 

Finally we must keep in mind that any scheme of Military Education 
adopted in this country must provide adequate facilities, not alone for the 
education of Regular Officers, but also of Reserve and Volunteer Officers, 
and that the education of these three classes of officers must be conducted 
along uniform lines. 

On this general basis we may commence at the bottom, with what may 
be termed the equivalent of Primary Education in civil life. In the military 
profession this primary, or basic education, is imparted to the Cadet, or Officer
aspirant, before he receives his commission. Its object is to lay the foundation 
of an Officer's military education. It does not attempt to actually train him 
as an officer; that follows on in the next stage. 

The second stage of Military Education may be regarded, to some extent, 
as akin to Secondary education outside. It is normally divided into two 
phases. Both would be imparted through the medium of the School of the 
Arm to which the officer is posted. The object of the first phase is to train 
the young officer for junior command or appointment in his unit. The second 
phase trains him for command of the highest unit of his own Arm, e.g., the 
Infantry and Artillery Brigades, Division Engineers, Signals, Medical 
Services, etc. The young officer should normally complete the first phase 
as soon as possible after the receipt of his commission. On completing this 
first phase he returns to regimental duty until due or recommended for 
promotion to Field rank. He then returns to the School of his Arm and 
completes the second phase of his Secondary Education. It will be noted 
that, while the Basic training is general in scope, the Secondary training is 
essentially specialist. 

Finally he enters upon the last phase of Military Education proper, 
which may be regarded as the equivalent of University education in civil life. 
This is best described as Command and Staff training. It is designed to fit 
officers for the command of forces of all Arms, and for employment as Staff 
Officers with such forces, and at the Department of Defence, G.H.Q., etc. 

This final stage might also be divided into two phases, the first of which 
would deal with the handling of the Combined Arms in the field, while the 
second would cover higher training for war, policy, strategy, international 
relations, economics, broader aspects of administration, and so on. 

This briefly concludes an outline of a possible scheme of Military Education 
which, in its wider aspects at least, corresponds generally with the accepted 
theories on this subject in other Armies. 

Our next problem is to examine the possibility of making it fit in with 
our particular requirements, with particular references to the point raised 
earlier re the different classes of officers in our Service. The necessity for 
uniformity in the education of all officers has already been stressed. How, 
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then, can we achieve this uniformity in any such scheme as this? In the 
first place by providing that definite qualifications are demanded of all officers 
according to grade and arm, irrespective of their classification as Regulars, 
Reserve, and Volunteers. While the qualifications laid down should be uniform 
in scope, the standards of proficiency to be reached would vary with the 
component affected. 

Having accepted this fundamental principle we can go on to extend 
the scheme to the whole Service. For example, both Regular Cadets and 
members of the O.T.C.'s would be required to complete the same general 
syllabus of Cadet Training. The training imparted to Regular Army Cadets 
would be more detailed and thorough, and their standards of qualification 
higher, but otherwise both classes of Cadets would receive the same basic 
training. 

The same principle would apply to the other stages. Regular. Reserve, 
and Volunteer Officers would all be required to complete their Services Courses 
at the School of their Arm. Again the general scope of the Courses would 
be similar, the only essential difference would be the duration of the Courses, 
the amount of detail covered, and the standards of qualification required. 
This intensive School training might also be usefully implemented in the case 
of Volunteer and Reserve Officers by correspondence courses, local officers' 
classes, etc. 

The general problem, as far as the first two stages are concerned, having 
been solved in this matter, the question of higher or Command and Staff 
training for Non-Regular officers should present no great difficulty. 

Having thus briefly detailed this possible scheme of Military Education, 
we might conclude the study of this final element of our Defence Plan by 
considering how our existing educational agencies could be brought into line 
with the requirements laid down. 

We have already the nucleus of our School of Cadet Training in the 
existing Cadet Wing of the Infantry School at the Curragh. During the past 
few years this institution has been slowly, but surely, developing into a 
Basic School on the lines outlined above. An attempt has been made to remove 
the objection to our earlier system of Cadet training, which was almost entirely 
military in scope, by introducing selected academic subjects into the Syllabus. 
Provided the required facilities in the shape of extern instructors, or, 
preferably, by transferring the Cadet School to a centre in proximity to 
one of the Universities, can be afforded, this School can be regarded as ready 
to assume its proper place in our general scheme of Military Education. 

In view of projected further developments in the organization of our 
Forces, there is one aspect of Cadet Training which might now receive special 
attention from the authorities. At the moment the Cadet Wing only caters 
for candidates for commissions in the Regular Army. It would seem that the 
scope of the School could be extended with advantage to provide for officer
aspirants for the Volunteer and Reserve Forces as well. Presumably this 
could only be achieved by initiating a Military School under State auspices, 
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which would be graded as a Secondary School, conducted on military lines. 
This school would then prepare candidates, not alone for the Regular Army, 
but also for the Universities, etc. The importance of any such development 
to the Volunteers and Reserve .Forces could hardly be exaggerated. 

So much for Cadet and Basic Training, we can now pass on to the Service 
Schools, the institutions which deal with the second stage of Military 
Education. The first of these schools, the Infantry School, has been 
established, and the first course, designed primarily to train an instruction 
cadre, is in progress. This school has also conducted special courses for Reserve 
Officers. There does not appear to be any real reason why the schools of the 
other Arms and Services, Mobile Arm, Artillery, Engineers, Signals, Medical 
Services, and Supply and Transport, should not be established on a similar 
basis. Some of these schools already exist in some form, but with one 
exception, the Army School of Signals, they have no official status. The 
according of such recognition to them and their formal establishment would 
be a big step towards putting the proposed scheme of Military Education into 
effect. 

It would appear that the all important problem of Command and Staff 
training should also be undertaken at once. The scheme of Military 
Education outlined above provides that officers complete definite progressive 
stages of general and specialist education before they become eligible for 
Command and Staff training. Under normal circumstances this would hold 
good, and such progressive education should be initiated at once. At the 
same time our problem is not a normal one, and cannot be solved by normal 
methods. The demand for an adequate supply of trained Staff Officers is 
too pressing to wait until sufficient officers have graduated from Service 
Schools. As an immediate solution the training of an instructional cadre 
for the Command and Staff School could be undertaken at once. By detailing 
a limited number of selected officers of all Arms an effective cadre could be 
built up by the time the first classes graduate from the Service Schools. Regular 
Command and Staff training could then proceed with the minimum of delay, 
and in a comparatively short time an adequate supply of trained Staff Officers 
would be available to meet at least immediate needs at the Department, 
and the various District Headquarters throughout the country. 

Viewing the matter in this light it would appear that our existing 
educational agencies could be readily adapted to meet the needs of a sound, 
progressive scheme of Military Education. The necessity for the initiation 
of any such scheme requires no further emphasis. 

CONCLUSION. 

In conclusion it is well that it should be made clear that the writer does 
not claim that any original or new ideas are embodied in this paper. The 
~roposals themselves, if they can be regarded as such, are based on an exam
mation of the systems obtaining in foreign Armies, combined with the results of 
our own practical experiences and studies during the past few years. Most of 
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the matters discussed have been under consideration for long periods; provisional 

decisions have been reached on some of them, quite possibly further and more 

definite decisions will have been reached on others before this article appears in 

print. The paper simply purports, as was made clear in the introductory 

remarks, to outline briefly the salient points that have to be considered in 

developing a definite system of National Defence in this country. None of the 

points raised has been discussed in any detail; numerous separate articles 

could be devoted with advantage to anyone of them. 

The primary object of the paper has been to direct attention to the 

development of a definite Defence Plan as a whole. If it has helped the readers 

of AN TOGLACH to consider such a plan in its broader aspects this cbject has 

been attained. 

MILITARY ORGANISATION A NECESSITY. 

This country suffered much in the past because the people lacked the 

military organization necessary to defend their rights and liberties. 

Ireland was submerged for seven centuries, not because at the time 

of the Norman invasion she was at a lower stage of civilization than other 

countries, not because she had too small a population to stand up against 

invasion, not because her people were lacking in natural valour, but because 

the organization and military system were not there.-MR. BLYTHE • 

•• All of our wars have been prolonged for want of judiciou and 

economical preparation, and often when the people have impatiently awaited 

the tidings of victory, those of humiliating defeat have plunged the nation 

into mourning. The cause of all thi is obvious to the oldier and hould 

be no less obvious to the statesman. It lies partly in the unfounded jealou y 

of not a large, but even a small standing army; in the persistent use of raw 

troops; in the want of expansive organization, adequate for every prospective 

emergency; in short and voluntary enli tment , carrying with them large 

bounties; and in a variety of other defects. Already we are forgetting 

these costly sacrifices, and unless we now frame and bequeath to the ucceed

ing generation a military y tern sugge ted by our pa t experience and 

commended by the example of other enlightened nation , our rul rs nd 

legislators in the next war will fall into the same erro and illv Iv th 

country in the same sacrifices a in the p t . It ha been truly rem rk d 

by one of our philosophers that • we follow 8UCce and not kill. ' . . 

In every civilized country success in war depend upon the organizati and 

application of its military re ources. "-EWORY UPTON, Military Policy 01 

the United States, pp. viii., xi. 
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NOTES ON THE EARLY SERVICES OF " IRLANDA EL FAMOSO," 
WITH REFERENCE TO A RECENT PAPER ON THE IRISH 

REGIMENTS IN THE SERVICE OF SPAIN.1 

By THE MARQUIS MACSWINEY OF MASHANAGLASS, M.R.I.A. 

IF THERE existed any doubts as to the need for a history of tp.e Irish 
troops in the service of Spain written in accordance with the rules of 
modern historical criticism, the Marquis Merry del Val's paper on the 
subject would amply suffice to dispel them definitely. Animated by 

feelings of sincere attachment and good will towards our Country, the 
Country of his forefathers, the eminent diplomat, who represents with so 
much distinction His Catholic Majesty at the Court of Saint James, has 
spontaneously paid a great compliment to the Irish nation by publicly giving 
expression to such feelings in a paper whjch he read, a few months ago, before 
the Irish Literary Society in London. As this paper, which was most 
eulogistically referred to, at the time, in the daily press, has recently appeared 
in the columns of AN tOGLACH, the excellent magazine published under the 
auspices of the National Defence Association, and thus been made available 
to students of Irish Military History, I feel it is incumbent upon me to correct, 
at least, some of the inaccuracies in which it abounds, although the task of 
correcting is, under the circumstances, far from pleasing. 

Quoting from a manuscript, a copy of which was communicated to him 
by Lieutenant-General Don Eduardo de Fuentes, Head of the Historical 
and Geographical Department of the Spanish Army, the Marquis Merry del 
Val begins by stating that-" in the year 1600, that is to say, in the reign 
of Philip II., four fine regiments of staunch Catholics officered by men of 
the best families were raised and incorporated into the Spanish armies under 
Stanley, Bostock, Studer and Arundel, who each held the rank of Maestre 
de Campo in Spain." He then proceeds to give a list,-incomplete as I have 
ascertained,-of Colonels of Irish regiments from 1600 to 1695,· observing 
that these corps "were not organised on the model of those which, in Spain, 
came to be designated under the modern name of 'Regiments,' but rather 
on that of the old formations, originally raised in the XIVth century, and 
known as tercios." The fact that the writer says nothing of the circumstances 
under which these corps were raised, their composition, the campaigns in 
which they took part, nor even the time at which they ceased to figure in the 
Spanish establishment. shows that since Mathew O'Conor published, eighty
five years ago. his Military M emoirs oj the Irish Nation,' little or no progress 
has been made in tracing the vicissitudes of the Irish troops in the service 
of Spain in the seventeenth century. 

1. Merry del Val, The Marquis Don Alfonso. Tile Irisll Regimems in tile sMllice of 
Spai", in .AN T-OGUCB, Dublin, 1930. Vol. III., No.2, pp. 6-16. 

2. This list is identical with that given by the Count de Clonard in his monumental 
work-~istoria .Orc.anu a de las Armas de Infanteria :y Cabal/ena EsPano/as desde 
Ia ereacaOfl del eJercJto permanente IIasta eI dia. Madrid, 1854. Vol. X ., Book II!.. 
p. 13 . 

3. Dublin, 1866. 
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" It was not," the Marquis goes on to say, "until the XVIIth century 

that the ' Regiment' proper appears in Spain under the House of Bourbon. 

The arrival of the first of these Irish Regiments to Spain followed the 

conclusion of the Peace of Utrecht (1713-1715). They were the remnant 

of that part of the army of James II. which had joined him in France, to the 

number of twelve Infantry and five Cavalry Regiments." I will not lay too 

much stress on the inaccuracy of these figures,' but I must observe that it is 

not clear what the writer means when he says that " the arrival of the first 

of these Irish Regiments to Spain followed the conclusion of the Peace of 

Utrecht." as, to mention only such corps as are referred to by himself, 

those known, at the time, by the names of Castelar, MacAuliffe, Vendome, 

and Comerford,' all four inscribed on the Spanish muster-rolls as early as 

1709.' were unquestionably constituted as " Regiments" proper, in the modern 

sense of the word, as much as those which were added to Philip V.'s Army, after 

the conclusion of the Peace of Utrecht. And this is not yet all, for, as I have 

shown in a paper which, although recently published, has escaped the 

Marquis Merry del Val's notice, the first two Irish Regiments in the service 

of Spain in the eighteenth century, both constituted also as " Regiments" 

proper, in the modern sense of the word, were Mahony's and Crofton's 

Regiments of Dragoons formed, in Spain, in 1703 and 1705 respectively! 

It is all the more astonishing to find that the Marquis only knows of the 

existence of one of these corps-he does not even give its narne,'-that quite 

apart from such light as it may have been my good fortune to throw on the 

4. The miscellaneous remains of King james's Irish Army, which consisted, in Ireland, 

of two Troops of Horse Guards, eight regiments of Horse, seven of Dragoons, and 

fifty of Infantry,a were remodelled in France, in the autumn of 1691, as follows

two Troops of Horse Guards, two regiments of Horse, two of Dismounted Dragoons, 

eight of Infantry and three Independent Companies.b As, in exchange for the 

French expeditionary force sent by Louis XIV. to Ireland,. under th~ Count de 

Lauzun, King James had previously despatched to France, m the spnng o~ 1~90, 
the Infantry Regiments of Mountcashel, O'Brien, Dillon, Butler, ,!-nd FIeldmg, 

(the latter two being incorporated, on their arrival in that country, Wlth the former 

three.c), the total number of Irish infantry corps in France, in 1691, amounted to 

eleven regiments and three Independent Companies. 

(a) D'Alton, J. : Illustrations, Historical and Genealogical of King Janus's IrisA 

Army List. Dublin, 1860. Vol. I., pp. IS, 22, 41, 2S~, and Vol. I~., pp. 2 and 3. 

(b) O'Callaghan, J. C.: History of the Irish Brigades 'n tile Senl'C6 of FrallC6. 

Glasgow, IS70. Book II., p . 142. 
(e) Ibid. Book I., p. S. 

Ii. It is ~urprising to find these regiments referred to by t~e ~~arquis 1tf~rry ~el ~al, 
at this early stage of their career, by the names of H'i?t""a, UUon,a, Limeru:", 

and Waterford, which were only bestowed upon them In 171 . 

6. Oman, Prof. Charles W . C.: The Irish T,oops in IIIe Serviu of Spain (170~1 1 I, 
in the Journal of Ihe Uniled Service Institution. London, 1918. Vol. LXIII., 

No. 449, p . 2. 
7. MacSwiney of Mashanaglass, The Marquis: Notes on tlu formaJ~ of tlu /ir It 

If'ish Regiments in lhe Service of Spai" in. the eighteenth century, III tb JourfllOl of 

IIIe Royal Society of Antiquaries of I,eland, Dublin, 1927. Vol. LVII., Part I ., 

pp.7-20. 
8. " .... There was-the larquis writes-a Regim~t of ~~ Dragoons in the 

service of Spain, for their standard is still preseived ,If our Military Museum, but 

of the latter I have at present no further knowledge. J 
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original formation of the two regiments in question, it may be said without 
exaggeration that there hardly is a page in the history of the War of the 
Spanish Succession in which their names do not occur. 

" In the course of a few years," the writer further states, "possibly after 
the Peace of Rastadt (6th March, 1714) which stipulated a reform of the 
Irish troops, amongst its other clauses, the number of these Irish Spanish 
Regiments was reduced to three, namely Irlanda, dubbed the famous, Hibernia 
and Ultonia." In this the Marquis Merry del Val is entirely mistaken; it 
was not the Irish troops in the service of Spain, but those in the service of 
France which were reduced in number as a result of the conclusion of the 
Peace of Rastadt. Whilst the Regiment of O'Donnell was broken up, one 
half being incorporated with Lee's and the other with Clare's, the Regiment 
of Galmoy virtually merged into Dillon's, and the second battalion of Berwick's 
divided between the first of that corps and Rothes Regiment,' not only was 
not a single Irish corps on the Spanish establishment disbanded on that 
occasion, but it was precisely then that Bourke's Regiment, which subsequently 
assumed the name 'of Regimiento de blanda, passed with arms and baggage 
from the French to the Spanish service. 10 Furthermore, as I propose to show 
in a forthcoming paper, another Irish corps, about which practically nothing 
appears to be known so far was formed, in Spain, in 1719, and the Regiments 
of Waterford and Limerick continued in existence for a number of years still. 
It was only in 1734 that the former was broken up, and drafted into the 
Regiment of "Hibernia,"ll and, in 1736, that the latter was presented by 
Philip V. as a don de joyeu~ avenement_to his son the Infant Don Carlos, on 
his accession to the throne of the Two Sicilies, under circumstances which I 
have related at some length in a paper which I read four years ago before the Royal Irish Academy.u 

It is not my intention to follow here and now, line by line, the Marquis 
Merry del Val in the summary account he gives of the history of the three 
Irish infantry regiments which still formed part of the Spanish Army when 
the War of the Austrian Succession broke out in 1742, the history of these 
corps shall have to be written sooner or later, and I have been engaged for 
some time past in collecting materials for that purpose in the records of 
France and Spain. I must content myself, for the present, with making a few 
observations about what the Marquis says regarding the antecedents of the Regimiento de l1'landa. 

" This formation," he states, "known as Burke's so long as it fought 
in the service of France, was declared on no less an authority than that of 
James 111., to have been raised by James II. in 1688, under the name of the 
Queen's Regiment. Its Colonels, Francis Waucbope and Felix Jones, have 

i . O'~or! op. cit .• Appendix: Memoir &<meet'";,,, tile Iris" troops from tlaeir 4rnllal ." Fr_ to tile prese"t li4Y, p. 379. 10. See further p. 10. 
11. aon~. Conde de. Op. cit., Vol. XI., Book III., p . 326. . 12. M~wmey of !'fashanaglass. The Marquis: Notes on some Iris" Regimeflls til tlte SIJ'tnU of Spm" 41ld Of N4pus oj" tlse eiglllumlt UfIhny. in the houeli;ngs of lite Royallrislt ~'~",y. Dublin, 1m. Vol. XXXVII., Section C., No.9., pp. 161-167. 
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solemnly declared that originally the regimental title was 'The Queen's 

Guards,' an appellation which was dropped in France because no similar 

body of troops existed in the Army of Louis XIV." And he adds: ,. On 

the 27th June, 1715, Raymond Burke was Marechal de Camp, or General of 

Division, in the French Army. Thus it fell to the lot of Colonel Francis 

Wauchope to transfer the Regiment to the service of King Philip V. of Spain." 

With the exception of that regarding the transfer of the regiment from the 

French to the Spanish service, there is not a statement contained in above 

lines which is not inaccurate. In the first place, the Regiment was not 

:' known as Burke's so long as it fought in the service of France," secondly, 

It was not raised by James II. in 1688 under the name of the .. Queen's 

Regiment," thirdly, at no time was the regimental title .. The Queen's 

Guards," fourthly, the fact that" no similar body of troops (whatever that 

may mean) existed in the Army of Louis XIV.," could in any way have 

caused King James to drop such a title if it had been borne effectively by one 

of the corps composing his own Army before 1698, and, lastly, there was no 

Man!chal de Camp of the name of Raymond Burke serving with the Irish 

troops in France in 1715. 
Not only does the Marquis Merry del Val state that the Regiment 

,. was raised by James II. in 1688," but, with no less assurance, he asserts 

that as "the Queen's Guards it took part in the expedition (?) of 1689, 

siege of Londonderry, and subsequent operations under Sarsfield," and adds 

that, .. after the final defeat of James II. it entered the service of France in 

1693." Furthermore, in the list he gives of its Commanding Officers, he 

mentions the Marquis of Antrim as having been its first, and Ferdinand (?) 

Wauchope its second Colonel. lI 

Had the Marquis known, or not forgotten, that plenty of information 

regarding King james's Irish Army, both in Ireland and in France, can be 

obtained from O'Conor's, O'Callaghan's, and D'Alton's standard books on 

the subject, he would hardly have committed the imprudence of blindly 

reproducing above particulars, apparently drawn from Colonel Felix Jones's 

,. narrative," without having previously made sure that they were duly 

corroborated by such documentary evidence as the three Irish writers have 

collected, and made available in their works. Had he only even read 

carefully the paper published, some years ago, by Sir Charles Oman in the 

Journal of the Royal United Serviu Institution, he could not have helped 

observing that, whilst adopting himself Colonel jones's ,. narrative," the 

13. Not having had so far the opportunity of seeing the text of Colonel Felix JODet' • 

.. narrative," I ~not tell foe sure whether it is from ~ sou~. that. ~ Marquis 

Merry del Val obtained the information which he used 111 compiling his list of ~o 
Colonels of the Regimienlc de ["landa which differs from both tho Count de Clooani ',G 

and Sir Charles Oman's b inasmuch as the Christian JWDe of the .ofti.cet. supposed 

to have been the second Colonel of the Regiment is gi~ as F~~ lDStead of 

Francis Wauchop, and that Francis Wauchop himself is inclu~ed 111 It between the 

Count of Beaehaven and Edward Burke, that is to say as. if be had ~eld the 

Colonelcy of the corps seventeen years after his decease which occurred 1Il 1718.4: 

(a) 01'. cil., Vol. X., Book Ill., p . I4.9. uo 

(6) Oman, Prof. C. W. C. 01'. cit., loco AI., No. 661, p ....... 

(&) See further p. U. 
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English historian did not fail to point out, in afoot-note, u the fact that 
this "differs largely in detail" from another version of the story which Sir 
Charles attributes to Colonel Watts but for which, in reality, O'Callaghan 
is solely responsible, Colonel Watts having simply published a short summary 
of O'Callaghan's account of the Irish Brigades in the service of France, 
without adding to it absolutely anything new.15 

With due respect to Colonel Felix Jones's memory, I venture to submit 
that he was strangely misinformed as regards the early services of the 
Regimienro de Irlanda, which he had the honour of commanding for a number 
of years, and of which he wrote the memoir now fairly well known as a result 
of the publicity given it by the Count de Clonard, Sir Charles Oman, and the 
Marquis Merry del Val in turn. 

Had the last two writers gone to the trouble of examining the muster
rolls of the Jacobite Army at the time of the War of the Revolution in 
Ireland, published by John D'Alton, some seventy years ago, they would have 
seen that no such corps as " the Queen's Guards" or " the Queen's Regiment 
of Foot" figured in " King James's Irish Army List," a fact on which, by the 
way, O'Callaghan laid particular stress. lI Had they looked up in Burke's or 
Debrett's the pedigree of the MacDonnell family, they would further have 
seen that, in 1688, there existed no such person as the Marquis of Antrim 
for the excellent reason that six years earlier, in 1682, on the decease of 
Randal MacDonnell, the Marquisate had expired, and that Alexander 
MacDonnell, his brother and heir, bore the title of Earl of Antrim of which 
he was the third holder. Having ascertained both these facts, they would, 
naturally, have come to the same conclusion as I have, namely, that if there 
ever was any connection at all between the Earl of Antrim's Regiment!7 
and the corps formed in France in 1691-not in 1693 as erroneously stated 
by the Marquis Merry del Val-it only consisted of the eventual incorporation 
of drafts from the former into the latter, which, needless to say, could not 
reasonably be regarded, even if it were proved, as having constituted an 
official link between the two corps. 

As a matter of fact the history of the regiment which, at a later period, 
was to be distinguished by the honourable appellation of Irlanda el famoso!' 
only begins with the year 1691, when, together with a number of other infantry 
corps, the Regiment de la Reine d' Angleterre was formed, in France, from the 
remains of the Irish troops which followed their Sovereign to that country 
after the concIu ion of the Treaty of Limerick. The first officer appointed 
to the Colonelcy of the new regiment was neither the Marquis of Antrim, 
as asserted by Sir Charles Oman and the Marquis Merry del Val on Colonel 
Felix Jones' authority, nor Colonel the Honourable Simon Luttrel, as stated 
U . 0". cil., 1«. cil., No. "9, p. 5, note I. 
115. \Vatts, Colonel C. M. Tlu Irish T~oops i1S llu Service of F~ance (1691-1791), in the J~ of 1111 Royal Uniled Service Inslitutifm. London, 1917. Vol. LXII., No . ..ec:.Si, SS2-341. ItS. 0' han. o~: cit., loe. cit., p. 9S. 
17. D'Alton. Op. cd., Vol. II., pp. 160-204. 
18. Conard, Conde de. Op. cit., 1«. cil., p. US. 
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by O'Callaghan,"lt but Colonel John Wauchop,'o a ·fine Scottish soldier who had 

taken a very prominent part in the War of the Revolution in Ireland, and 

fell gloriously at the head of the regiment, on the· 4th of October, 1693, at 

the battle of Marsaglia. 21 No time was lost, nor much difficulty experienced 

i~ finding a worthy successor to the brave Wauchop; three weeks only after 

his death, on the 26th of October, the Queen's Regiment was given to the 

Chevalier Scott,22 another veteran of the Irish War· his command however 

was but of short duration for he died, aged 65, at Saint-Germai~-en-Laye: 
and was buried there on the 20th of January, 1694. He is described as follows 

in the funeral entry, copied by Mr. Lart from the parochial register: 

"Mons. Ie Chevalier Scott, gouverneur de Portsmouthe (sic) en Angleterre, 

gouverneur de la province de Munstere (sic) en Irlande, vice admirable (sic) 

de la ditte province, gouverneur de la ville et forteresse de Rinte11e (sic) 

(Kinsale), Colonel du regiment de la reine de la Grande Bretagne."u On 

the 24th of January, Simon Luttrell, Colonel of the Regiment of Dublin which 

he commanded since January, 1692,S. was transferred to the Queen's 

19. O:C~llaghan. op. cit., loco cit. 
20. Blbliotheque Nationale, Paris. MSS. Fonds Fratlfais, no. 22, 762, fol. HOvo, and 

Calendar of the Stuart Papers preserved at Winds01' Castle, London, 1902. Vol. I., 

p. 68. The modelment of the Irish troops. 
21. D'Alton, Op. cit., lac. cit., pp. 793-797. Strangely enough the anonymous compiler 

of MS. No. 22, 762 has noted by mistake John Wauchop, Colonel of the Queen's 

Regiment of Infantry, Thomas Maxwell and Francis O'Carroll, respectively Colonels 

of the King's and Queen's Regiments of Dismounted Dragoons, as having been 

killed at the battle of Staffarde (fols. HOvo. 109 and 109vo). The name of these 

three ?fficers duly figure in the casualty list of the French. Army. ad.ded br. ~e 
MarqUlS de Quincy to his account of the battle of Marsaglia: H,stcire Md,ta,r, 

du Regne de Louis Ie GYand. Paris, 1726, Vol. II., p . 692. . . 

22. B.N.P. MSS. Fonds Francais, No. 22,762, fol. HOvo. For the preVlOus seTVlce5 of 

this m.ost distinguished .officer, whom Charles II. knighted. in 1672, see: D'Aiton, J. 

Op. Clt., loco cit., pp. 663-664, and Dalton, Charles. Ins" Army Lists. London, 

1907, pp. 77 and 82, note 1. 
23. Lart, C. E. jawbite Extracts. London, 1910. Vol. I., p. 122. 

24. Ca~ndal' of the Stuarl Papel's, etc., loc. cit. .. . 

~t FiefU passes over in silence the Regiment of D~blin, as if It ~ never 

eXlSted,a Susane omits to give the names of its Commandmg Offi~;.'.b 0 Callag~n, 
who was under the erroneous impression that this corps had ongmally been ~ 
by Sir Michael Creagh, Lord Mayor of Dublin, when the War of the ~evolution m 

Ireland broke out states that" the Colonel of the Reginlent of Dublin was John 

Power," ~ whose identity, by the way, he failed to ~rtain. Ove~looking the 

eventuality of changes having occurred in the compoSItion of the regtmental staB 

between the vears 1691 when the corps was first formed, and 1696, when, 

according to :&l;lcGeoghegan, its field-officers were: .John ~ower, Colonel, John 

Power, Lieutenant-Colonel, and Theobald Burke, Ma]or,d 0 Callaghan ~p~ to 

have taken it for granted that John Power held the Colo~elcy of the Rlgiwutll 

de Dublin Infanterie" from the beginning to the end of Its comparatively hort 

existence. 'As a matter of fact, John Power, who was made Lieutenant-Colonel of the 

Que~n's Regiment on its formation,e was only promoted to the Co!Onelc:y of t~ 
Regtment of Dublin on the 26th of January, 16~,f two days alter ~un n Luttre1 .• 

transfer to that of the Queen's Regiment.g When, III 1698, the Regiment of Dublin 

was incorporated with Albemarle's,1I John power was attached to the latter in th 

capacity of a Reformed Colonel.i . F ParlI 
(a) FieBe, Eugene. Histoire des tl'ou/Hs jll'altg;ru !'" .umu ,tU .flJ""j ,,~ 
1854. Vol. I., pp. 176-179. (b) Susane, G~nUal. Hssloirl" I ~1I&U1I"' . "I' 
PI'allfaise. Paris, 1853. Vol. VIII., p. 264. (c) O'Callaghan. Op. &iJ .• /«. &iI~, p. 13'

(d) MacGeoghegan,I'Abt>e. Histoil'e de l'JI'la1UU A"mll'" d MotUnu. Pans, 17 2. 

Vol. II., p. 752. (e) B.N.P. ISS. F01tIls FrlJ"fiJU. No. 22, 762, 101. llOvo . 

. .1 Ibid., fol. 112vo. (g) Ibid., fols. 17vo., HOvo., and U2vo. 
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Regiment; as his name du1y figures in the list given by the Abbe 
MacGeoghegan, and often reprinted since, of the Queen's Regiment's field
officers in the year 1695,11 it is, to say the least, surprising that it escaped 
the notice of the Count de Clonard, Sir Charles Oman, and the Marquis Merry 
del Val. 

Of the corps services during the comparatively short period of seven years 
in which it bore the name of the Queen's Regiment,the Marquis gives a brief 
account remarkable inasmuch as, whilst the Regiment is represented as having 
distinguished itself, in 1694, in Flanders, at Vignemont and Dixmude, under 
the Marshal de Luxembourg with whose army, by the way, I have not 
found, so far, any evidence of its having served, not only is no mention made 
of its participation, the year before, in the Marshal de Noaille's campaign 
in Catalonia, it but it is positively stated to have entered the Peninsu1a for the 
fi.rst time in 1697 ! 

When, at the beginning of the year 1698, on the occasion of the 
incorporation of King James's Irish troops with Louis XIV.'s army, following 
on the conclusion of the Treaty of Ryswick, a number of regiments were 
definitely broken up, and their remains distributed among such corps as 
were allowed to subsist or newly created, on the 27th of February, the 
Regiment of Clancarty was merged into the Queen's Regiment 17 which, in 
compliance with the usage in force, at the time, in the French service, assumed 
the name of its Commanding Officer." This name, however, it bore for a few 
months only, Colonel Luttrell having died on the 15th of October, 1698, 
in Dauphine," and Colonel Walter Bourke, who had previously commanded 

(h) MacSwiney of Mashanaglass, The Marquis: The Casualty List of tlu Regi~"t 
of AlbmIarle at the baUle of Luzzara, in the Journal of the Royal Scx;iety of 
Antiquaries of Ireland. Vol. LX., Part I ., Dublin, 1930, p. 87. 

(t) B.N.P. MSS. Fonds Franfais. No. 22, 762, fol. 112vo., and No. 22, 766, 
fol. 91vo. An interesting note twice repeated in MS. No. 22, 762 (lois. novo. 
and 112vo.) enables one to identify the officer in question with the John Power, 
.. commonly called Lord Power," who had been Lord Mayor of Limerick during 
the siege 01 that city, and of whom John D'AIton gives a brief notice. Op. 
cit., ~. cit., p. 209. 

U. Op. cit., roc. cit., p. 7151. 
28. Quincy, Marquis de. Op. cit., loco cit., pp. 699-703. 

The position occupied by the R4gi~ de la Rei1l$ d' Anglel8rre, Infanterie, 
bef~ .the fortified tow,n of Rosas, which was besieged and attacked at the very 
~g 01 the camp;ugn (29th May-9th June, 1693), is duly marked on the map 
inserted in the account of this operation in which John Wauchop took part personally, 
mounting the trenches, and leading an attack. The Regiment was evidently 
incl~ded .am~ng the reinforcements sent by the Duke de Noailles to the Marshal de 
Catinat, 11l Piedmont, (p. 7(4), where it arrived just in time to take its share of the 
qhting on the field of larsaglia. 

27. Susaoe, Gen&ral. Op. cit., ~. cit, pp 2M and 287. See also: FiefiiS, E. Op. cit., 
~. ell., p. 178. 
11M. 

n. )lacl;winey of ashanag1ass, The Marquis. Op. cit., ~. cit., p. 88, note 32. 
~m two contemporary documents found by Mr. Charles McNeill at the Bodleian 
Library, Oxforda a Id published in the finlt issue of A1UJlec14 Hiber1lica,b it appears 
that the d th of CoIODel SimOD Luttrell, hitherto believed to have occurred on the 
th of September, 169, .. only took place 0'1 the 16th of the fonowing month of October 

(a) RIPI1lIIt.$OfJ, Class A., 263. Fob. 71 and 111. 
(6) Dublin, lNG, pp. 81 and 83. 
(c) O'CaDachaD. Op. cit., ~. cit., p. 104. 
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the Regiment of Athlone, and, on its dissolution, had been attached in the 

capacity of a Reformed Colonel to the newly created Regiment of Berwick, 

having been appointed in his place on the 18th of June, 1699.10 

Under Bourke's name, the Regiment acquired new distinction in the War 

of the Spanish Succession, sharing with Dillon's in the glory of the 

defence of Cremona, and, subsequently, signalising itself in a number 

of actions on both the Italian and the Spanish fronts. According to the 

Marquis Merry del Val II they were at Oudenarde, Malplaquet, Landrecies, 

and Denain," and II their fortunes took them to the Rhine in 1713, when 

under the Marshal de Villars, they fought at Mannheim, Landau and Freiburg." 

The campaigns of 1708, 1709, and 1712, in Flanders, and of 1713, on the 

Rhine, are, I know, included by the Count de Clonard in his list of the 

Regiment's services, U but the Count de Clonard is not infallible, especially 

when he deals with the vicissitudes of a foreign regiment prior to its 

incorporation with the Spanish Army. Such being the case, before 

appropriating the information contained, and repeated in two different \'olumes 

of the Historia Organica, the Marquis should have taken the precaution of 

~esting its accuracy by carefully examining the Ordres de bataille inserted 

m the Marquis de Quincy's great work. II From these it clearly appears that 

the Regiment, which was in Spain with the Duke d'OrIeans' forces, in 1707, 

and took an active part in the siege and reduction of Letida, II was tWt 

attached either to the Duke de Vendome's and the Marshal de Villars armies 

in Flanders, or to the latter's on the Rhine, and, therefore, did tWt fight at 

Oudenarde, Malplaquet, Landrecies, Denain, Mannheim, Landau, and Freiburg. 

When shortly after the seige and storming of Barcelona (1714), in which 

both he and his Regiment were engaged, at Walter Bourke, then a Marechal 

de Camp, became aware of the French Government's intention of carrying 

out an extensive reform among the Irish troops in consequence of the conclusion 

of the Treaty of Rastadt, apprehending, as O'Callaghan has duly pointed 

out, that his regiment might be disbanded. he proposed to the King of Spain, 

with Louis XIV.'s consent, to pass into his service. II The offer having been 

favourably received, negotiations to that effect were immediately entered 

~to but, whilst they were still in progress, Walter Bourke died at Barc:eI0na 

m March, 1715," and it was Colonel Francis Wauchop, to whom the Regunent 

30. Ibid. 
31. Clonard, Conde de. 01'. ciJ., Vol. X., Book III., pp. 16Z-163, .. nd Vol. XVI., 

Appendix, Sec. II., p. 246. 222 d US-2ee 

32. 0l!. cit., Vol. V., p. 487, Vol. VI. , pp. 172:-173, VoL VII., pp. 30! _ .I • • lUlth leftacm' 

33. Ibid. VoL V., p . 428. At the siege of LeridiL. Walter Bourke ~v_, m •. • 

a wound which must have been rather serious as, in letteB wntten from ~pamt.o' t;: 
years later. to the French Minister of War, on the occasi?n of his. prom~tion . 

rank. of Mar6chal de Camp,a he refers to the pain IUld U1converuenc:e It was still 

causmg him.b 
(a) 20th of March. 1709. See : Quincy, Marquis de. PI'. ciJ. Vol. VI .• p . 1(6. 

(b) SegOvia. 10th of lr1ay. iLDd Suagossa, 4th of June, 17ot. 
Archives tU 14 Gturre. Paris. Vol. 2, 177 .• pp. 179 IUld 230. 

34. Quincy, Marquis de. 01'. &iI., Vol. VII .• pp. 362 IUld 358. 

:: I?:u~han. 01'. ciI •• 10&. cit., p. m. 
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was given on the 20th of that month,s, who brought them, a few weeks later, 
to a definite conclusion. This officer, a brother of John Wauchop, first 
Colonel of the Queen's Regiment, had served with the corps ever since its 
formation, with the rank of Major, at first, and with that of Lieutenant
Colonel from the 27th of January, 1694, when he was succeeded by Major 
J ames O'Brien. II 

The fact that, instead of Francis Wauchop's name, that of "D. 
Raimundo Burck" (sic) appears at the foot of the Capitulations signed at 
Barcelona on the 18th of May, 1715, by virtue of which the Regiment was 
officially inscribed, on the 27th of June, in the Spanish muster-rolls,1I has 
apparently led the Count de Clonard, and the Marquis Merry del Val to 
believe that Francis Wauchop's predecessor in the Colonelcy was Raymond 
de Burke whom the latter describes, as I have already said, as a "Man!chal 
de Camp, or General of Division, in the French Army." Taking it for granted 
that such was effectively the case, the Marquis states, in another paragraph, 
that" Raymond de Burke was their Colonel in 1701, when France opened in 
Italy the War of Succession. . . ." So complete an escamotage of Walter 
Bourke's well known personality is all the more inexcusable that this officer, 
whose name was borne by the corps he commanded for no less than sixteen 
years, is duly included in the imperfect list given by Sir Charles Oman of the 
successive Colonel's of the Regiment. ~ It is not clear how it came to pass that 
a document of such vital importance to the corps as the Capitulations in 
question was not signed by the Commanding Officer in person; the only 
plausible explanation I can suggest for this anomaly is that Colonel Wauchop 
may have been away at the time, possibly in France, making final arrangements 
in connection with the Regiment's imminent transfer from one service to the 
other, and that, in his absence, it naturally fell to the lot of the only 
remaining field officer, the Sergeant-Major, to sign the articles of agreement 
submitted to the Spanish Government's approval. Don Raymundo de 
Burke, erroneously mentioned by the Marquis among the officers of the 
Regiment as its" Adjutant" was the late Walter Bourke's nephew; he had 
joined the Regiment de la Reine d' Angleterre with the rank of Captain
Lieutenant of the Colonel's Company on the 8th of October, 1701, had been 
promoted to that of Captain en pied on the 23rd of May, 1703, and held that of Sergeant-Major since the 1st of December, 1704. n 

If, on its incorporation with the Spanish Army, Bourke's Regiment 
actually took the name of Regimiento del Principe de Asturias, as stipulated 
by Article XVI. of the Capitulations," it appears to have been more generally 
37. Susane, G6nUal. Op. cit., loco cit. , p. 287. 
88. B.N.P. ISS. Frmtls FraJt fais. No. 22, 762, fo1. novo. James O'Brien had been appointed Major of the Queen's Regimen* on the 4th of April, 1694. 89. Clonard, Conde. Op. cit., Vol. X ., Book III., p . 144. 40. 0P'. cit., l~ .. cit:, p. 6, and ~o. 461, p . 462. 41. Rtf'O Arc/nInO ti. StaIo, Napol., SII.nOM ~a e Marina, GIIMrali, Fasc. 17, inc. 72. See also: B.N.P. MSS. Fonds F,aJtfais, No. 22, 762, fo1. 18vo. Don Raymundo de Burke was appointed Lieutenant-Colonel of the Regimimto d,l lrlanda on the 8th of July, 1718. 
j2. Conard, Condo Il~, Of'. ~., m. ~t. 
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known by that of Wauchop, its new Commanding Officer, until it was given, 

in June, 1718, under circumstances which I have related elsewhere, the 

penn anent title of R egimiento de I;landa. U Be this as it may, a couple of 

weeks only after this change of appellation had taken place, the Regiment 

went out on active service, having been selected to fonn part of the great 

expeditionary force sent by Philip V. to Sicily under the Marquis de Lede. 

It is strange that the Marquis Merry del Val who, after referring to the 

terrible losses suffered by the corps at the battle of Melazzo, states that" Colonel 

Reginald MacDonald (sic) then took command and led the Regiment at the 

battle of Villafranca" omits to say how Brigadier Don Reynaldo MacDonnell 

(not MacDonald) had been appointed, towards the end of July, to the 

Colonelcy become vacant on Wauchop's promotion to the rank of Marechal 

de Camp followed, a few days later, by this officer's decease." 

Tempted as I might be to go on pointing out and correcting the 

innumerable inaccuracies contained in the Marquis Merry del Val's paper, 

I do not think this would serve any useful purpose, for, as I have said before, 

the history of the Irish troops in the service of Spain shall have to be written, 

Sooner or later, in accordance with the rules of modem historical criticism. 

How necessary this is, I hope I have shown clearly enough in these few notes 

on the Marquis's account of the early services of Irlanda el jamoso. 

APPENDIX. 
As the Count de Clonard, Sir Charles Oman, and the Marquis Merry del Val have 

each published a list of the Colonels of the Regimiento de Irlanda, it may not be without 

interest to give here, opposite to these, that which I have compiled myself for the period 

dealt with above. 

TM Count de Clonard's List.l 

EI Marques de Antrim. 
D. Francisco Wachop. 
D. Reynaldo MacDonald. 

Sir Charles Oman's List. 2 

Marquis of Antrim (Alexander MacDonnell, 

1689-1697). 
Walter Burke, 1697-1714. 

Francis Wauchope, 1714--1719. 

Reginald MacDonnell, 1719-1732. 

T 116 Marquis M e"y del Val's List. 3 
The Marquis of Antrim. 
Ferdinand Wauchope. 
Reginald MacDonald. 

Complete List 1692-1718. 
John Wauchop. 

January, 1692-4th October, 1693. 

Sa Edward Scott, Knt. 
26th October, 1693-January, 1694-

Simon Luttrell. 
24th January, 1694-15th Oct., 1698. 

Walter Bourke. 
18th June, 1699-~h, 1715. 

Francis Wauchop. 
20th March, 1716-July, 1718. 

Reginald MacDonnell. 
July, 171 . 

1 Clonard, Conde de. op. cj, ., Vol. X ., Book III., p. 1'9. 

2 Oman, Prof. C. W. C. Op. cit., Ioc. cit., No. 451, p. 462. 

3Merry del Val, The Marquis. Op. cit., loco cit. ,p . 10. 

4.3. MacSwioey of Mashanaglass The Marquis : N otes 011 so..u Iris~ RegilfUIfU j " ,II
~ of SPain aml of Naples i" 1M . igllteent" untury. Uc. &iI., pp. 171-112. 

U. Ibid., p. 173. 
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ARMY AND STATE. 
by GENERAL VON SEECKT. 

Editor's Note: See Reviews of books (Thoughts of a Soldier) in 
this number, and also Vol. III, No.1, page 25 for biographical notes 
on General von Seeckt. 

THE position of the army within the State, and the relation of the people 
to the defence forces, are matters which have always had an important • bearing on public life, and have sometimes determined its course. 

Their importance is the same to-day, and may be greater to-morrow. If 
we were to consider these reciprocal relations historically we should find, 
at least, as many differences as there are states. Let us try to find the 
permanent element in these relations, and satisfy ourselves as to the form 
they should take for the general good. In so doing I should like to raise the 
discussion above the everyday sphere, and eschew all catchwords, even such 
popular phases as "nation in arms," "mercenary system," "dissociation 
from politics," etc. I see no "blazing beacons" whatsoever to-day. I 
can still detect the presence of heat in many heads, and I should like to try 
to dispel it, for this age of ours demands clear thinking, clear eyes, and clear 
aims. I recapitulate my theme in two questions: What demand do I make 
of the army? What demand do I make fOT the army? 

Let us first of all be clear as to the nature of the army. If we do not 
wish to entangle ourselves in long-winded historical observations, we can 
compress the evolution of armies, in all essential respects, into three periods, 
which, of course, differ widely in date with different nations according to the 
part they have played in history. The first period is that of the fighting 
nation, the second that of the professional army, and the third again that 
of the arming of the people, or of general compulsory military service. The 
Greek nation fought at Salamis and Thermopylae, but Alexander's campaigns 
already reveal the beginning of the national professional army. Rome's 
national levies subjugated Italy, but the lordship of the world was won by 
her professional soldiers. Nations in arms descended from the North upon the 
CIvilization of the Mediterranean, but the first German Caesar of the new 
Roman Empire appeared in Rome at the head of a professional German 
army. For centuries nations in arms from the East hurled themselves upon 
the West, which was protected by its chivalry and its organised armies. 

In times of war the citizen is constantly compelled to turn soldier. 
In Transylvania the peasant withdrew to his fortified church in the face of 
hostile attack; in Germany the honest artizan took sword and shield, and 
manned the walls to guard the freedom of his city, his life, and the lives of his 
family. Meanwhile professional soldering reached its zenith in the Italian 
condottieYe, the German Landsknecht, and the ubiquitous Swiss mercenary. 
Even as late as the Thirty Years War the great names of Tilly, Wallenstein, 
and Bernhard of Weimar, attracted a horde of willing professional soldiers 
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who subsisted on war, but the national Swedish army had already made its 
C\i>pearance in Germany, and its almost inexplicable success, even after its 
great lOng's death, must be attributed not merely to its innate military 
efficiency, but to the unity of its structure, for it was penetrated with the 
feeling of being "Swedish" and "Protestant." 

The nations had by this time fought one another to a standstill, and 
their exhaustion naturally gave rise to the professional armies of the 
eighteenth century. . These still contained many individuals, frequently 
the best, who, being soldiers by trade and inclination, "fought just as 
willingly under the double eagle as under the lion and the lilies "; but in 
substance these armies assumed a national character. Although France still 
maintained many foreign regiments, and England, while using her own 
levies, bought foreign troops for her more ambitious enterprises, armies like 
those of Russia and Prussia consisted almost exclusively of Russians and 
Prussians. 

Into this world of professional armies there now entered an absolutely 
new element; the relation of the army to the sovereign. During this period 
the country was represented by the monarch; the state, at any rate in its 
external relations, was completely identified with its ruler. The consequence 
was the very natural attachment of the army to the person of the monarch. 
It is here that we must seek the origin of those natural personal relations 
between prince and army which have remained effective down to our own 
time. Thus England's most up-to-date artillery unit has continued, from the 
eighteenth century on, to call itself "The Royal Artillery Corps." The 
connection between the War Lord and his soldiers dates from this time, not 
from the age which has suggested vague catchwords like "vassalage" and 
"feudal service "-an age when, in fact, the imperial "vassals" mostly 
sold their "service" at a very high price, all too often only to betray their 
Emperor while he tarried in the distant south. The predominance of the 
monarchial over the military idea is most obvious in the "Imperial" army 
of our day. the Austrian Army, whose polyglot and multifarious units were 
held together down to our own time by the Emperor. In this age of 
disintegration and of petty principalities, it was natural that the organic ~e 
of armies, like patriotism itself, should show a varied development, turrung 
here to playing at soldiers, there to the beginning of a national defence.force, 
national in the sense that the people began to take a livel! in.terest m ~e 
royal army. It is characteristic of the position of the soverClgn m the ~ation 
that Prussia rejoices over Leuthen, while Paris feels a malicious pleasure m the 
defeat of the Duc Ie Soubise at Rossbach. 

The ideas of the French Revolution introduced an entirely new epoch 
in warfare. I say deliberately the ideas, not the measures, for it is to policy 
that we must assign the responsibility for the s~ccess of the French 
revolutionary armies, not to their own efficiency nor to the incapacity of the 
opposing forces. It was Napoleon who translated the ideas of the French 
Revolution into action, because he used a nation's whole strength to execute 
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the decisions of a lofty will and to attain great ends. His opponents failed 
to understand this, and being without revolutionary ideas and measures of 
their own, were simply not in a position to oppose him. Therein lies the 
explanation of Jena, Austerlitz, Moscow, until-yes, until Europe raised 
similar revolutionary forces against him; for what, after all, was the rise of 
Prussia under Yorck, Stein, Arndt, Gneisenau, Scharnhorst, but a revolution, 
directed, indeed, "with prudent hand at the right time? " 

Russia preserved her Russianism in smouldering, irresistible wrath; 
even Austria's cold diplomacy grew almost warm with the patriotic resolve 
of her many races, and Spanish national pride dealt the conqueror his first 
wound, the wound that never healed. 

The battle of ideas had been fought out, and peace fell on Europe. 
Among the French revolutionary notions which persisted was that of 

general compulsory military service. This notion found acceptance in 
different forms, and in different measure throughout the whole of Europe, 
excluding England. It governed our endeavours throughout the Great War, 
and was powerful enough to claim first England, then America. I t still 
prevails, and embraces to-day not merely the whol~ category of men fit to bear 
arms, but also all the resources of the nation that can be exploited in war. 

That is the view in France, and to prevent the consequences of similar 
views in Germany, Versailles forbade us to resort to general compulsory service. 

Let me briefly indicate that the soldier, who seeks a decision in mobility, 
rapidity and inspiration, has grave doubts whether armed masses can ever 
secure such a decision, and whether nations in arms can avoid finishing in 
trenches once more. This consideration is a digression from our theme, which 
was, to consider the soldier per se in his relation to the state, without 
attempting to inquire whether compulsory or voluntary service has made him 
what he is. In spite of this historical introduction-long, but, perhaps, not 
superfluous-we have not yet quite defined the nature of the army; for 
the army has a life of its own, it lives under conditions and restrictions peculiar to itself. 

The solemn characteristic feature of the soldier's profession is the 
readiness to die in discharge of duty. Other professions, too, may require 
the risk of life in discharge of duty, every man may be faced, outside his 
profession, with the necessity for the last great sacrifice, as an ethical duty; 
but in no other profe ion do killing, and its corollary, readiness to die, 
form the essence of professional duty. If the true art of war lies in destroying 
the enemy, then its exponent must also be prepared to be destroyed himself. 
This conception of the soldier's function justifies us in speaking of soldiering 
as something unique. It is the responsibility for life and death which gives 
the soldier his special character, his gravity, and self consciousness--not 
only the responsibility for his own life, which may be sacrificed, not light
heartedly, but from a feeling of duty, but the simultaneous responsibility 
for the lives of comrades, and, in the end, for the life of the enemy, whose 

I 
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death is not an act of independent free will on the part of the killer, but an 
acknowledgment of professional duty. The feeling of responsibility for oneself 
and others is one of the most vital characteristics of the soldier's life. 
Responsibility towards oneself demands the most exacting inward and 
outward training for the military profession, so that the final sacrifice may 
not be made in vain. Responsibility for others leads us to the next and no 
less important demand made on the soldier. 

The soldier's field of activity is man, who controls science, technics and 
material. The army is a combination of many men with the same serious aim. 
This gives the soldier's profession a quite peculiar bond of unity, a corporate 
sense which we call comradeship. The term is extremely comprehensive. 
If we start out from the notion of responsibility we find that " comradeship" 
means" one for all," for each man bears, in his own way, and in his own 
place, a share of the responsibility for the welfare, the ability, the achieve
ments, and the life of others. For the senior, the leader, the superior, this 
means the duty of correcting, of training, and of supervising others; for 
the junior, the novice, the subordinate, it means the duty of conscience, 
voluntary subordination. Love and confidence are the two great components 
of comradeship. 

Commanding and obeying are the characteristics of the army, and the 
one is as hard as the other. Both are simplified in proportion as orders are 
given with prudence and intelligence, and obedience is rendered with 
perception and confidence. Human nature demands compulsion when many 
are to be united for one purpose. Thus discipline becomes an inseparable 
feature of the army, and its nature and degree are the true measure of the 
army's efficiency. The more voluntary the nature of the discipline the better, 
but only a discipline that has become habit and matter of course can survive 
the test in the hour of danger. Self respect, and esprit de corps, demand some 
form of outward expression. Hence the justification of the uniform as the 
mark of a special class. The uniform indicates the soldier's responsibility; 
it is the outward sign of inward comradeship; it supports and confirms 
discipline. 

. Having at length shaped our army to our liking, let us put it in its place 
m the state. 

The special character of the army has been developed in the preceding 
pages, but we must supplement this description by insisting on the fact that 
~he army is a part of the nation, and must feel itself to be so. We ~~ot 
Imagine armies to-day other than purely national armies, and all ~e qualiti 
~f the nation will be reflected in the army. The character of a national army 
~ determined by the fact that it draws on all classes of the people. There~ore, 
m order to satisfy the theoretical demands we make on the army, we are entitled 
to claim for it a selection from the country's most efficient elements, and, 
under a system of compulsory military service, we must req~e of every 
individual, during his period of service, an enhancement of his sense of 
responsibility and personal value. This is both profitable and necessary for 
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the army, because the demands made in the military sphere are so varied 
that only a combination of elements from all classes can satisfy them. 
There is scope and occupation in the army for the highest mental as well 
as the highest physical efficiency. Whereas delight in the trade of arms, 
inherited and indulged from generation to generation, drives one man to the 
army, another may join from the desire to devote his ability and knowledge 
in the most immediate form of national service; one is attracted by a 
profession that gives pride of place to manly strength and personal value, 
another by the prospect of activity in the open, another because he is 
interested in the maehinery of war, and yet another because he loves horses. 

" Autos Gar Ephelketai Andra Sideros" 
, For even iron attracts man' 

Such a combination of individuals, the consequent close association with 
all classes of the people, and the participation in the lives and destinies of all 
prevent the army from becoming a caste when it should be a profession. 

The army should become a state within the state, and it should be 
merged in the state through service; in fact, it should itself become the purest 
image of the state. 

The army, put together from all clans and classes, is a striking 
embodiment of national unity and becomes one of the strongest ties in the 
structure of the state. Externally, it secures the stability of the state by its 
readiness to resist aggression, and it is thus the expression of the state's 
resolve to assert itself. The army gives authority to the state's voice in the 
conflict of international interests; it emphasises the duty of the individual 
to subordinate himself to the whole, to the state, and to illustrate the 
responsibility of the individual for the whole. 

In internal affairs, the army typifies the will and the strength of the state 
in the face of revolutionary activity, and thus fulfils the task of providing 
political order and security for all. 

Uke the state, the army does not exist for itself alone; both are forms 
in which a nation expresses the will to live and survive. 

This relation of the army to the state creates rights and obligations on 
both sides. 

The army's prime duty towards the state consists in striving at attaining 
the greatest efficiency, in enhancing its inward and outward worth, for in 
so doing it enhances the power and prestige of the state as well. It is the 
army's duty to fit into the general machinery of the state, and to subordinate 
itself to the interests of the state. In any healthy political organism the 
government, whatever its form, disposes, within the limits laid down by law 
and constitution, of all the resources of the state, and, therefore, of the army, 
too. The army, in accordance with its nature, becomes the first servant of 
the state, of which it is a part. The army may, therefore, legitimately 
demand that its share in the life and being of the state shall be fully recognised. 
It is subordinate to the state as a whole, that is, to the state as represented 
by the political head, but it is not inferior or subordinate to single parts of 
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the political organism. This brings us to the duties of the state towards the 
army. The army must have perfect freedom in its development, and in its 
own special sphere, in so far as they are reconcilable with the general 
structure of the state. In internal and foreign policy, the military interests 
represented by the army have the same claim to existence as the other needs 
of the state. I t is the business of the political head to weigh them one 
against the other. 

If the nature of the almy be rightly comprehended as the purest and 
most striking image of the state itself, the state must recognise that in 
honouring the army it honours itself, and that its own prestige stands and falls 
with the prestige of the army. If it is right to insist that the army must show 
itself worthy of such recognition, it is also right to expect of the state that it 
will guarantee the army, and the army's representatives, their appropriate 
place in public affairs, and shield them from attack. It is perfectly natural 
that this appreciation must find corresponding material expression, for a 
state needs not only willing servants, but satisfied servants. The higher 
the requirements and the performances, the greater must be the reward, 
for this economic law cannot be eliminated in adjusting the relation of army 
and state. It is true that the soldier does not serve for the sake of his pay, 
but a state acts very imprudently if it does not relieve its most loyal and 
valuable servant, as far as possible, from the daily anxieties of life, and still 
more from the anxiety for his own and his faInily's future. 

To return to the question I asked at the outset: 
What demand do I make of the army? A political sense. 
What demand do I make of the state? Love of the army. 
To conclude: I have tried to treat my theme from a purely political 

point of view. The army should be "political," in the sense in which I 
understand the word, i.e., it should grasp the conception of the "state"; 
but it certainly must not be "political" in the party sense. " Hands off 
the army I " is my cry to aU parties. The army serves the state, and the 
state alone, for it is the state. 

WAR A DUTY. 
War-the exposure of ourselves to wounds, toil, and death-ia as much 

Our duty in a just cause as any other mode of sustaining justice. We are &8 

surely bound to encounter the march, the watch, the breach, and the battl~
field for country, altars, friends, rights, and freedom, as we are ~ ,sustain 
our parents, defend our wives and children, and adhere to our religion and 
virtue, by any other less hazardous means.-TuolUs DAVIS. 
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AR n-.6. 'Olsmredct:d'O. 

60. tun SdlSl'OlIimi '00 'Olsmredst:.6'O ni fUtA1R 06. 5CORP ASUS 06. 5cum 

~d'OdlS '00 St.c.nd'O 1 n-AomtedCt: . 'Oo-SniceAR nd pR '00 U1Se dSUS te lmn 

06. !>rotR.6.5td stdnt:dR 06. 5CU1'O ed'OdlS • .6 susdi ASUS RU'O dR bIt elle 50 mb~d'O 

n<\ miolCA 1 !>rot.c.c Ann. TIuAm.6. t15eAS 5dC 'Oume AS An umAR rotRdstd 

bionn ~A'OAC stdn 'nA cornAm. mJ. t:.c. mOn.c.n 'OAome te stAnA'O bA ceAnc 

10nd'O um 'OlsmFedscd'O '00 cun dR bun. 'S~ 06. !>fUlt dnn so n.c. (1) seomRd 

'nd mbdmt:e.&n A 5cum eA'OdlS UAt.c. A5uS 'n.6. !>r.c.EtAn nA nU'Odi neArn-sund • 

.6s An t:-seomR.6. SO t:~lSeAnn nd rm 50 'OineAC dR dSd1't'> .dSt:e.c.c $dn (2) 

c:-SeomnA rotct.6.. 'Oo-SniteAR lA'O '00 ntSe dnnso ASUS Am.6.C teo 'Oo'n (3) 
t:-SeomRd SUn mdR A flfU1S1'O 06. 5cum ~d'O.6.1S dR n-A nst.c.n.6'O. TIi't ced'O 

dC.6. 'Out dn dIS 0 seomRd A 2 nO 0 seomRd A 3 50 'Oci SeomR.6. A 1. bA 

~e.6.RC seomRd bed5 r .... telt 1 n-Alce te seomRd A (1) mdR A 5CU1RFeA'O nA 

SA1Sl'Olumi A 5cum A1R:Sl'O AElIS sro'O. TIi mOR CUt.c.lt cum'OA1S .um SAC 

'Oume 'Oe'n tucc rneAscAlt. 

61. m.a's ' ponc.c.m ' AC.c. 1 EcelSC ni teoR dn m~d'O 8m SUAS. LA An 

SnUd15 nO .(\n Flonnd'O te EednRd'O AEUS dn cne.dS te SmedRd'O te un5A'O 'Oe 

d1R5ed'O !>eO. l.e l1 -edst.c. 50 RdCd'O miolt:d-cneAs dn cmn SAOR AS bA mAlt 

dn rndlse ite t:unps '00 CUlmltc 'SAn n5RUd15 Ascol'Oce ASUS.6. tLU'O.(\c te 

CIARsum cmn. L.c. dn SnUd15 .te ntSe 50 mAlt AR mAl'Om te l1-ulSCe .6SUS 

5dttudndc. 1s dnnAm .nAC n-~lR1Sednn tels An mo'O SO. 

62. 18 sn.c.tdC cnm An ~d'Odl$ '00 SUnd'O 06. CUR CRi 'OlsmFecCOR e ·5· 

'OlsmFeccoR Ll1Resl1 nO bARRdltte seRb lAC. 18 mlntC nAc mbionn A t~ltem 

SO .6.R rdSJ.lt .6.SUS bionn ste.6.S elle te cumd'O. 'O~dnrdro ce.dS C1Rlm dn 5"0 

dR Ce.6.S.6.mtdCC 80° C. rn.cl. t.cl.ECAn cUt.c.lte Ann 50 ceAnn te.c.t-uA1Re, 

m.c.R!>ulStedR n.6. miotcd A;SUS n.6. Sne.6.'OA. b~l'O seomnA 10n-'OunCA AR bIt 

01Re.6.mn.6.C-dCC sun r~l'Oln A t~l'Oe.6.'O e.E. seomRd 'nA t)ru1l piob.cl.tn 1 ECOIR 

Ulsce teo rnARfloC.6.1'O EdIt AR te.dS.6.rnt.c.Cc IOOo C miotu 65us sneA'Od 1 .ut 

CUpt.c. nOlmmce. 

63. mUn.6.R r~l'Om 'OlsmreCCOR 'O't.c.S.cl.ll nO Sle.dS AR tumA bdRRdllle 

Senbld'$ '00 'O~.6.n.6.m c.cl. 06. lAn nU'Odi elle 10n-USD.l'OCC:-

I. rO-~A'OdC S.6.t.c.c '00 t)emt)lU$d'O AElIS nd h-UMM '00 tMC4'O le IdlWnn 

t:.cl.lll1URd. 

2. ~.6.'O.6.C '00 CuR .6.R CROCA'O .lR feA'O COlctlSlse I seomfl4 UISC 

t)fUll rU1Rn~lB dn t.c.sd'O. mARt)OC.,\l'O dn C-oCR.6.B n4 miOll::.c., 

mARt)oCAl'O An CodeR C1Rlm ce n.6. sneA'04. 

3. ~A'OAC '00 CUR dR m.6.0td'O 1 80\01'0 CResol (2 per cent.) 

4. 'O~AnFMo n.6. pU'OdlR 1 n-A$dt'O mfotu m4lte4S !15111 • 
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b. SC<.\t>1es. 

64· ls PARS.c.'O beAS ~ACARUS SCAbtet nO cn(ltfl mCAIs-IS bun 

le scabies nO SAUR COCA IS. t:'otunn s.; An cneAs ASUS bionn COCAS '00- • 

J:tlumste Ann. m.c. tuSCAR AIRe '00 In-Am .c.SUS I 'OCMt IS roRUS A telSeAS. 

m.c. tllSCAR rAltt1Se Ann bionn SRAlt SAtAR cnels 'Ool-teISeASCA AR An OtAR. 

65· ls r~l'OlR An aca,us 'O'telscmc SAlt slome m';A'01l1Ste-; cA s.; 

mOn SO teOR ACC IS ~ sm .(.\ t)rult Ann. ls AnnAm A telscmc AmtAl:. 

bionn S~ I t)rouC 'nA PUAltlS 'SAn scne~s I Rlt ~n tAe, ASUS C15 S~ AR 

b.J.RR BAil 'OORCA'OAB AR toRS A C~lte . 

t:'~lSeAnn An ceAnn bume..lnn AR AlB 'Sdn 5cneAS dSUS belReAnn sf 

1l1t)eACA. ni tl5 si dmAC ARis, ACC AlblSceAR nA h-utl)edcA I SCeAnlt CRt tA • 

1 sceAnn CRt U ~Ite bionn nA PARS.c.I'O 05A f<!SCA ASUS C~IS1'O AS SiOtRuSd'O 

A steAcCA f~1l1. . 

66. bionn mAR A1t:eAnnA COSA AS All Acarus nA h-AIceAnnA mAR 4 OfUlt 

An cneAS "n.d.-t.d.n.d.I'Oe i.e. n.d. bAltt semr:e.d.C.o1, U'O.d.R n.o1 tAm, COs.(.\C nA 

RISe, An llltte, I teAt)AI'O A c';lte. 1 'OCOBAC IS roMS dn SALAR 'O'.1ltmc 

mdR A t)ios nA PUAltlse SOltt'!IR. bionn 'OeAttMm botsAn beAl) bAn ORM so

"SUS bAtt 'Ollt) I UR SAC botsAm. 1 sceAnn CAmAltt ni t)ionn te felscmc ACC 

SRis ASllS SAUIR cnels ('Oe 'OeAscAlt) SCRtObtd) .o1SUS bA 'OeACAIR An 5 dLAR 

'O'Altmc mund mb~A'O nA h-.c.lceAnnA COSA ASUS An COCAS IS 'OUdt '00. 

67. t:'~ISeAnn An Acarus O'n 'Oume 'OO'n 'Ollme mA cA 'Otut-.dOlncISe<\s 

dnn e.g. cO'OU'O I n-Aon teAt)AI'O AmA1l1. S~ An Un<11flnAS IS mO IS ClonnuC 

'SAn nSdUR SO '00 SCdlpeA'O. mAR Sedtt AIR sm bionn nAl1~e AR nA 

SdlSl'OIU1t{il) A A'OIfI..c.lt SO t)fUlt An SALAR SO ORM .o1SUS 'OO-Snl 81A'O .(.\ 

l1'OiceAtt tum ~ '00 celtc. CORP AmA'O'&nCACCA ~ SO m4R IS r~I'OIR An SdLAR 

so '00 tOSAlt I st1SeAnnAlt) elte e.g. 0 bMlrtmntO te40Al'O. t:'.c. 5~4R-5.c.'O 

te clS'ReACc peARSAn'OA Cum An SALAIR 'O'~ltmc 50 moC AEUs Cum COSCA '00 

CUR t.elS. 5u nCAR ~A'OAC, bMlctmne & c., An otAIR, 4SUS nt$t:eAR ~ r~m te 

cOSUIsl'Oe SutphUR. .c.n 'Oume A tHos 45 CA041RC AIRe 41t StAme 4 CulRP 

mAR 4 tUAI'OceAR 81lAS nt t)fUISI'O B~ An SALAR mA's RU'O ~ 50 mblonn S~ I 

mbAoSAt C,oRR-UAIR I SAn f'OB 1)0 f~m. 

C.c.lbl'Olt .(\ V. 

68. 'Otstn,.cc6tRt ~. SAt~e ASUS An bARRAtU. S.RbtA~. SAn 41t1US 

'si An SAlt 4n 'OlsmreACCAtnC IB 0lReAmn41Se '0'.& Of'llt ASAtnn. ls lom'04 

An RU'O nAC n-olReAnn An ce4S CIRlm '00 e.g. ~4'OAC, m4R IS mAlt A C~ISe48 
s~ ISt:eAC 'SAn St:UIF ASUS '00 lOISCre4'O An ce4S4tf114CC SUR $4'0 telte 4J1 

Cum IS mO ACA. TH'l nA toCC4 so AR An nSdlt ACC \.OlceAnn sl so n4 1tU'OAI 

50 OfUlt te4tAR stlu , C~IR & c., lonncA; nl ceARC A telt~ro sm 1)0 ~R , 

n'OIStnreccoR te Sdlt. 
69. nUAIR A C~ISceAR 4J1 c-ulsce Cum 100° C. r~ $n4t-ORCS 4J1 4elR 

C~ISeAnn s~ AR fIUCA'O .1. 'OO-SniceAtt Sdlt AS. bionn 4J1 bAIL SO 4R 4J1 

t;eAsAmUCt; C~4'OnA .1. 100° C. mA tfI~4'OUISte4R 4R teAnn48 n4 Sd'te .1. 

54n tel5mc '01 ~4tllSA'O ACC Ctt~ ComLAmn r:e4nnAIs, Alt'OUt$teAR An Ce48AmLA¢t: 

AR 4 mbeIRt)t$te41t 4n t;-ulsce ""SUS ce4SAmLA¢C nA SAlte m4R 4ll 5C~'Ol1"". 
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ls F~l'Om cedsdli1ucc Ulsce AR riUCd'O '00 .c.R'OU$d'O dCC sdtAnn m1.6.ndC '00 

CUR Sdn ulsce. r~ $n.c.lt-cednndS dn dcmoSrdeR 'Oo-$nicedR 1700 C.C. 5dlLe 

dS 1 C.C. ulsce. 

70. {;.c. 'O.c. sd5ds 'OlsmreccoR te 5dlt Ann (a) Ct'dnMIS fllS I n-d mbdmt:e.dR 

us.il'O dS SRut 5dlte r() E)n.it-t:mu$ dn delR e.g. dn {;hnesl1 dSUS (hI cednndlS 

mOIR I n-d n-edttll$ednn dn $dt cn~ corhtAmn Ct'dnndlS e.g. dn Equifex. ls 

'ORoc-con'OUCCOR cedSd dn Coden d5us nl mOR d !:ldmt: dS dn 'OlsmreccoR nO 

CUlltfl'O S~ dscedC dR dn ObdlR. 'Sdn 'OlsmreCCOR cednndlS !:lIS CUIRednn 

dn SRut 5dlte ltU.l.I5 dR dn deR ROlmpl dmdC. 'Sdn 'OlsmreCCOR t:ednndlS 

rhOm Cdltp'O dn C-deR '00 fldmc dmdC Le Cdl'O~dt sOI$t:e nO dn carhtA 

'O'tOSCdltC r.i tRi nUdln d flios Um-r.ednndS dnn nO So 'Ot:UIcednn se so 

S1.6.lt cUrh 0 (zero). 

71. 'S~ dn 'OIS1I1reCCOR {;l1Resll dn Sd~dS comOnt:.4 'sdn dRm 4SUS 

'O~dnr4R cRumn-flRedCd'O dllt. bionn CU1'O dCd SOI-lOmC.<!.Rtd dR tRUedlt nO 

dR $tt1.6.ISce.in, CUI'O dCd relscI$te I !:lrOIRsnedrh r.i telt. ~Ct: c.i dn pRIon 

Sdbdt C~d'Ond lOnnCd 50 t~IR. 

72. {;15 SRUt 5dlte dR dn edRRd dt:.i te 'OlsmredCCd'O e.g. COct:, dSUS 

dR n-d btl1.6.Rl1$d'O 'O~.6.nCAR t1ISce 'Oe. lAS-OUI$Ce.dR t:OIRt: n4 SdlLe 4R n-4 

rhdumCUI$d·O I n-ulsce 45US bionn vacuum (rOtArhn4S) 4nn. Rlte4nn 54lt 

d tl1lt\.fM'U 4sce4C cum ~ so '00 tlon4'O 4SUS t:~ISeAnn S~ 510C4 be.dS nios 

'OOlrhne 'sAn eARM sOt 4 n'Oei.nt:AR ulsce 'Oe. 'Oe1tC4R 541t 4 tultLe4'O .dSt:e.dC 

dnOIS 4SUS mAR S1I1 'Oe nO 50 mbiol1n dl1 edRM Un 'Oe S41t dSUS 4R 40n 

t:edsdrhucc drh..im t~ltl. mdn.d flios Sdunn mldndC (pot:. CdRb. soto,-o 

10mt.in) Sdl1 t11SCe bionn ceds4rhtAcc 1350 C. dn dn nS41t tli't don S.i'O Le 

t:IleRmomecen nO te. cws CednnA1S. mimSednn 4n 'OldSMm mO'O olbRe dn 

'OIS1I1reccon SO. 
73. bionn nd l1-edRMi dC.i te 'Olsmreccd'O 's4n URseomM A. ls 

bedS I1AC btU1t COCA 10mUn B. Clmcedtt 4R .dn t:-seomM A. 'Oo-Snl.dn 

SORn K 5dlt 'Oe'n ulsce I B. ni r~1'01R 'OO'n Sdlt 'Out 4\mdC 4S b .dCC Clll'O 411 

cseomR4 G. . {;.i comu 1 G r~ smdCC dn UlIhSRe.dm4 X 4SUS IS r e1'OIR 

4n $dlt '00 SC1UM'O 'Sdn C-Slmlt~IR Y nO sios dn piob L 'SAn tAlR-seomM 

A cRi'O All bpott M. ~S dn c-seomM A c~ISednn 4n S4t dSCe.d¢ S4n 

C-Slmlt~m CRi'O dn bpot\. D. r~ mdlt d t~15edS 4n SAlt 'S4n C-Slmlt6lR CIS 

t11SCe .(\ tUltted'U Sdn SCOCA B. O'n um4R 1 te.dC-C4Qlt'l. nl t.41sbe.c.nC4R 4n 

C-umdR so 'S4n 'OIASMm-.dCC COlhtA nO supl10n .dS olbRluS4"O .48 4 SUSC4t 

r~m '00-!:leIRe4s .dn C-Ulsce .(\sce4C. 

74. ~\Sus .dn Ob.dlR tdRC CUIRe4nn 4n tAntl-SRelm X COSC telS 411 n54lt 

d5 'Out dscedC 'S4n t.c.m-SeomM. ~nolS fOSedllr.eAR dn carfltA F 4SUS t:.i 

ce.d'O 'Oul dsceAC AS dn .deR. {;~I'OcedR dll C-.deR 65uS 6 .d5 'Out. F.dn 4n 

PiOb.din 'OO'n poll. C. 15 meAR.4 tIORmUISe4S 411 C-4eR t:e n4 h-e.dRR.4I . C.i 

S~ dnd-t.dfldCC4C n4 Ru'O<!i '00 tlORmuS4'O m4R b4 eo,R; 00-$111 s~ 14"0 00 

~IORRUSd'O .4 mbdlnC 4\m4C -"SUS 1.d'O r lluc• 

75. ~S so sios dn t:-dm d Cdltce4R 0 COS.d~ 50 'OeIRe4'O :-

(1) 0 d"Ond'O nd ceme nO 50 R.1I!:l SRut se6s.c.m4~ 54 llC 

4S 'OUt. dSCe.6.C 'S4n c-seomR.4 lim 'Olsmre4cu'O. - 30 noimtncC 
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(2) .6n SAlt AS RUA5A"O An -ielR •• 
(3) .6n SAlt 45 'Olsmre4ccA"O 
(4) .6n C-4eR ce 45 cloRmuSA"O n4 n-e4RRAi 
(5) CuI5 noimmce 45 CUR n4 RU'041 4sceAt 

CuI5 nolmmce 's.! 'OCAflAIRC AmAt 

Odober. 

15 
15 
15 
10 

II 

t:IS tels An ChResll Sn.!tAt r,te pLAI'Oe nO CRiotA CMtA (AtC SAn nA cOcAf 
mORA) '00 'OlsmreACCA"O I n-AolOteAtc. 

76. bA teARC 'Oo'n SlOtLA I flrelSlt An 'OISlOreccoR r~AtAIOC tUIse, sut 
A SCUIRceAR nA ll-eARRAi AsceAt, (A) 50 \)ftl1t An c-ulsce AS ceAtc SAn bAC 
O'n umAR 'OO'n tOCA B, (b) 50 'OC15 tels An n5Alt 'Out 50 R~I'O 'sAn UR-seomM 
(c) 50 n'OimcAR An poLL CR~ n-A 'OCIS An C-AeR AsceAt. 

bA tOIR SAn An-IomARcA RU'OAi '00 tUR AsceAt 1 n-40lOteAtc, SAn A 
\')r.!SCA'O So '04IOseAn. 4EUs SAn 141'0 4 fielt 'Otultce te flAtLA 4n c-seomM. 
rnA. cMo SO-RUCt4 C.! SM'O te CROtA'O AR tRUCAI\'). b4 ri14lt An RU'O te6t-uAIR 
'00 t4lte4m AS CIURmUSA'O n4 n-eARMi 'OCRom 's4n 4eR teo 

77. S~ 4n b4RMltte SeRbl4t 4n 4pp4R4CUS IS slmptl'Oe 4EUS IS 
rel'OnlluLA urn 'Olslnre4Sc.!ISltin: 1s 14'0 so 4 flrult 4nn :-

(a) S<nteAt e.g. SeAn-'ORum4 iLe 4 flfos 1 n-Ion4'O C1Clt 4EUS 4 t~I'OceAR 
te SORn ' S4n C4LAm. 

(b) b4R1l41tte nO boSC4 UI'OI1l-'n4 ile4s41O So 'OiReAt 4R 4n SClceAt 
-4 fllos m41l SeomM S4lte. b4 te4Rc bun 4n fl4lR1llte 4 fie It COlLC4 
41l nOs C1l14t41R tum n4 S41te '00 te,s,nc 4sce4t. tionC4R 4n CIce.1t 
te h-ulsce 4 '00l1lCCeA1l 'SAn mbARRAltte. blonn SAIC SAlOnlme 
te4t-UnA clmteAtt 41l snA'Om 4n tlClt 4EUs 4n \')ARR4ltte tum nA 
SA,te'OO ronl)\')4lt 4SCIS. bionn C1l~ Ub4t clmteAtt AR 4n mbARRultte 

4S conl)\')4lt n4 SAlle AEUS 4n ce4S4 ASCIS. 
78. blonn An ClceAt I bpoLL il6n CAtAm-4 \')~4t 6R 40n 'Out te bARR nA 

utm4n. rnA. tUoncAR ste484 An PUltt 4Sce4~ nl't .don S.!'O te C4C4. bionn 
An 80M r~'n SClce4t 4EUS 'OA. pott 41Se--ce41tn 4U m4R pott n4 'Oe4cAtSe 4n 
ce40n elLe 41l An C40f) Ut.t. cum 41t 4'O\')411l ceme '00 Rernce4~. blonn 4n 
ce40n 80 45 ce4~C 4nlos urn 41l n-u1'O 45US 'SA. te4tnuS4'O tum 4n C4R1l4IC 
4e11l '00 mf4'0U$4'O. CUlat:eAa An C-~'04~ 41l ~RO~4'O sios 0 ~UR 4n \')41l1l4Itte. 

79· 'Oo-S"I An ce4S 'OfoSflA.lt 'OOs n4 h-e4aul!) 'n4 \')ru,t C~IR, C40UcchOUC, 
Le4U1l, rtonn4'O. b4 ~e41lC 14'0 80 '00 nl$e 1 80\.01'0 C1lesot (2 per cent.) nO 
'Olsmre4cumce elt.e. 'Oo-S"lce41l f)4tuf 45US Q1lUl1l nA seom1l4f be.11l1l4ICe 
'00 'OISlnre4CU'O '8-'" mo'O ~64'0n4. 
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THE BULWARK OF A NATION. 
A PARABLE. 

by CoL. T. E. GAY.-

THIS PARABLE tells of the men of Ir, who did dwell upon an island in 
the western sea. And their land was fair and bounteous, but for 
many years its beauty and its bounty were overshadowed by a dark 

Cloud of Bondage. But there came a day when this cloud was lifted and 
dispelled and the men of Ir did rejoice exultantly. And there was great talk 
among them, and they did say, one unto the other: Lo, verily are we masters 
in our own land, and now shall the children of Ir show the peoples of the earth 
that they are indeed worthy of their birthright. And forthwith great things 
were spoken of, and the rulers did confer with the wisemen and the merchants 
and the craftsmen. And they did plan to make new laws of an exceedingly 
just nature, and to set up fine schools in which their children would imbibe 
the wisdom of the great fathers of Ir, and to erect great factories and 
warehouses, and to build bright new dwellings in which the people would 
live, and broad smooth roads over which they would travel, and to do all 
things which would bring glory and happiness to !r. 

But in the midst of the rejoicings and the plannings a great tempest 
arose, and the people did tremble and wax sorrowful, and they did say, one 
unto the other: Behold the cup that was to our lips has again been dashed 
from us; and there was great trouble and lamentation in the land. But 
the rulers did turn to the young men who had scattered the dark Cloud of 
Bondage, and they did say to them: Go ye forth and save our people from 
this new peril. And the young men did gird up their loins, and they did go 
forth and build a great bulwark to protect the people from the wrath of the 
tempest. And they did labour unceasingly through the day and through 
the night, and many of them did fall before the force of the storm, but they 
that were left rested not from their labours until their bulwark was built. 
And the tempest raged in fury to tear it down, but in vain. 

And behind the shelter of the bulwark the rulers and the wise men and 
the merchants and the craftsmen gathered in safety, and they conferred 
together and continued to make their plans for all the great things that were 
to come to pass when the storm had spent its fury. And the builders and the 
masons laid the foundations for the great structures that were to be erected, 
and the people looked up at their strong bulwark against which the might 
of the tempest strove in vain, and they said: Yea, verily the young men 
have deserved well of us their bulwark hath saved our nation. And the rulers, 
in their turn, said: Th~ people have spoken wisely, never shall this buI ark 
be allowed to fall into disrepair, but rather shall it be cherished and strengthened 
so that our people may wax prosperous and happy within its shelter. 

But it came to pass that the storm spent itself against the strength of 
the bulwark, and the clouds passed away, and the sun began to shine. Then 
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the rulers and the wise men took out the plans that were born of their wisdom 
and they put them into force. And the masons and the builders and the 
craftsmen began to erect their great schools, and factories, and warehouses, 
and to build the bright new dwellings for the people to live in, and the 
labourers cut the broad sm"ooth roads, and there was happiness and peace 
in the land of Ir. 

But the people gathered in the public places, and there was murmuring 
amongst them, and they said: It is well that all these things have come to 
pass, but they have left us little money for ourselves and our households. 
And the rulers heard what the people said, and they harkened unto them, 
and did hold council amongst themselves and did say: The people are 
wrathful with us, it is true that money is not plentiful among the men of Ir. 
And some did say: The storm has now passed, let us tear down the great 
bulwark, and thus save the money that is spent to maintain it. And then 
the rulers did agitate themselves greatly, and some did say: But if we tear 
down our bulwark and another storm comes to Ir our people shall be 
defenceless. And others did say: The young men who built this bulwark, 
and who have maintained it deserve well of us, if we tear it down now they 
shall be idle in the land and will fall into poverty. And others again did say: 
And if we pull down the bulwark all at once someone may get hurt in the 
destruction. And they fell to talking amongst themselves again, and there 
was no agreement among them, and one man held this view and another that. 
And then all that were gathered there did make an agreement together, and 
they said: We must take down some of the bulwark, we cannot keep it all 
standing; and while we do this thing we will take council together and see 
how we shall protect our people against future storms, and much money shall 
be saved thereby, and the people shall be satisfied. 

And they went out into the public places and they spoke to the people 
in this wise, and they said: It is well, now shall we have money to feed and 
clothe our hou<;eholds, and now shall we have sufficient of the soothing weed 
and the potent water; and our wives and daughters shall be able to wear 
bright raiment and adorn themselves, and we shall all ride in the chariots 
without horses, and see the men play at ball, and the horses and the hounds 
race upon the tracks, and the mummers strut upon their stages and screens, 
and that shall be sufficient unto the day in Ir. 

And the orders went forth, and men began to pull down the bulwark. 
At first it was said: Let us take down a small portion from the top. And 
it was done, and men said: It is still too big, let us pull down another portion 
and that shall suffice. And when that was done, even as it was ordered it was 
said: Even yet it is not small enough; and still more of the bulwark was 
pulled down. And the dissensions that had been heard in the council chamber 
prevailed also in this work, and, while many men spoke of tearing down the 
old bulwark, few spoke of erecting the new. And some men said: The 
foundations of the old bulwark are sound, let us build on them a new bulwark 
which shall be m~ fitted to withstand future storms. · And others said: 
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Nay, let us uproot it all and then we can build another if the people want it. 
And others again said: Let us not tear down the whole bulwark, but rather 
pull down those parts that cost most money and fill up some of the openings 
with this new material which is so easily erected and costs so little. 

And there was great agitation 'and confusion, and the workmen knew not 
what their masters wanted. And here the old bulwark was tom down until 
the very foundations were exposed, and there it was built up with the new 
material until these foundations groaned and strained under the weight, 
and in other places great gaps were left through which the wind could sweep 
and create havoc in the land behind. And the people looked up and said: 
Verily our bulwark has altered, the old symmetry and strength which was our 
pride seems no longer there. And it was said to them: Yea, it does not look 
as strong, but it costs ye but little to maintain. And at this the people were 
well pleased and went their way satisfied. And only the young men who 
had built the old bulwark and maintained it through the stress of the storm 
were downcast and sorrowful. And they said: We see the stormclouds 
gathering ,afar off, clouds that are dark and are heavier than before; and look ye, 
whereas the last tempest rose from within, the tempest of the future shall 
sweep down upon us from without; and there shall be woe in Ir if we are caught 
in its path, for of little avail then shall be our fine schools and factories and 
roads, verily shall they be swept away like unto the gambler's stack of cards. 

And they toiled to join the gaps that had been left in their bulwark 
but tJ1eir hearts were heavy within them for the task was too great. But 
the sun contined to shine over the land, and the people were too dazzled by 
its rays to see the far off clouds. And no one heeded the young men. And 
for the time there was peace aDd great satisfaction in the land of Ir. 

ARMS AND LIBERTY. 

A nominal independence might co-exist with disarmament. A Parlia
ment might be suffered here without a militia, but it would be like that 
senate which marked our sla.very from the Treaty of Limerick (when our 
regula.r army capitulated) till 1782 brought us a Declaration 01 Rights, 
witnessed by 80,000 armed men.-THoKAS DAVIS. 
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MORALE: THE FIGHTING SPIRIT. 
By COLONEL M. J. COSTELLO. 

"In war the moral is to the physical as three . is to one."- Napoleon. 

"Moral force is the most powerful element in the strength of armies."--Foch. 

" It is not they who can inflict most, but they who can suffer most, will 
conquer."-Terence Mac Swiney. 

" The development of these moral qualities is the first object 
to be aimed at in the. training of troops."-Training and Manoeuvre Regulations. 

"THE human heart," says Marshal de Sa.."'{e, "is the starting point 
in all matters pertaining to war." To study war is to study man 
since it is man who fights battles, and the best masters of the art 
of war are those who know man best, the man of to-day and the 

man of history. Armies must be led with vigour and decision; they must 
have good arms and methods of fighting (tactics) suitable to these arms and 
to those of the enemy, they must have a properly decentralized system of 
organisation which admits of all parts being employed to the common end; 
they must be fed, clothed and moved; but all these things are of no avail 
if the men who compose the army do not fight. The man who drives a 
tank has a weapon that can crush, batter, and rain death upon his enemies, 
but in driving it in battle he risks death himself. If his spilit be not strong 
enough to overcome the fear of death his tank is useless. Battles are fought 
by men no matter what weapons are employed, and, while better equipment 
than the enemy's is an advantage which none will deny, the fighting spirit 
of the man is of supreme importance since, in the last analysis, all depends 
on him. 

The instinct of self preservation is the most powerful impulse of man, 
and every fighting man must risk death. Not alone must he take this risk 
himself, but he must see his comrades killed and maimed beside him. He 
must suffer privations and fatigue that try human endurance to the limit. 
Worn out with cold and hunger and marching, he must have the moral energy, 
the will power, in a word, the morale, to stand and fight when necessary. 
On the battlefield to-day the soldier is almost alone. Widely dispersed, no 
longer under the eyes of his officer, with every opportunity to keep under cover, 
and all that modern science can command aiming at his destruction, what 
will the individual soldier do ? He is subjected to a terrific strain for hours 
on end, perhaps for days. All his mental and physical powers are tried. 
In such a test he has but the resolution of his own heart to sustain him. He 
is human. He fears death. If his unit is to fight as it should he must risk 
death, perhaps die unseen and unapplauded. His human nature urges him 
to fiy, to hide, to stay in a cellar, when according to the plans of his commander 
he should be firing from the bullet-swept house top. What will he do? If 
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human nature has its way he will fly or hide or shirk. Human nature must 
be overcome, and the influence that alone can overcome it, the force that is 
more powerful than the first instinct of man is what we call "morale." 

If the soldier has not the will to fight, if his controlling impulse is one 
of self-preservation, what does it matter if he be the best armed soldier in 
the world? Does it matter if his enemy is led by a fool, and he led by a 
Napoleon? No wonder military writers have so much to say about morale, 
and no wonder it is written that " its development is the first object in the 
training of troops." 

We all remember how we venerated fighting men when there was fighting 
to be done. The men of dauntless courage, men who would take any risks, 
men unmoved by any danger, clear headed, calm and determined. We 
remember Terence MacSwiney dying by inches with undaunted courage when 
by lowering the flag he could have lived. Who does not recall some fiery 
spirit who was said to be " as good as ten?" "If we had a few like such 
a one what might we not attain? " Think of Costume and the men of 
Athlone! If poor human nature were not overcome by them, how much we 
would have lost! 

Yes, in times of stress and danger we turn to the men of iron, the 
fighting men, the men of high courage. We have no difficulty in recognising 
their qUalities at their worth, and we can easily recognise the truth of the 
Napoleonic dictum that stands at the head of this essay. But when danger 
passes, the qualities of courage are no longer in daily demand. The fighting 
men are weighed in the balance against the needs of humdrum peace-time 
life, and they are often found wanting. While they may " keep their heads 
when all about are losing theirs," while they may lead a forlorn hope or hold 
a post against colossal odds, they are valued for their capacity to count spoons, 
write letters, or talk learnedly from the rostrum. This is inevitable. It has 
always been so. Every occasion has its own need. 

It is inevitable, but it has a result which is not inevitable, one that md.Y 
pave the way to disaster for an army. When the supreme value of the moral 
qUalities are no longer proved daily before our eyes, we forget their importance. 
It is difficult to think in terms of the fight. There are so many pressing 
jobs to do, preparations for war maybe, but yet not fighting, and not demanding 
the exercise of that high morale that marks the fighter. We read Napoleon's 
dictum with unction, but we do not ponder on it. We read the regulations, 
and note that they speak highly of the moral qualities, but we think of the 
commanding officer, and recall that while he will assuredly cavil if the 
men cannot use their weapons with proficiency, he will have little to say 
about morale or about the fighting spirit. We even become so numbed that 
We cannot bring ourselves to think what precisely people mean who 
talk about morale. 

It " is the first object to be aimed at in the training of troops," and it is 
the quality which overcomes the fatigue and perils against which the voice 
of self-preservation is raised in tones of fear. 
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But we are dealing on the ranges and the training areas with calm, 
obedient men who have no fear of death since death does not threaten~ 
They are not distraught, weary, hungry or cold. They have not endured 
hours of bombardment, suffered from storms of bullets or been denied the free 
use of their lungs by poison gas. And we are apt to place other things before 
morale. 

We have spoken of personal courage to recall to the mind the lesson 
which is always learned under fire, the importance of the fighting spirit. 
But morale is more than individual courage. Some there are who do not 
know fear, but they are people of rare grit. The great majority must overcome 
fear and develop a grim determination. Even the development of the courage 
and determination of each individual does not imply the development of 
morale. The ancient Gauls were fearless fighting men. A fierce and warlike 
race, they were individually superior to the Roman legionary in disregard 
of death and danger. But the Gallic hordes broke like ocean waves against 
the rock of the Roman Legion. Napoleon says somewhere that two 
Mamelukes held three Frenchmen; but one hundred French cavalry did 
not fear the same number of Mamelukes; three hundred vanquished an equal 
number, and one thousand French beat fifteen hundred of them. Here 
we have the difference between individual bravery and morale made clear. 
It lies in the collective bravery of the unit. The solidarity of the legion, and 
of the French cavalry regiment opposes successfully the individualistic bravery 
of the Gaul or Mameluke. In the unit of high morale all men are inspired 
with a common determination. Instead of some heroes and some less brave, 
we have a common bravery . We have unity and confidence. Each legionary 
knows that his comrades will not fail him. Whatever his personal fears and 
doubts he knows that the legion as a whole will fight. He has confidence 
in the unit. The legion become invincible in his eyes. When the moment 
comes, as it does in every fight, when man ceases to reason and acts 
on impulse, the sense of unity and confidence in his unit overcomes his cra.ven 
doubts and fears. This is morale. 

This solidarity and confidence cannot be improvised. ., They can be 
born only," says Lieutenant-Colonel du Picq, "of mutual acquaintanceship 
which establishes pride and makes unity. And from unity comes in turn 
the feeling of force, that force which gives to the attack the courage and 
confidence of victory." 

Morale i , therefore, a p ychological state of the unit. There are well 
defined means of bringing the physical state of the troops up to the standards 
required for war, but the text books are silent or vague on the subject of 
building up morale. The first fact which must be grasped is this, that morale 
is a growth. It cannot be ordered. The second is that morale created in 
peace-time i the basis of battle morale. The third, that morale is inconceivable 
apart from the group or unit, that is to say, that it is around and through 
organisation that we build up morale. The first of these should be a self
evident fact and we shall proceed to discuss the others. 
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We all know that the amount of work and progress to be expected 

from a unit in peace time is proportionate to its spirit-its keenness-its 

pride-its morale. If the morale of a unit is not good in peace time, it will not 

have that solidarity required of it in war. The individuals who compose 

it will distrust it. Before it can be made an effective fighting instrument 

distrust must be killed, and the morale required must be created. 

Habits, complexes and distrusts inimical to battle morale cannot easily 

be eradicated, therefore, we say the peace time morale of a unit is the 

basis of its battle morale. A high morale is necessary to enable peace time 

work to be satisfactorily performed, and it is the basis of the fighting spirit. 

We have already stated that morale is more than individual bravery. 

It is collective bravery. It is the fighting spirit of the unit animating each and 

every man in the unit with confidence, unity and determination. Therefore, 

before we can have morale we must have the unit as a tangible living thing. 

If we are to have that unity and confidence which produce mutual trust, 

and the feeling of force which gives courage and daring, the individual must 

be thoroughly assimilated into the unit. 

The great importance of maintaining the integrity of the fighting unit, 

and developing for it an honourable record here appears. Each unit should 

consider itself the best in the service, and men should be taught to sacrifice 

anything rather than the honour of the unit. The unit commander has a 

sacred trust in the good name of the organisation, no effort can be too great to 

develop its corporate pride, and sports and work in all their ramifications 

should be made to serve the development of esprit de corps. 

Success builds morale. Men must have visible evidence that the unit 

is an institution which they can be proud of, that its leaders have the 

ability, energy and character to maintain and raise its standards, and that 

they as members of the unit have achieved, and are achieving, things worth 

While. 
In battle the maintenance of morale will depend greatly on the mutual 

supervision of groups of men who know each other well. Men will fight to the 

bitter end rather than " let down" a trusted comrade. The personnel of the 

small combat groups should change as little as possible for this reason. An 

effort should be made to put and keep pals together, and to remove a 

discordant element when such appearS. Comrades in peace should be 

comrades in war. From living together and understanding each other will 

be bred unity and confidence, not the enthusiastic thoughtless confidence 

of the mob which goes up to the danger point, and then gives way to .a 

terror which sees treason everywhere, but the intimate confidence that 15 

firm and conscious. We, therefore, find it said in the regulations that it is 

a prime duty of the commander to maintain the organisation. 

While every commander can develop consistently and co~scientiously 

and patiently the pride of unit as a factor in morale, only th~ ~ted ~ew can 

fire men's minds as Napoleon, Stonewall Jackson, and therr like infused 
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them. Perhaps the surest sign of military genius is the ability to create and 
maintain a high morale. In a critical situation or at any psychological 
moment the gifted leader can impress his own ardour on his men, he can 
powerfully influence them by reaching their minds in the right way, and at 
the right moment. Foch explains that at a critical hour at Fere Champenoise 
he had to invent something new to beguile soldiers who had been beaten for 
days. His tactical problem remained unchanged, but he must give his soldiers, 
tired with being beaten to the" old tune," a new air which would appeal to 
them as new, something to which they had not been beaten. 

Napoleon, twenty-eight years old, and almost unknown, takes command 
of the Army of Italy, an army which has stagnated and starved at the foot 
of the Alps. He says: "Soldiers! you are naked and starving. . . . 
Among these rocks your patience, your courage are admirable; but not one 
ray of glory can shine down on you. I will lead you into the most fertile 
plain of the earth. Wealthy cities, great provinces will be in your power; 
and there await you honour, glory, and riches. Soldiers of Italy, will your 
courage, will your constancy fail? .. 

Again the same consummate master of the art of war addresses the 
victors of Austerlitz :-" Soldiers! When we have completed all that is 
necessary to secure the happiness and prosperity of our country, I will lead 
you back to France; there you will be the constant object of my loving care. 
My people will hail your return with joy, and you will have but to say, ' I 
was at the battle of Austerlitz,' to hear the reply, ' He is one of the brave' ! " 

But mere words are not enough to inspire men. The" Little Corporal .. 
who carried the flag across the bridge at Arcola when the shot was flying 
thickest, inspired or shamed his men to deeds of the greatest bravery. 

While these verbal appeals and dramatic examples have no place in 
peace time, the importance of the leader as a factor of morale is undiminished. 
Each commander must make his own reputation with the men. He must 
bind them to him by firmness, justice, interest in their welfare, and the 
maintenance of a high standard in all the affairs of the unit. His supremacy 
must be unquestioned, and must be supported alike by superiors and 
subordinates. Nothing is more damaging to discipline and morale than the 
tendency of superiors to infringe upon the authority of inferior commanders. 
Anything which lessens the authority or standing of the commander, no 
matter what his rank is disastrous. This is a military axiom which we Irish find it difficult to learn, or obey, and it is one of the first importance. 
When excessive control by superiors is withdrawn or breaks down, as it 
inevitably must in war, what will happen? If the authority and standing 
of the commander be not maintained in peace, can we expect it to appear 
by magic on the battlefield? Trust in the leader is an indispensable factor 
of morale, and a moment's mistrust in battle leads to hesitation, and that kills the fighting spirit. 

The example of the leader is also a matter of importance. Writing of the 
military prowess of Caesar's legions, Plutarch says: "Another thing that 
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contributed to make them invincible was their seeing Caesar always take his 
share in the danger, and never desire any exemption from labour and 
fatigue." 

Discipline, which is inseparable from morale, must be firmly maintained 
if we are to develop and control the fighting spirit. The basis of the morale 
of the Roman Legionary was an iron discipline. Men must be made to realise 
that any departures from the standards of the unit or the army will be visited 
with the punishment they deserve. Lax discipline destroys solidarity. 

It is likewise necessary that virtue be rewarded. Caesar teaches us this 
also. We are told that the courage and great ambition of his Legions " were 
cultivated and cherished in the first place by the generous manner in which 
he rewarded his troops, and the honours which he paid them." Napoleon 
instituted the Legion of Honour to afford a means of rewarding distinguished 
service, and this is what he says: "Where is the Republic, ancient or 
modern, that has not . granted honours? Call them trifles if you like, but it 
is by such trifles that men are influenced. . . . Do you suppose you 
can persuade men to fight by a process of analysis? Never; that process 
is valid only for the man of science in his study. The soldier demands glory, 
distinction, rewards." 

Patriotism is, perhaps, the greatest of the qualities that go to make 
morale. History is replete with examples of the moral force of love of 
country, and we need not go far afield, nor far into the past, to find instances 
enough of its inspiring power. It is only in time of war that we can expect 
the influence of patriotism to make itself felt to the fullest extent, but 
we must neglect no means of developing it in peace time. Short talks on the 
history of our country, and on the lives and achievements of patriot soldiers 
are the .most effective means available. Respect for the flag must be rigidly 
maintained. The spontaneous singing of the National Anthem, and of 
patriotic military ballads is greatly to be desired, and much quiet suggestion 
and leadership should be employed to this end. 

Local pride should likewise be fostered, and the highest traditions of 
the past invoked to aid in the making of the future. Pride of unit is much 
more easily developed in a unit with definite territorial affiliations than in 
one ~thout such. 

Morale depends largely on the development of the offensive spirit which 
is an integral part of it. The moral impulse of the attacker demoralises the 
defender. He is frightened, he does not set his sights any longer, he does not 
aim his weapon. Foch in his actions and his writings bears ample testimony 
to the moral value of the offensive and deserves to be studied for this alone. 
In games and sports as well as in ~actical exercises the spirit of the offensive 
should be cultivated. Audacity and enterprise should be highly valued and 
rewarded. 

Skill at arms is a powerful factor in the development of co~dence, ~d 
thus of morale. So is any proficiency which the soldier knows will help him 
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to overcome his enemy, and the relative merits of various units should be 
determined mainly by their efficiency in those matters which are of moment 
on the battlefield. 

The appearance, food and environment of the soldier affect morale 
greatly. One of the reasons why it is necessary to insist on smartness and 
cleanliness is the fact that it stimulates the self respect and pride which are. 
essential to morale. The dress and bearing of the men can mar or make the 
reputation of a unit among the civil community. Soldierly smartness, 
cleanliness, and precision should be insisted upon at all times. If troops are 
well fed and housed in rooms which are as cheerful and comfortable as 
circumstances permit, these conditions will react on morale. Good 
food, well cooked, and served in the most appetising manner possible is as 
important to the moral welfare of the men as to their physical well being. 
How many barrack rooms are cheerless, dreary and uninviting-almost as 
bare as convicts cells-when with a little ingenuity and energy they could 
be made more comfortable, pleasing to the eye, and conducive to the 
contentment and morale of the occupants? Unkempt stables, parade 
grounds, etc., are rightly regarded as an offence. Their good appearance 
and improvement should be cultivated as a means of raising morale. 

Reasonable liberty, developing the individual responsibility of the 
soldier, and a willingness to trust him to " play the game," are conducive to 
high morale. If men are treated like inmates of an asylum, or like children 
who are incapable of thinking for themselves, their morale cannot be good. 

Apart from organised athletics, which are essential to the development 
of the team spirit, recreational facilities are most important. The provision 
of these facilities is a military duty requiring careful planning, and much energy 
011 the part of all officers of the unit. 

Some of the most serious obstacles to the development of morale are 
pessimism and fault finding. A pessimistic private is of little importance, 
but a pessimistic leader commuicates his doubts and fears and melancholy 
to those under him. Whatever our difficulties, and they will always be 
numerous enough, we must show a bold front to the men whose morale is 
in our keeping. We must hide our disappointments and discouragements and 
fears. \Ve must eliminate the word impossible from our thoughts, and even 
if we think that some one higher up is blundering we must face our sub
ordinates with cheerful optimism. 

Morale is created as we have attempted to show by painstaking attention 
to many things. Its importance is easily preached, but its attainment is 
difficult, and calls for earnest thought and hard work from every officer, 
each in his own sphere. If each does what lies in his power, no matter how 
small, the great occasion, the soul-stirring call, the inspiring action will 
merely quicken the spirit already created, the spirit of the fighting team. 
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INDOOR INSTRUCTION IN 
FIELD WORKS. 

By Commandant J. J. COMERFORD, Army Corps of Engineers. 

55 

. [FoREwoRD.-One of the greatest difficulties experienced in connection .w1th the. modern theory regarding Field Defences, i.e., that every unit 1S resp<?ns1ble for the preparing of its own position, except in the case of permanent or sem1:perIJ?anent fo.rtifications, and that the Engineers only supply the material a.nd ass~st. w1th t~chmca~ advice. if. asked, is the impossibility of carrying out peace hme trammg sahsfactonly. Th1s 1S largely due to the fact that the actual materials necessary for practical work cost large sums of money. Hence in all, or most of the large armies in any case, the method of giving instruction in this branch by the extensive use of models has been adopted. In the case of the Belgian Army, instruction by this means seems to have been brought to a very great degret: of perfection, and the very interesting article by Commandant Leseul and Captam Dewancker, of which a summary follows, deals in some detail with the methods adopted. It is interesting to note that models have already been, and are now beinjf constructed for instruction in this branch in the Defence Forces. The Belgian Instructors have, as can be seen, extended the scope of instruction under this head to nearly every branch.-J.J.C.l 

T
HE article first deals with the difficulties mentioned above in giving 
training to troops when located in Barracks, and points out that 
instruction in Bridging and Camouflage Works is generally 
impossible, and that only limited facilities exist for trenching, 

except during training periods in Camps. 
This means that instruction must be given by lectures and black

board diagrams and drawings, which alone, without actual practical 
exercises, is not a very efficacious method. 

Hence the use of models to represent the various types of exercises 
that the recruit may be called on to perform, has been given considerable 
attention, and the article deals in detail with the methods of instruction, 
the type of model used, and the means employed in imparting instruction. 

Apart from using the models purely for demonstration purposes, 
Colonel Oliver, Commanding the 1st Regiment of Chasseurs a Pied, put 
forward the proposal to his Officers that materials should be issued to 
the men with which they would construct the actual models themselves , 
the construction to be as far as possible carried out in the order and 
under the same conditions as it would be carried out in Field Training. 

This method of instruction was first tried in 1927, and has been 
employed since with eminently satisfactory results, and, no doubb, will 
be further improved and extended as experience is gained. 

The article then proceeds to deal in detail with the materials used, 
and the results obtained. The materials are divided first, under two 
broad headings, as follows :~ 

(1) Materials from which models may be con~tructed by the 
t roops themselves, and representing works whIch Infantry or , 
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units other than .Engineers would be required to carry out them
selves under active service conditions. 

(2) Actual completed models of defence works which in time 
of War would be constructed by Engineers or under their 
direction, to be utilised by Infantry or other Units. 

Und.er heading (I) it has been found possible to give instruction in 
the following :-

(a) Earthworks and Trenching. 
(b) Construction of Obstacles. 
(c) Assault Bridging. 

(d) Construction of Revetments, Elementary Camouflage and 
Bivouacs. 

(e) Use of Sand Modelling Tray. 
(a) The const~uction of earthworks by means of models has been 

achieved by the use of small blocks of wood or plaster, which are cut 
to represent the various " Tasks " carried out in the construction of 
the trench-such '.' Task" usually represents the amount of earth 
which can be excavated by one man in 4 hours,-about 60 cubic feet. 
These blocks are so made in the completed model that when completely 
removed they will represent a completed trench, the blocks removed 
fitting in to form the parapet, parados, hre step, etc. In instruction 
each man removes the block representing his own " task " and explains 
how he would carry out the work in reality, and where the excavated 
earth would be placed. The blocks are all laoelled to assist in 
identification, and the models are constructed to a scale of 1/10. A 
similar procedure is adopted for the construction of Machine Gun 
positions, " slit" trenches, etc. 

Figures I to 7 inclusive show illustrations of the models used. 
The authors state that while the wooden models are more durable, those 
of plaster are far more realistic. 

(b) The methods adopted to give instruction in the erection of 
obstacles are very ingenious. Here a large piece of wood is used as a 
base, and a number of holes cut in it, into which small stakes can be 
inserted-the holes being disposed according to the particular type of 
obstacle which is being constructed. Thus for the double apron barbed 
wire fence, the plank base is perforated with holes spaced in three equal 
rows. The stakes are to scale tont in the holes, and are cut propor
tionally to the same lengths as the long and short pickets which are 
actually used. The wire is represented by different coloured balls of 
string. 

With these simple materials the r:Jrill for the fence can be carried 
out in detail. The tracing party first marks out the .. ground," the 
.. stores " are carried to the site, and the .. fence nerected just as it 
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would be under service conditions. This type of Fence is illustrated in 
Figure 8, and a similar procedure is adopted for the erection of spyder 
wire, knife rests, concertinas, French wire entanglements, etc. 

(c) Assault Bridging. 

Instruction in this consists of the actual construction of light 
bridges, either of the floating or fixed type, from models of materials 
which would actually be easily procurable in nature, e.g., small tree 
trunks, barrels, tarpaulins stuffed with straw, etc., twine being used 
to represent the rope for lashing the spars, small nails for iron spikes, 
and so on. Instruction is given first in the proper carrying and laying 
out of the bridge stores and then in the actual construction of the bridge 
itself-each man or group of men carrying the models of stores, and 
doing the actual work he would have to do in the field. 

(d) Construction of Revetments, Elementary Camouflage and 
Bivouacs. 

Models of most of the materials normally used for revetment have 
been found easy to construct. Small sacks filled with fine earth repre
senting sand bags, very fine wire netting representing expanded metal, 
small stakes, model hurdles made of twigs, ga6ions and fascines 
similarly constructed, are all employed in instruction under this heading. 

Simple methods of camouflage can be practically illustrated in the 
class room by means of wire netting, canvas screens, straw, grass, 
branches of trees, etc. 

Knotting is taught in a similar manner on short pieces of rope 
kept for this purpose, . or on pieces of strong twine. 

The improvisation of camp shelters, latrines, etc., from small 
quantities of the actual materIals has also been successfully carried 
out. 

(d) The use of a sand modelling tray was also tried with success , 
but instead of the instructor making models in this, and using it 'for 
demonstration purposes, the troops themselves were allowed to make 
the models, using replicas on a small scale of the tools and materials 
they would use in practice. This particular method of training is, it is 
stated, very much favoured by the 2nd Chasseurs a Pied. 

The second class of materials for fieldworks instruction, i.t ., the 
actual completed models, comprise models of dug-outs, bridges, heavy 
gun positions, first aid posts, command posts, observation posts, etc. 
The illustration (Fig. 9) shows a model of a Reinforced Concrete M.G. 
shelter, which is constructed of plaster and camouflaged, the gun firing 
through a loophole. The complete model is buried to the correct depth 
in the sand tray mentioned above. Generally all models are constructed 
as far as possible to the same scale, so that for demonstration and 
instructional purposes they can be united to form a composite whole. 
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The second portion of the article points out that this method can 
be applied not only to the type of instruction mentioned above, it has 
been successfully applied to nearly all the other branches of military 
science. Three further instances are cited as foHows :-

(I) Application to Musketry Instruction. 
(2) Application to Instruction in Map Reading. 
(3) Application to Tactical Instruction. 

(I) The model used in connection with Musketry Instruction is 
shown in Fig. 10, and is really a practical illustration of the diagram 
shown in Plate I, page 10, of B.S.A.T., Vol 1., 1924. To understand 
the working of the model it is necessary to refer to Fig. II. The 
trajectory and line of departure are represented by two steel wires on 
which slide two drilled bullets, the trajectory as shown representing 
that for a range of 1,500 metres, the vertical scale being exaggerated 
five times. The two wires are soldered to the muzzle of a rifle, which 
rests in a slotted block of wood (B). The trajectory is attached at the 
other end to the second block B'. The rifle muzzle is free to tum on a 
horizontal axis at (A). Two horizontal platforms P. and P' with a slit in 
the centre through which the trajectory can move-join B. and B'. Both 
are hinged at their junction with B, so that one can swing upwards and 
the other downwards, either used to represent a horizontal or oblique 
surface. To facilitate manipulation the whole model is mounted on the 
platform shown. 

With this simple apparatus practical instruction can be given in 
connection with the trajectory, the line of fire, culminating point, range, 
etc. The dangerous space can be illustrated by sliding on the horizontal 
or oblique plane models of a. man on horseback, waIkillg, kneeling or 
lying. Dead ground can be shown by placing under the trajectory a 
plaster model representing hilly country. Instruction in planes of 
sight, etc., for Machine Gun work can also be given on this model. 

(2) The methods used to give instruction in Map Reading are 
particularly ingenious. The standard conventional signs are drawn to 
a fairly large scale, coloured, and pasted on to sheets of plywood, 
each sign being afterwards cut out to form a separate model. On the 
back of each model so constructed is pri~ted the name. The models 
or tablets so made are then assembled in boxes 

The men first learn by handling the models to know and recognise 
the conventional signs. They are then given a supply of the models, 
and set to construct on a table portions of a map shown. In the 
commencement the" Map Problem," if we might so call it, would only 
be a very simple exercise, e.g., the representation of a particular 
portion of a railway, (i.e, the use of only one class of signs). Later, 
as the men become more proficient, composite problems introducing 
signs of sev.eral different types may be attempted. 
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Instruction in the representation of contour lines is also given by 
a simple yet ingenious method. This is illustrated in Fig. 12, and 
consists of a flat piece of wood with a vertical iron rod,-on which 
slides a spring ,-placed in its centre. 

A small truncated cone made from umbrella cloth, fixed on a series 
of wire hoops equidistant from each other, is placed over the iron rod, 
the upper portion of the cone so made as to bear on the top of the 
spiral spring. 

A paper is pushed down on top of the piece of wood and the cone 
put in position, the undersides of the wire hoops having been covered 
with indelible ink, and the outer sides (on the stretched cloth) marked 
in chalk. 1£ a second flat piece of wood with a hole in the centre, 
through which the rod is free to pass, is now pusheo over the cone, so 
that the latter is flattened, the circular rings will leave equidistant 
circles on the paper, representing clearly actual contour intervals from 
the projection of the truncated cone. 

(3) For tactical instruction by this means, the use of the Sand Tray 
is necessary, and" toy soldiers," models of Armoured Cars, Tanks, 
etc., have all been used, or a series of blocks representing the conven
tional signs used in drill manuals have been employeo. From these can 
be assembled squads, platoons, or companies-or larger models in 
block form can be used to· represent these formations. The Instructor 
first constructs, by means of wet sand, a representation of the area 
over which he wishes the exercises to take place, and the men then have 
to take the models and place them in what they consider the correct 
positions indicative of the exercises being carried out, e.g., security on 
the march, at rest, formation for an approach march, formation of a 
company, constituting a vanguard, and so on. (See article on " The 
Construction of Relief Models in Sand. AN T-OGLACH, April, 1930 .) 
Criticisms are asked for, and the instructor then gives the correct 
solution. 

In conclusion the authors point out that the models were for the 
most part constructed by the Units themselves of such material as was 
available. They point out, further, that if such results could be so 
achieved, more could be done by the construction of more elaborate 
models, which need not be generally issued, but kept for more advanced 
work. 

They emphasise the importance of this method of instruction in 
view of the short time available for work under real service conditions, 
and point out that it is by attention to, and achievement of perfection 
in details of this nature, the soldier will be best fitted to defend his 
country in her hour of need. 
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WAR WITHOUT 
MARNE? 

By COLONEL J. J. O'CONNELL, General Staff· 

CHAPTER I.-REFLECTIONS ON "CANNAE." 

PROBABLY no other single event in Military History has had written 
about it as full a literature, and of as authoritative a kind, as the 
Battle of the Marne. And yet amidst all this literature there has not 
been, at least as far as the present writer is aware, any examination 

at all as to what would probably have been the effect of there being No 
Battle of the Marne? The present study is an attempt to get some insight 
into that problem. 

The Battle of the Marne, or some similar mighty clash, was a natural 
and logical consequence of the German Plan of Campaign, which as all the 
world knows was elaborated by Field-Marshal Count Schlieffen, and mutilated 
by his successors. Briefly, German pre-war strategy aimed at bringing about 
the first clash with the maximum number of factors in Germany's favour; 
that strategy did not look beyond the first clash-nor did ;t contemplate 
as possible an adverse issue to that first clash. To describe it as a " Pre
conceived Idea" is, therefore, quite correct. 

For putting this strategy into practice Germany disposed of an Army 
that was quite fairly described as a war-machine-so mechanically perfect 
was it as regards the clock-work operating of its component parts. Certainly 
the German Army of 1914 was a remarkable product-personnel, material, 
technique, cadres, instruction, morale-every one of these components had 
been overhauled and improved very seriously since 1870. The German 
Army of 1914 was a very definitely superior instrument to its ancestor of forty 
years before. Therefore, why not aim at securing correspondingly more 
telling successes when using it ? 

So thought Schlieffen-and with full warrant. The result was .. Cannae." 
The essence of the I, Cannae "strategy consists in annihilation of the adversary. 
Maximum results are aimed at-perfection, in short. " Cannae" is, 
therefore, of the nature of an Ideal. And for an ideal to be realised in concrete 
terms of human activity it is indispensable for all the elements to be precisely 
as required. In the case of the original .. Cannae" the requisite elements 
were two in number-Hannibal and Varro. In other words, for such a 
victory it was essential to have a very great general opposed by a very 
bad one. 

Now, it will usually not be possible to take it for granted that in the 
hour of need one shall be suitably equipped with a Hannibal-for this is quite 
a different matter from the plan of a Hannibal. And it is altogether out of the 
question to assume gratuitously that the adversary is going to be so 
obliging as to supply the Varro. It must always be kept clearly before the 
mind that It Cannae " is an Ideal to which we are to seek the nearest possible 
approach. That eminent philosopher, Cardinal Newman, always emphasised 
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the importance of what he described as "the Science of the Second-Best." 
The Second-Best, as the name applies, falls short of the Ideal or Best. It 
possesses, however, the advantage of being capable of realisation in practice. 

This must not be understood as implying any reflection on "Cannae," 
because there is no inherent conflict between the Ideal and the Second
Best. Naturally, the more complete the tactical victory the better. But 
it is essential to be prepared for the event of "Cannae" being only 
imperfectly realised-or even proving impracticable. In progress towards 
the Ideal it is permissible to halt for a time at a well-defined landmark; it 
is also permissible to vary the route to be taken, or to make minor alterations 
here and there in the original scheme. The" Cannae" plan of Schlieffen 
was, in this view, a masterly and inspiring one. Nor were certain minor 
modifications * necessarily faulty. Where the German high Command failed 
was in the application of the plan to facts. That High Command failed to 
grasp clearly whether and when the Schlieffen plan must be altered; and 
equally failed to formulate the appropriate alterations. 
THE "SHORT WAR" FALLACY. 

When the World War broke out in August, 1914, the majority of 
prominent authorities believed it would prove to be a "Short W~r "
" une guerre fraiche et joyeuse." Why a short war was expected it is hard 
to say. Such wars have been exceptional-even quite one-sided wars have 
commonly lasted something like a year or so; Russo-Turkish War eleven 
months, Russo-Japanese War sixteen months. Such durations as that of the 
Italian War of 1859 (ten weeks), or the Austro-Prussian War of 1866 (six 
weeks), have been so rare as hardly to justify any deductions being made 
from them. On the other hand, there had been two protracted recent wars 
to which soldiers had devoted some study-American Civil War (over four 
years, and Boer War (nearly three years). 

The expectation of a short war would seem to have arisen from a 
confusion of the terms "war" and "campaign." Thus, Napoleon-the 
executant par excellence of the short campaign-came to be regarded as the 
classic exponent of the short war. In point of fact no general ever waged 
such long wars as the great Emperor. Let us first consider his career of the 
Revolutionary period, commonly divided into the First Coalition (1792-
1797), and the Second Coalition (1799-1801). This division is purely 
arbitrary-from 1792 to 1801 there was only one continuous war: the 
Egyptian Campaign-popularly considered an interlude-was in reality the 
second act of the drama, linking the other two in logical sequence. If there 
had been in France at that time a Temple of Janus it would have been open 
through all the nine years-and thus no misconception could have arisen 
about the matter. 

In the same manner the Imperial portion of Napoleon's military career 
Was also a continuity-lasting, this one also, nine years, from 1805 to 18~4. 
Only during the Hundred Days did N~poleon wage a short war-corresponding 

• Hoftmann: Tu W tU' 0/ Lon Oi'/'Orl""Uies, p. 60. 
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to one campaign. Incidentally, it may be remarked that the Emperor's 
endurance in his long wars is to be accol1nted for by his just calculation of 
each step, and by his matchless execution on the operative side. 

But if short wars gen~ally were exceptional a short world war was a 
phrase without meaning-a contradiction in terms. In addition to the wars 
of the Revolutionary Era we may mention as World Wars, that of the 
Spanish Succession, the Seven Years War, tte War of American Independence. 
It was not by accident that the most prominent initial believer in a long war 
-Kitchener-was found in the ranks of the Power which, so to speak, 
specialised in World Wars, 1:.e., in wars fought simultaneously all over the 
world. 

Now, why was it that the Germans-whom nobody can accuse of being 
poor soldiers or lacking in application-were the outstanding exponents of the 
Short War theory? It would seem that their easy victories of 1864, 1866, 
and 1870, had obscured their judgment. The elder Moltke-that thoughtful, 
painstaking roan-was mis-interpreted. It was not realised that his three 
.. wars" were really only one war fought in sections, but linked by .a single 
unifying aim-the consolidation of German unity. 

THE EFFECTS OF ENGLAND'S PARTICIPATION NOT GRASPED. 

Over and above the general misconception as to short wars the Germans 
laboured under a particular misconception as to what was implied by the 
participation of England in the hostile coalition. This constituted a special 
case of a .. long war," and its broad implications have been thus expounded 
by one of the principal dirigeants . 

.. The mighty enemy, with all the advantages of preparation and design, 
had delivered his onslaught, and had everywhere been brought to a standstill. 
It was our turn now. The initiative had passed to Britain-the great 
Amphibian. The time and the means were at our command. It was for us 
to say where we would strike and when. The strength of the Grand Fleet 
was, as we believed, ample; and in addition the whole of those nunlerous 
squadrons which hitherto had been spread over the outer seas now formed 
a surplus fleet capable of intervening in the supreme struggle without in any 
way compromising the foundation of our naval power ..... Now was the 
time to make our weight tell, perhaps decisively, but certainly most heavily, 
in the struggle of the armies. Now was the time to fasten an offensive upon 
the Germans, unexpected and unforeseeable, to present them with a 
succession of surprising situations leading on from crisis to crisis and from 
blow to blow till their downfall was achieved. . . . Shall we use our 
reinforced fleets and great new armies of 1915, either to turn the Teutonic 
right in the Baltic or their left in the Black Sea and the Balkans? . . . 
Shall we by decisive action, in hopes of shortening the conflict, marshal and 
draw in the small nations in the North and in the South who now stand 
outside it ? " • 

• CburcbiD: TIN World Crisis: End of Vol. I. 
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The foregoing-making due allowance for the author's constitutional 
optimism-is a competent exposition of the broad lines of English world
strategy. That strategy was of a quite different kind to anything of which 
the German High Command had had practical experience; but there was 
no justification for the utter and complete ignorance that prevailed in that 
Command on this vital question. When a power has to contemplate war 
against a coalition its war-plan, to be sound, must provide for" containing" 
every member of the hostile coalition. The containing action in question may be 
more or less pronounced, according to circumstances; but the total ignoring 
of any member means that the ignored enemy disposes of an unfettered 
initiative. 

The England to be "contained" was a powerful fleet, a powerful 
financial and economic stmcture, a far-reaching prestige-not the most 
easy objectives for an army, it is true. And yet this very intangibility, so to 
say, made it not less but more necessary to contain the power in question. 

The only attempt made by the Germans in this direction was puerile
the visit of BaIlin to England in July, and his proposal to Churchill to stand 
clear if Germany promised to take no French coastal territory in the area of 
the straits. Churchill's evasive answers should have been sufficient warning 
to even the most obtuse brain; but the same offer was officially made as an 
open bribe to England a few weeks later, and turned down. England, 
therefore, was definitely in the war; and to any student of history this 
meant certain things. It meant a blockade, and it meant a long war. It also 
meant a powerful propaganda being brought to bear with a view to widening 
the combination against Germany. These were distinctly factors requiring 
to be combatted. There is no indication that Germany ever calculated the 
weight of such factors in the scale. 

The Entente Cordiale which made England's participation in a Franco
German war probable-was concluded in 1904. In 1906 Schlieffen relinquished 
his post as Chief of the Great General Staff, which he had held for fifteen 
years. The Schlieffen Plan for an offensive against France had been 
formulated in 1901-i.e., three years before the new set of circumstances 
arose; and in the short remaining time the old Field-Marshal did no more 
than touch on the new situation. 

"He reckoned indeed on the possibility of the British Army coming , , did into line, but he made light of its size and fighting value. Moreover, he 
not measure the extent of the economic consequences involved in a struggle 
with the greatest naval power in the world. He undertook no serious study ~n this point. He even committed the grave error of not acquainting Grand 
Admiral Von Tirpitz with his intentions." * . 

For all that Schlieffen was a great general; and in the hands of himself 
as executant his plan possessed that wherewith to ineet the new emergency 
in practice. "Containing" can be quite well achieved by the very launching 
of a mighty thunderbolt-offensive such as he had planned. One member of a 

• Colonel Culmann: Slrategie, p. 342 . . 
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hostile coalition may sometimes be placed in such mortal danger that no 
freedom of initiative is possible for the others. They must rescue directly. 

" The shock-mass was to possess formidable strength, in order to crush 
the French left wing by enveloping it wherever it was encountered. In the 
second place it must be able to provide for all the subsidiary missions: to 
sweep aside the Belgian Army if it tried to make a stand; to drive its debris 
into Antwerp, and hold them there; to occupy Zeebrugge, Ostend, 
Dunkerque, Calais and Havre; finally to encircle Paris." * 
GERllAN PROJECTS AFTER SCHLIEFFEN. 

While it is understandable that Schlieffen did not take English hostility 
very much into his calculations. there was no corresponding excuse for those 
who came after him. Between 1906 and 1914 Anglo-German enmity had 
grown apace. There had been a steady succession of warning incidents to prove 
that England was quite prepared to side with the accepted enemies of 
Germany in the interest of the Balance of Power in Europe. At least there 
was ample reason to playa" Kriegspiel " or two around the problem of British 
participation-and yet we have never got any proof that such was ever played. 

It is, of course, true that individal German military writers treated of the 
question, or, at least, suggested it in some way. Fo~ example, Bernhardi: 

" The fleet would be o( similar importance if, in a separate war between 
Germany and France, a German attack was conducted through Belgium. 
In this case, too, a German offensive could act with the utmost strategic 
freedom if the French fleet were beaten, and the German commanded the sea 
to such an extent as to allow the German land forces to base themselves at 
least partly on the coast. 

" Frederick the Great, we know, drew up a war-plan starting from this 
idea. He assumed, in compliance with the conditions then obtaining, England 
Austria, Prussia, and Holland to be allied against France, which had her main 
army assembled in Flanders, while protecting her other frontiers by special 
corps. In the face of this disposition, the King on his part wanted to assemble 
the main army of the allies in the north too. It was to advance from Brussels, 
and beat first of all the enemy's army supposed to be in Flanders; it was 
then to march off to the right, capture Dunkirk, Bergues, and Gravelingen, 
then base itself on Newport, Dunkirk, and the English fleet, and, turning 
nearly all the hostile frontier fortresses in the west advance by Abbeville 
on Paris." t ' 

Even a cursory examination of this plan should have sufficed to bring 
~ome the .truth that the Iwstility of England, as compared with her alliance, 
mcreased mstead of diminishing the importance of the Channel to Germany. 
But the significance of the situation was not realised in Germany by 
~ybody except Admiral Tirpitz, and he was "a voice crying in the 
wilderness. " 

__ :'~eral CarDon : La Ge7I~se d" Pia" de G'UeJTe AI/ema1'ld. Revue Militaire .&_, December, 1921, p. 267. 

t Beulhardi: 0,. W,.,. of To-dIIy. Vol. II .• p .• 23. 
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Tirpitz, as was natural enough in a sailor, if anything over-emphasised 
the significance of English participation. But his views afforded a badly
needed corrective to the narrow particularism of the High Command. Once 
England was in the war she had to be FOUGHT, she could no longer be 
ignored. Ignoring simply left her hands free to apply her traditional strategy. 
This could only be prevented by threatening seriously some English interest 
-or, at the very least, by seizing on any opportunity that might crop up 
for getting to grips with a foe that-for the average Continental power
was singularly intangible. 

We shall see in- the sequel that such a line of action was not merely 
possible to Germany, but easier than might reasonably have been expected. 
And that, too, without in any way departing from the original Strategic 
Deployment, or from the opening moves of the offensive. 

You know well, my friends, that I am not one of those tame moralist 
who say that liberty is not worth a drop of blood. Men who subscribe to 
such a maxim are fit for out-of-door relief, and for nothing better. Against 
this miserable maxim the noblest virtue that has saved and sanctified 
humanity appears in judgment. From the blue waters of the Bay of 
Salamis-from the valley over which the sun stood still and lit the I raelites 
to victory-from the cathedral in which the sword of Poland has been 
sheathed in the shroud of Kosciusko-from the convent of St. Isidore, where 
the fiery hand that rent the ensign of St. George upon the plains of Ulster 
has crumbled into dust-from the sands' of the desert, where the wild geniu 
of Algerine so long has scared the eagle of the Pyrenees-born the ducal 
palace in this kingdom, where the memory of the gallant Geraldine enhances 
more than royal favour. the nobility of his race-from the solitary gray 
within this mute city which a dying request has left without an epitaph
oh I from every spot where heroism has had a sacrifice Or a triumph. a voice 
breaks in upon the cringing crowd that cherishes this ma.xim. crying out. 
Away with it I away with it.-THOKAS FaANOIS MEAoHER. 
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AN SEANA CHLOGAIRE. 
An CAPTAEN R. 0 FOGHLUDHA. 

(Aistriughadh 6 sgeul a sgriobh Vladimir Korolenko.) 

Bhi se ag eirighe dorcha. Bhf an bhaile beag cois an tsrotMin sa choill 
ghiUise fe chnap-sholas is dual do oidhchibh ghealaighe earraigh, nuair a 
dheineann an ceo, ag eirighe o'n talamh scaileann, agus na blair oscailte do 
lfonadh Ie ceochran geal-ghorm .. ; BM gach nf ciuin smaointeach agus 
br6nach. Bhi an tsraid bhaile fa shuain shocair. 

Is ar eigin rna bhf riain dhorcha na gcaban aindeis Ie feiscint; do 
spreach soillse annso agus annsud; anois agus aris d'aireocha geata ag 
gfosgan, no do sceamhadh madra go hobann agus ann san stadfadh se. Cor
uair thagadh samhail choisidhe amach as an g.coill gcronanaigh, no a shamhail 
sin de mharcach; no ragadh cairt thar braghaid. B'iad so sealbhth6irf 
na mbailte mbeag coille ag dul chuig teampull i gcoir an lae saoire moir 
earraigh. 

Bhf an teampull suidhte ar chnoc reidh i lar an tsraid bhaile. Bhf an 
Seana Chloightheach ard dubhach, fa scail na speire goirme. D'fheadfaf 
gfosgan an staighre a chloisint agus an seana cblogaire Mikbeyich ag dul suas 
go dti an cloigtheach agus ba gheall Ie reult i mbhir a lanntear ar crocadh 
i lar speire. 

Bhi se deacair ar an seana fhear dul suas an staighre. B'olc a sheas 
a chosa leis agus ba lag e amharc a shill . . . ba cheart go mbeadh fear aosta 
mar e ar thaobh na sforrufochta urn a dtaca so, ach do shabhail Dia ar an 
mbas e. Do chuir se a mhic agus a mic sin; do thionnlaic se seanoirf agus 
6ganaigh go dtf a leabhaidh deanach, ach do mhair se fein f6s. Ba chruaidh 
e. Is mo uair d'fh3.i1tigh se an tsaoire earraigh, agus bhf se thar a chuimhne 
a mhinici is d'fhan se sa chloigtheach cheadna san an uair ceaptha-agus anois 
dheon Dia dho arfs . . . chuaidh an sean fhear go dti an scoilt sa tlir agus 
chrom se ar an rail. Sa doircheadas thios fe, thart timpeall an teampuill 
d'aimsigh se reilg an t-sraid bhaile ina raibh seana chrosanna lena ngeugaibh 
ar leathadh ag cosaint, dar leat, na n-uaigh neachruinn. Thall, is abhfus 
os a gceann so bhf cupla crann beithe. Do thug aer-bholaith na mblathan 
ag teacht de iomchuir gaoithe mothu doilghiseach an chladh shforraidhe 
leis chuig Mikheyich. 

us. mbeadh se bliain is an la indiu ? An ndreapadh se suas an aoirde 
seo arts, £en gelog phrais chun an oidhche do mhuscailt as a codhladh shuain, 
lena bhuile mhiotallach, n6 an mbeadh se ina luighe i gcuinne dhorca de'n 
reilg fe'n gcrois ? Ag Dia ta fhios I . . . Bhi se ullamh ; san am ceadna 
do dheon Dia s61as failtuithe na saoire uair eile air . 

.. Buidheachas Ie Dia I " Thainig 6'n a bheul an gnath abairt a's a 
sMilibh iompuithe i dtre6 na bhflaithis abhf ag lonnradh Ie miliUn reult 
smeideach agus bhain se fior na croise de fein . 

.. Mikbeyich, boi, Mikheyich" do glaodhadh amach chuige i ng16r 
chreathach sheana fhir. D'amharc an seana adhnaclach suas ar an 
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gcloigtheach ag cosaint a shUl deoir-dhorcha corrach lena !climh, ag 
iarraidh Mikheyich d'fheiscint. 

"Cad 'ta uait? Taim annso," do fhreagair an clogaire ag feachaint 
sios o'n gcloigtheach. "Nach £eidir leat me fheiscint? " 

" Ni feidir liom. Caithfidh go bhfuil se in am bualadh. Cad adeireann 
tu ?" D'fheachadar araon ar na reultaibh. Do smeid miriaid de shoillsibh 
Dhia sa speir. 

Bhi an cairteoir loisgneach taobh diobh. Do mhachnuig Mikheyich. 
"Ni dheanfad go foil . . . . . ta's agam caithin." Go deimhin bhi 
fhios aige. Nior gMdh dho uaireadair. Do neosadh reilt Dhia dho caithin. 
· . . An fiaitheas, an domhan, an scam all ban ag gluaiseacht sa speir, an 
foraois dhorcha lena cogar do-thuighthe agus cuilithi an t-srotMin foluithe 
ag an doircheadas --. Bhi seana aithne aige ar seo go !eir-b'e a steillebheatha 
fein abhi ann. Ni i dtaisce abhi a shaol caithte annso aige. 

D'eirig an aimsir a bhfad sior os a chomhair. Thug se chun cuimhne 
anois conus a dhreapuigh se chuig an cloigtheach de'n cheud uair lena athair. 
A Dhia! Nach fado abhi sin, agus fos nach comhgarach a shamluigh se? 
· . . chonnaic se e fein mar bhuachaill fhionn; do Ieim a shUile; do 
chorruig an ghaoth a ghruaig-ni hi an gnith ghaoth a h-arduionn an smUid 
ins na sraidibh, ach gaoth aisteach a dheineann a sciathiin ciUine do luasgadh. 
· . . Uaidh sios, bhi daoine fride ag suibhal thart, agus d'fheach bothiin 
an tsriid bhaile beag; d'eug an fhoraois as amharc, agus d'fheuch an 
limisteir cornanach mar a raibh suidheamh an tsriid bhaile go h-uathbMsach 
mor cM di-chriochnuithe san. . . . 

" Agus sin e, e, gach cuid de," arsa an seanoir liath de mhion-ghiire, 
ag sfrfheachaint ar an mblar mbeag. . . . Sin imtheachta as tsaoil. Ni 
£eidir Ie fear ina oige a chrioch a fheiscint, agus anois, feach air, fe mar 
a bheadh se ar bMis ag duine, 0 thus go dti an uaigh ud thall i gcUinne na 
reilge abhi beartuithe aige dho fein. . . . Bhel, buidheachas Ie Dia! ba 
mhithid sgith a leigint. D'fhulag se cillam an t-saoil go fearUil agus ba gheall 
Ie mathair do an chreaf6g leamhfhuar . . . go luath! . . . go h-ana 
luath I . . . 

Ach bhi an re caithte. D'fheach Mikheyich ar na reultaibh uair eile, 
bhain de a chaipin agus dhein Fior na Croise, agus ghreamaigh teada an chluig. 
I gceann nomant, bhi macalla san aer leis an mbuile athfhuaimithe. Ceann 
eile, an triomhadh ceann, an ceathrU ceann . . . buile indiaidh buile, 
ag lionadh na h-oidhche lae fheile, ciUin, do thaosc amach fuaimeanna binne 
fadanilacha. 

Do stad an clog. Bhi urnuighe an teampuill tosnuithe. Roimhis seo 
bhi se de nos ag Mikheyich dul sios agus seasamh sa chUinne in aice an dorais 
chun a bheith ag padaireoireach agus ag eisteacht leis an gcantain. ~'fhan se sa cloigtheach an t-am so. Bhi se an iomad do an staighre do shwbhal, 
agus 'na theannta san, mhothuigh se e £ein roinnt tuirseach. Shuidh se sf?s ar 
an mbinse agus ag eisteacht Ie fuaimeanna tuitim o'n bhpr:lis, thosnUlg se 
ag machtnarnh. Cad air? Ni bheadh ar a chumas a nidh ..•. Bhi an 
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till lasta ar eigin ag solus lag a lannteara. Bhi na cluig-ar luasgadh f6s
Ie feiscint sa doircheadas; 6 am go h-am do shrois cr6min lag na cantana 
agus do chorruigh gaoth na h-oidhche na teada abhi ceangailte Ie buailteanaibh 
iarrainn na gclog. 

Do Ieog an seana fhear da cheann cromadh ar a ucht, an fhaid is a bhi 
a aigne meascuithe Ie srnaointibh. "Anois taid siad ag cantain dain Diadha," 
srnaoinigh se, agus sharnhluigh e fein sa tearnpull, mar a dh'airigh se guthanna 
na leanbhui sa cMr agus chonnaic an t-Athair Naum, rnarbh Ie fada an hi 
ag stUirU an phobuil re w-nuighe; d'urnhluig agus d'arduig cinn na gceadta 
tuatha, ar n6s gas aibidh arbhair roirnh an ghaoth. . . . Do dhein na 
tuathai fioghar na Croise. . . . H. aithnc agam ortha so uile, gi go bhfuilid 
go leir rnarbh. . . . Annsan, chonnacathas d6 aghaidh duairc a athar; 
annsUd a bhl a dhriothfu ag padairi6ireacht go diosgrasach, agus sheas se 
£ein ann leis fe bhlath 6ige agus nirt ,lionta Ie d6chas neamh-mhothuighteacb 
sonais .... Agus ca raibh an sonus ud? . . . Feadh n6mant d'eirigh 
srnaointe an t-seana fhir ina lasrach, ag soillsiu liacht meadhonsceul an tshaoil 
a bhf caithte aige. . . . 

Chonnaic se obair chruaidh, br6n, buairt . . . ca raibh an sonas ud ? 
Tarraingeochaidh saol cruaidh ruiceanna in aghaidh 6ig, fiu amhain, lubfaidh 
drom laidir agus cuirfidh ag osnaighe3.il e fe mar a chuir se a dhriotMir chriona. 

Annsan ar chle, i rneasc mna an tsraid bhaile, lena ceann cromtha go 
h-umhail, sheas a ghradh dhilis. Bean mhaith, Rioghacht na bhFlaitheas 
go raibh aice! N ach m6r d'£huiligh si, an bhean bhocht . . . sior ghorta 
agus obair, agus deanfaidh br6in doichsheachanta saol mna a dathUlacht 
d'£heochaint; caillfidh a sUile a nglaiseacht, agus in ionad a ngmith 
shoineanndacht, suidhfidh eagia trom aindeisi gan coinne go Slor ar a 
h-aighidh. . . . Bhel, annsan, ca raibh a sonas? . . . Fagadh mac 
amhain aca, an t-aon d6chas agus wlas abhi aca; ach bhi se ro lag chun 
seasamh in aghaidh an chathU. 

Agus annsud a namha saidhbhir, ag umhlu is ag guidhe go rnaithfi dh6 
m6r-chuid deor dfleachtaidhe go raibh se cionntach Ie n-a sileadh. Do 
choisrigh se e fein go dutharachtach agus bhuail a cheann in aghaidh an 
talaimh. . . . Do loisc a chroidhe istigh i Mikheyich, do ghrainnc 
aghadhtha smeideacha na n-iocan sios ar dhasnach bhr6nach ag usrnalluithe. 

Bht san go leir thart, f:igtha ina dhiaidh. D6 san bhi an domhain go 
leir fa thoorainn an chIoigthige 500, mar ar ocMn an ghaoth sa doircheadas 
agus chorruigh na teada. . . . II Dia mar bhreitheamhan ort " a dubhairt 
an seana £hear, ag cromadh a chinn liath, agus na doora ag tuitim go reidh lena leice ann stoo. 

I I ilch yich, hoi, Mikbeyich I Bhfuilir treis tuitim id' choladh suas 
annsan? " do scread duine eigin o'n taobh shios. 

II Cad e ? .. do fhreagair an seana £hear, ag cur a chosa fe. II A Dhia I 
An £lor e go rabhas im' choladh? Nior th3.rla a leitheid de rud riamh roimhe aeol" 
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Le limha luatha eolgaiseacha do ghreamuigh se na teada. Thios fe 
dhruid an sluagh tuatha thart dtimpeall mar a bheadh cnocan siogan; bhi 
bratacha ag spreacaireacht Ie greas 6rdha ag dul Ie gaoith. . . . Chuaidh 
an m6r-shuibhal timpeall an teampuill, agus ba ghearr gur airigh Mikheyich 
an glaodhach soghach "Ta Criost eirighthe 6 mharbhaibh." 

Do fhreagair croidhe an tseana fhir an glaodhach ~o go dutrachtach . 
. . . . Samhluigheadh d6 go raibh na trillse ag lasadh nios soillsUla agus 
go raibh an sluagh nios imni; dheallruigh na bratacha a bheith nfos beodhUla 
agus bhailigh an ghaoth mhuscailte tonntracha na fuaime ar a sciathanaibh, 
shlaod suas agus mheasg iad Ie h-ard-chlingeadh feiliuil na gclog. Riamh 
roimhe seo nior chling Mikheyich mar seo! 

Do dheallruigh se go raibh an phrais gan biodhacht !ionta Ie croidhe 
Mikheyich, agus do ch3!l agus do gMir agus do chaoin beimeanna na gclog, 
agus, an tathu in aon t-sruth ambain binnis, d'eirigh nios aoirde agus nios 
aoirde chuig flaitheas a bhi m6rshollasach Ie miariad reult, agus ag creathadh 
do thuit SIOS chuig talamh. 

Do chraol clog comhachtach prais "Ta Criost eirighthe!" Agus go 
br6dUil d'aithris an da thenor ag creathadh Ie gach re buile da mbuailtecinaibh 
iarrainn "Ta Criost eirighthe!" 

Agus an da sopran6 ag brostu do reir deallraimh 6ir na bheidis fcighta 
ar deire brUighte isteach sa tsluagh measc na nguth ba chomhachta i agus 
mar abheadh leanbhul beaga, chan go mear, meidhreach, "Ta Criost 
eirighthe. " 

Bhi cosUlacht creatha agus luasgtha ar an gcloigtheach, agus d'aithris 
an ghaoth, ag bualadh a sciatMin ar aghaidh an chlogaire, ,. Ta Criost 
eirighthe I " 

Do dhearmhad an seana chroidhe a shaol, Ian Ie cUraim agus br6n. Do 
dhearmhad an seana chlogaire go raibh a shaol teoranta go limisteireachta 
chomga an cloigthighe uaignigb, agus go raibh se 'na aonar sa t-sao) , mar 
abheadh seana stocan briste ag an stoirm . . . d'airigh se na fuaimeanna 
sa chantach caoineach a dh'eirigh go flaitheas agus thuit sfos arfs go dtf an 
domhan br6nach agus samhluigheadh d6 go raibh a mhic agus mie a mhie 
bailithe 'na thimpeall agus gur airigh se a nguthanna meidhreiseaeha; agus 
guthanna na sean agus na n-6g measethe i gantaireacht agus s6Ias agus 
meidhreis nar mhothuigh se riarnh na shaol a chanadh dh6. . . . Tharraing se na teada, agus do thuit na deora lena leieeann slos, agus bhuail a chroidhe 
go dian Ie neall breagach s61as. . . . 

ThIOS, d'eist daoine agus dubhairt lena cMile nar ehling Mikheyich ch6 
maith riamh roimhe seo. Go hobann do dhein an clog fuaim arnhcisaeh agus 
d'eirigh 'na thost. Do chling na cinn ba hI beim nearnhchrfochnuithe, agus 
annsan stadadar, nairithe mar dheadh, chun eisteacht Ie macalla d6Iasach 
an n6ta fadanaItha friathbhuailte ag dul in eug go reidh ar an aero . . . 
Thuit an seana chlogaire siar ar an mbinse traochta amach, agus do shil an 
dha dheor dheanach SIOS ar a Ieiceanaibh liathbhan. 

"H6, annsan! Cuir suas fear ionaid; ta a bhuile dheanach buailte 
ag an seana chlogaire. " 
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MECHANIZATION AND CAVALRY 
By MAJ. G. S. PATrON, JR., Cavalry 

and 
MAJ. C. C. BENSON, Cavalry 

(The following article is reproduced from the April number of the 
" Infantry Journal," U.S.A., by kind permission of the Editor and authors. 

THE cavalry has been in a good many tight places during the last 
thousand years, but it has always managed to keep one jump ahead 
of its rivals. When the cloth-yard shafts of English bowmen mowed 
down the flower of French chivalry at Crecy in 1346, it appeared that 

horsemen had met their match. Had they been bound to the tactics previously 
in vogue, the cavalry might shortly have disappeared. Later the use of gun 
powder threatened to drive cavalry from the field; but it adopted the 
despised firearms and soon regained its prestige. When the improvement 
of firearms again placed the cavalryman at a disadvantage, he discarded his 
heavy armour, and learned once more to charge in mass at speed. The 
cavalry of Frederick the Great and Napoleon, despite improved firearms, scored 
many decisive victories. The development of accurate long-range rifles, and, 
more recently, machine guns, has again put cavalrymen to the test of 
adaptability. The question is now raised, as it has been raised many times 
in the past, is cavalry still useful enough to justify its existence? For 
authoritative answers to this question, we look to the well-considered views 
of experienced military leaders. Here is what some of them have to say 
about cavalry: 

General John J. Pershing: "There is not in the world to-day an officer 
of distinction, recognized as an authority on military matters in a broad way, 
who does not declare with emphasis that cavalry is as important to-day as 
it has ever been." 

Field Marshal Sir Douglas Haig: "Cavalry is indispensable, not only 
to act as mobile infantry, but to reap the fruits of victory-infantry and 
artillery can win battles; only cavalry can make them worth winning." 

Iarshal Foch: "On the Western Front, cavalry especially participated 
in the defensive battles, where they were engaged at the most difficult moment. 
The large cavalry units, thanks to their own mobility, were able to intervene 
in time and bring the precious assi tance of their fire to the weak points of the 
defense." 

Marshal Hindenburg: .. Cavalry will continue to be important. There 
WE're many times when I wi hed I had more of it." 

General Ludendorff: .. The cavalry was of the greatest importance and 
service to me in all campaigns of movement. In the March, 1918, offensive, 
I felt seriously handicapped by lack of cavalry." 

In offensive and defensive actions in stabilized situations, as well as in 
warfare of movement, modem cavalry has proven its value. One final 
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comment, to bring the record more closely up to date, is taken from an address 
by Gen. Charles P. Summerall on August 12, 1927: "There has been a great 
deal of misinformation broadcast relative to the cavalry. It is a fact that 
cavalry is of far more importance than it has ever been." 

Since these views were expressed, a new problem has arisen- what to do 
about fast cross-country fighting machines? This problem concerns not 
only cavalry, but also infantry, artillery, engineers, signal troops, supply 
services, and air forces. The armoured vehicles now being built are practically 
immune to air attacks; they have high strategical and tactical mobility, 
and can drive far into the enemy's territory to attack installations, including 
airdromes, that have heretofore been regarded as secure. As the cavalry is 
particularly charged with providing security for other forces, it naturally 
devolves upon the cavalry to devise ways and means to neutralize these new 
weapons. To bury our heads, ostrich-like, and ignore them, would be foolish. 
Foreign nations are proceeding with dispatch to perfect fast tanks, armoured 
cars, self-propelled gun mounts, and their auxiliaries. More and more of 
their tactical thought is being centered upon the use of these machines. 
We may have to face them in future wars, whether we are ready or not. All 
branches are vitally concerned with the problems that ground fighting 
machines are thrusting upon them; and so far as the cavalry is concerned, 
we propose to face the issue squarely right now. 

Can fighting machines replace the cavalry? Much has been written about 
the power of machines, and all too little about their limitations. Granting 
that armoured caterpillar vehicles can crash through belts of barbed wire 
and attack machine guns with impunity, let us examine some of the 
limitations, that apply but feebly to cavalry, which will restrict the use of 
machines. The principal items are supply, control, and terrain. 

The question of supply is far more binding upon machines than upon 
cavalry. Unlike men and horses, machines must have full rations. Even 
with full rations their mechanical condition and efficiency deteriorate rapidly 
in field service. A liberal quota of replacement parts must be supplied, in 
addition to gas, oil, and grease, to keep the machines running. Furthermore, 
these supplies must arrive regularly, at timely intervals, or the machines ~ 
quit in their tracks. Once immobilized, they are easily destroyed. Dunng 
the German drives in the spring of 1918, British tank crews had to abando~ 
and demolish over two hundred heavy tanks that had run out of gas; but It 
is not recorded that any of the British cavalrymen who helped stem the tide had 
to blow up their horses. With faster machines, and more adequate measures for 
the supply of combat elements it is true that many of the previous difficulties , . . can be overcome. However, gasoline burns so readily that It reqUIres a rare 
stretch of the imagination to picture a horde of machines living off the country, 
as cavalry has done many times in the past. Tank drivers are resourceful, but 
they have not yet learned how to dismount and lead. 

Another important restriction on the use of machines is that imposed 
by the difficulties of control. Speed and power without control are useless. 
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The British have been using radio phones in their tanks since 1926, and 
probably have the best control devices in the world. However, they have been 
unable to utilise in manoeuvres more than half of the rated mobility of their 
machines. Accounts of their 1929 manoeuvres indicate chaotic confusion 
in the engagement of comparatively small tank units, especially when 
infantry of the opposing sides became involved in the m~Iee. Dust and smoke 
clouds rendered signal flags useless, and silenced the guns because it was 
impossible to distinguish friend from foe. Until reliable and rapid 
communications can be established and maintained between fighting machines, 
it will be practically out of the question for them to co-operate effectively 
in a sustained action. 

A third limitation is that imposed by natural and artificial features of 
the terrain. Obstacles that appear trifling to a well-mounted cavalryman 
often put a serious handicap upon machines. Armoured cars of the wheeled 
type, operating in woods, mountains, or where there are numerous streams, 
are practically confined to the roads. A mine or mine crater in the road, 
a bridge destroyed, a barricade, or even a fallen tree---and the machine is 
stopped, perhaps under file in a position from which withdrawal is difficult. 
The best of these machines, the French Berliet six-wheeler, has some 
remarkable cross-country performances to its credit; but even this excellent 
machine becomes sluggish and difficult to control when forced to negotiate 
steep slopes or fields strewn with boulders. In rough going, the wheeled 
machine has less mobility than the cavalryman, and its weapons are almost 
useless because the gunners cannot take good aim. In close country, where 
the machine has to stick to roads, its value as a fighting vehicle is materially 
reduced. The present cavalry weapons, if resolutely and resourcefully used, 
are sufficient to neutralize wheeled vehicles on the roads. In flat country, 
the wheeled vehicle can operate across country with great freedom. The 
British and the French have made effective use of wheeled machines in 
northern Africa, Asia Minor, and India. However, important military 
operations are seldom conducted in desert country; consequently, opportunities 
for the employment of wheeled vehicles under advantageous conditions will be 
limited. 

Modem fast tanks are much more formidable. They can travel acrosS 
the country over extremely difficult ground, and can avoid or crush many 
of the obstacles that would stop a wheeled machine. In woods or mountainous 
country, they too are confined to the roads, and are thus at a distinct 
disadvantage as compared to the cavalryman. They cannot operate effectively 
where precipitous slopes, boulders, or streams obstruct their progress. Their 
rate of speed and accuracy of fire are considerably reduced by uneven ground, 
and they can readily be destroyed if they venture into areas that are unsuited 
to their proper use. The bogs of Flanders became the graveyard of many 
British tanks. 

The combination wheel and track machine is the most adaptable to varying 
conditions of road and terrain. One machine of this type, using wheels, has 
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attained the rate of seventy miles an hour on a concrete road. Across 
country, on tracks, it has done better than forty-two for a short distance; 
and has averaged over fourteen for hour after hour, through rain, mud, 
red clay, and deep sand on the test course. The writers have observed 
closely the performance of this machine ever since it was first submitted for 
test in October, 1928, and are convinced from personal experience that it is 
a powerful weapon. They also know from personal experience that neither 
this machine, nor any other that has as yet been invented, could operate 
in those parts of northern Chihuahua where our cavalry not so long ago 
rounded up some hundred of Villa's followers. Even the most versatile 
machine could not have gone where our cavalry had to go. 

Regardless of the progress made in the development of fighting machines, 
cavalry will always be necessary. It will hold its own because no other 
agency can perform cavalry duties with equal reliability and despatch. It 
can operate effectively in woods and mountains where machines cannot go; 
it can swim streams that would stop machines; and whether its supply 
trains come through or not, it can carry on day and night under any 
conditions of roads or weather. To expect mechanical vehicles-impotent 
without regular supplies, blind and deaf to control, and restricted by terrain 
to take over these duties, is to expect the impossible. Each arm has its 
limitations and its proper sphere of usefulness. 

Instead of rivalry, there should be union to ensure strength. The Infantry 
has its heavily armoured tanks to lead the assault; the Cavalry should 
have fast cross-country machines for extended rapid manoeuvre in operations 
against the enemy's front, flanks, and rear. The union of cavalry and 
mechanized units equipped for rapid manoeuvre would be natural, for they 
have much in common. Both are highly mobile; their tactics are similar; 
their actions develop and culminate rapidly; and their commanders, to be 
successful, must possess like traits. Each supplies in generous measure what 
the other lacks. We have dwelt upon the limitations of fighting machines 
in order to counteract the present tendency to overrate their powers; but to 
deny that they are valuable weapons would be absurd. On suitable terrain, 
armoured fighting machines are indeed formidable. The obvious thing for the 
caValryman to do is to accept the fighting machine as a partner, and thus 
prepare to meet more fully the demands of future warfare. 

How can fighting machines assist the cavalry? First, by helpiI!:g to 
protect cavalry against the enemy's aircraft and armoured vehicles. 
Protection against air attacks can be made remarkably effective by using 
machines armed with machine guns to cover the front, flanks, and rear of 
cavalry on the march. Machine gunners thus mounted coul~ engage ~he 
enemy, without wasting any time in placing their weapons Ul the firing 
position, before the hostile aircraft could reach the cavalry main body. The 
~929 Cavalry Field Manual (page 395) states: "Machine guns, o~ce they are 
m ~tion and ready for action, constitute cavalry's most ~echve weapon 
agamst hostile aircraft. When mounted upon motor vehicles they afiord 
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ideal antiaircraft protection for cavalry on the march." So far as antiaircraft 
protection is concerned, unarmoured machines would be satisfactory; but 
we must also consider the enemy's fast tanks and armoured cars. In 1922 
a study prepared at the Cavalry School raised various questions concerning 
cavalry methods of defense against these new weapons. During the eight 
years that have elapsed since those questions were raised, fighting machines 
have been greatly improved. Defense against modem machines, especially 
on open country during the daylight hours, will be extremely difficult unless 
our cavalry has a liberal quota of fast cross-country vehicles with which to 
neutralise those of the enemy. 

If provided with machines for its own security, cavalry will be better 
able to gain information and provide security for other forces. On 
reconnaissance in open country, its armoured vehicles can cover long distances 
at a high rate of speed; and under favourable conditions, the machines will 
be of great value in extending the reach of the cavalry. For counterrecon
naissance, cavalry patrols could establish the screen and the machines, held 
centrally in reserve, could use their high mobility on previously reconnoitered 
terrain to drive back aggressive hostile forces. On flank guard work, the 
business of getting patrols out soon enough and far enough would be much 
simplified wherever the terrain permitted the use of machines. With a 
cavalry rear guard, and in delaying actions, armoured vehicles could protect 
our flanks and threaten those of the enemy; make offensive returns to check 
the enemy's progress; or remain concealed in selected positions to cover 
the withdrawal of mounted troops. When cavalry has to hold a defensive 
position, its fighting machines could initially cover the position, and 
eventually serve as a mobile reserve for counterattacks. In short, wherever 
the terrain is suitable and particularly in open country, fighting machines 
will be to the cavalry what cavalry is to the infantry. 

For offensive operations in open country, cavalry can use fighting machines 
to great advantage. The Cavalry Field Manual (page 373) states: "Tanks 
are valuable offensive weapons in practically all forms of combat where intense 
or stubborn resistance is to be overcome. Their use for this purpose facilitates 
a more rapid advance of cavalry." In an attack against troops in a defensive 
position, and during the initial stages of exploiting a break-through, there will 
be excellent opportunities for the employment of these machines. To mount 
an attack of sufficient magnitude to make a break-through requires immense 
suppli ,whose movement congests the roads; but cavalry and its fighting 
Machin can move to their appointed places across country. Heretofore, 
resi tance met in passing through the breach has been costly to cavalry both 
in time and in casualities. Fast cross-country fighting machines can materially 
reduce those delays and losses, and thus enable the cavalry to get through 
more quickly and in greater strength. In both direct and parallel pursuit, 
the machines can again render valuable service by helping to brush aside 
delaying detachments and by preceding the cavalry to distant defiles or 
bridges. So long as the terrain permits vehicles to operate effectively, their 
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use in conjunction with pursuing cavalry will produce more decisive 
results than either arm could secure alone. The fighting · machine will 
conserve the strength of mounted troops and will contribute materially to 
their combat power. 

One company of light tanks (infantry), and one squadron of armoured 
cars (cavalry), are now authorized for each cavalry division. Unfortunately, 
there are at present no fast tanks available, and we have only about half a 
dozen armoured cars. If our cavalry is to study and apply the new methods 
that fast tanks and armoured cars provide, it must have the necessary 
equipment. 

The fighting machine is here to stay, and if our cavalry has not lost 
its traditional alertness and adaptability, we will frankly accept it at its 
true worth. If the fourteenth century knight could adapt himself to 
gunpowder, we should have no fear of oil, grease, and motors. Confident 
of our own power, we should give to the fighting machine the serious thought 
that it deserves. Field Marshal Allenby, one of the ablest cavalry men of our 
times, said recently: "I have never felt more confidence in our arm than 
I do to-day. It has retained the good, rejected the bad, and has not shrunk 
from the new." 

Make a man proud of himself and of his corps and he can always be 
depended upon.--LoRD VVOLSELEY. 

The greatest hardship of war is not being exposed to danger, suffering, 
or even the enemy, but is having to serve under leaders whom one distrusts . 
-M. JEAN FLEURIER. 

Your fitness for all future trust depends upon what you are now. No 
good soldier in his old age was ever careless or indolent in his youth. Many 
a giddy and thoughtless boy has "become a good bishop, or a good lawyer, 
or a good merchant; but no such a one ever became a good general. I 
challenge you, in all history, to find a record of a good soldier who was not 
grave and earnest in his youth.--RUBKIN. 
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NOTES ON FOREIGN ARMIES. 
Contributed by SECOND BUREAU GENERAL STAFF. 

CHINA. 
GERMAN GENERAL'S ApPOINTMENT. 

The Berlin Press states that General Wetzell, a recently retired officer 
of long General Staff experience, has accepted service with the Chinese 
National Government, and gone to China. 

General Wetzell was until lately chief of the trooping department at the 
Reichswehr Ministry, and has, therefore, occupied high posts in the new 
German Army, whereas his German predecessors in the Chinese Government 
service were all men identified with the old German Army. He is expected 
to succeed Lieutenant-Colonel Kriebel, who has apparently . resigned, as 
military adviser to the Nanking Government. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Kriebel succeeded Colonel Bauer, who died last 
year; both were close associates of General Ludendorff during the War, 
and in Putschist activities after it. It was widely believed once that General 
Ludendorff himself was invited to go to Chin a.-From The Tinus . 

CZECHO-SLOV AKIA. 
MILITARY AND CIVIL AVIATION. 

The Airmen's Federation has just published in all the newspapers an 
appeal setting out the present difficulties experienced by Military and Civil 
Aviation. It is pointed out that whereas England, France and Italy devote 
considerable sums to their Air Forces, the budget of Czecho-Slovak Aviation 
is very modest. This is so despite the fact that the geographical configuration 
of the country-with 3,800 kilometres of frontier, and an average width of 
100 kilometres-renders it unusually exposed to air attacks. 

The credits appropriated to aviation in England are thirteen times as 
large as Czecho-Slovakia, in France fourteen times, and in Italy eight times. 
The insignificant appropriations allowed are, accordingly the main cause 
of the backward state of Czecho-Slovak Aviation-holding up the national industry and constructional programme. 

Civil Aviation suffers similarly from want of money. One consequence 
of thi state of affairs is that the big international Air-lines are beginning to 
avoid the country, as they do not find there the necessary facilities for 
carrying on the work. The equipment of aerodromes is not proceeding owing 
to lack of funds; and, finally, the very recruitment of personnel is becoming more difficult. 

From Le Temps. 
GERMANY. 

DuTB O. GENEllAL VON BERNHARDI. 
General Friedrich von Bernhardi passed away at Kunersdorf (Silesia) in his 1st year. He was well known as a military writer, and his book, 
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Germany and the Next War, published in 1911, attracted world-wide 
attention owing to the praise it contained of war as such, and the author's 
endeavour to prove the desirability of war in order to secure for Germany 
"her place in the sun."-From The Morning Post. 

GREECE. 
NEW WARSffiP CONSTRUCTION. 

In pursuance of the Naval Programme the Government has decided on 
the construction of two destroyer-leaders of the same type as vessels already 
ordered from Italian yards.-From Le Temps. 

NEW ZEALAND 

AIR DEFENCE 

After the suspension of compulsory military training comes evidence of 
the Government's increasing interest in air defence in the shape of re
organization of the Territorial Air Force somewhat on the lines of the Royal 
Air Force. 

Hitherto somewhat formless, the Force is to become an organised body 
embracing the whole Dominion. Four Squadrons, comprising a wing, will each 
have definite duties, two being trained for Army co-operation work and two 
for bombing. Each squadron consists of three flights based on different 
towns. Wing-Commander K. Caldwell, the commanding officer, had a 
distinguished War record, and the four squadron leaders have also had 
extensive War experience. 

From The Times. 

NORWAY. 
THE NEW NAVY. BUILDING PROGRAMME OF THIRTY-FOUR SHIPS. 
Sweeping proposals for the re-organisation of the Norwegian Navy are 

contained in a Government Bill presented to the Parliament at Oslo. 
The scheme provides for a drastic reduction in the number of ships, and 

for a comprehensive modernisation of the service, the idea being to replace 
a comparatively large number of almost obsolete vessels by a small number 
of ships equipped on thoroughly modem lines. 

If the Bill becomes law, Norway's Naval estimates will be brought down 
to a figure of about £1,000,000 annually. 

The future strength of the service is fixed by the bill at four scouting 
crusiers of 1,800 tons each; the destroyers averaging 750 tons apiece; ten 
submarines; four large and six small minelayers; and seventy-six seap~. 
!he only vessel already laid down in this programme of thirty-four new ships 
IS one of the scout cruisers. 

Among tbe ships doomed to be broken up under this programme are five 
smaIl coast defence battleships, Norge, Eidsvold, Harrald, Haarlagre, and 
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Tordenskjold, all of which were built in England thirty years ago. They 
displace about 4,000 tons, have a speed of 17 knots, and a main armament 
of 8.2 in. guns. 

They will be accompanied to the scrapheap by, at least, thirty old 
torpedo-boats and a number of gunboats, none of which has any real fighting 
value to-day. 

Among the vessels flying the Norwegian flag to-day are about 170 whaling 
ships, very stoutly built, some of which are capable of high speeds. These 
vessels are in future to constitute a naval reserve, and in wartime they 
would be equipped with a rapid-fire gun forward in place of the whaling gun. 

From The Sunday Times. 

POLAND. 
ACCESS TO THE SEA. 

On the occasion of the christening of the training-ship Mar-Po'morza 
which is a national donation, offered by public subscription, to the State' 
some important celebrations took place at Gynia, in the presence of Members 
of the Government, Kwiatkowski and Poloczyniki, and representatives of the 
Polish Army. During the ceremony, Kwiatkowski made a speech in which, 
after having stressed the historical analogy between the efforts accomplished 
by the Polish nation at Gdynia, and the victory of Grunwald, which formerly 
assured to Poland a free access to the seas, notably declared : 

All the vitality of the nation depends on this Polish sea-front, which, 
if it were to fall out of our hands, would signify the ruination of the country. 
Because it is on this spot that the vital base of development of the Polish 
State is founded; it is here that it commences and ends. And this is why 
it is necessary to consider to-day this offer of the Polish people to the State 
as a mark of their understanding of the primordial necessities which have 
brought us to intensively exploit our maritime coast. 

From Le Temps. 

NAVAL COASTAL DEFENCE. 
On the occasion of the arrival at Gdynia of the ne'Y Polish destroyer 

WiCher, the Rzeczpospolita emphasises the fact that Poland owes it to 
herself to ensure the maritime defence of her sea coast, and expresses itself in the following terms: 

Poland sincerely desires peace. Nevertheless, she must defend the 
integrity of her territory, and her independence in every way. In the first place 
her defence must be directed towards the most menaced sectors. The 
venomous German propaganda resulted in awakening our distrust; we are 
fully aware of the intention of Germany on our Pomerania, and we mu t be 
ready to defend it energetically. The destroyer W icher is the first II steel reply" 
of our national manifesto on the subject of the security of our Pomerania, just 
as Gdynia is a powerful economic speech. The entire nation is united in a 
sentiment of fidelity with regard to the idea of our access to the sea. 

From Le Temps. 
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RUSSIA. 
PEOPLE'S GIFT OF 16 AEROPLANES. 

Voroshiloff has formally thanked the labour masses on behalf of the Red 
Army for the gift of 15 Aeroplanes on the occasion of the 16th Party Congress. 
The machines are named after the factories or collectivist farms which 
subscribed for them.-From The Morning Post. 

MILITARY MISSION TO ITALY. 
A Soviet military mission, composed of several high officers of the Red 

Army, accompanied by an Italian General representing the War Minister, has 
been inspecting one of Italy's most important munition factories at Spezi;t. 
The mission was shown round the various departments, including the naval 
yards where ships are under construction for several foreign countries, 
including Greece, Turkey ~d the Argentine.-From The Morning Post. 

FORTIFYING SOVIET FRONTIER. 
The Fascist movement in Finland has caused great anxiety on the 

Soviet side of the Finnish frontier which is not 30 miles from Leningrad. 
Work on the fortifications guarding the isthmus between Lake Ladoga 

and the Gulf of Finland goes forward unceasingly. About 2,000 Red Army 
men are feverishly working on fortifications near the village of Nakala on 
Lake Ladoga. 

The local population has been mobilised to help provide the necessary 
building material. Emplacements for heavy artillery are being built at 
Bieloostrov. All the roads and railways leading to the Finnish frontier are 
being repaired.-From The Morning Post. 

MILITARY TRAINING IN SCHOOLS. Sixty hours' military training yearly will be introduced in the schools 
of the Moscow region, which includes several former provinces with 
Over ten million popUlation. The decision follows a conference for the 
militarisation of schools. Among the practical metliods of military work 
in schools are the inauguration of sharpshooting contests, marches, summer 
encampments of older students and teachers. Network circles studying 
s~ch subjects as tank construction, artillery, radio, and military chemistry 
WIll be developed in the schools. The educational department will pay 
reserve officers of the Red Army to act as instructors, and military inspectors 
will be introduced to supervise the carrying out of the programme. 

-From The Observer. 
MILITARY TRAINING OF STUDENTS. 

The Soviet Government has decided to intensify the military training of 
students. To this effect a conference of the "Commanders of Military 
Training in Large Civil Colleges" was called. One of the members of the 
Conf~rence declared that the revised training would require the creation of 
SpecIal student camps. Besides, it would be necessary to give to the civil 
Colleges permanent military staffs. 

. Others spoke of the necessity of completing the teaching personnel 
WIth officers who would have disciplinary rights over the students. 

From Le Temps. 
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SPAIN. 
THE GIBRALTAR TUNNEL. 

Preliminary borings for the construction of the tunnel under the Straits 
of Gibraltar will be cOlll1llenced in the very near future on the African shore. 
At Tarifa, on the Spansih shore, borings have been pierced to a depth of 
250 metres (275 yards). They will be extended down to 400 metres (440 yards). 
Up to the present the geological character of the ground examined has proved 
favourable to the projected tunnel.-From Le Temps. 

UNITED STATES. 
AN AEROPLANE-CARRYING DIRIGIBLE. 

The American Navy has begun the construction, in the Akron Workshops 
(Ohio), of several dirigibles of 182,000 cubic metres, which will be enabled, 
when in flight, to shelter five aeroplances. 

By means of a sort of trapeze, the planes would be released, then having 
accomplished their mission, would return, be hooked on and hoisted up. 

It appears that the experiments carried out have given excellent results. 
From a military point of view, this invention must present great advantages, 
because it will enable lighter-than-air machines to be protected by a squadron 
of heavier-than-air machines.-From Le Temps. 

A TANK THAT SWIMS. 

An Amphibian tank that can swim at ten m.p.h., travel at 50 m.p.h. 
on rough ground, and at 70 m.p.h. on a good road is being constructed for the 
United States Government. This" rambling fortresc;" will, it is claimed, 
be bomb-proof, and gas-proof, and be able to carry a load of 12 tons even 
through swamps. The estimated cost is 38,000 dollars (£7,600).-Reuter. 

YUGO-SLA VIA. 
ORGANISATION OF NATIONAL DEFENCE. 

The King, on the proposition of the Minister for the Army and Navy, 
signed the Law of National Defence. The first Article declares that all the forces, 
and all the material means of the country, will be utilised for its protection 
and defence. Article 2 provides for the preparation of general mobilisation 
in time of peace. Article 3 declares that the general mobilisation comprises 
the mobilisation of military forces, communications, industries, agriculture, 
and mobilisation of working hands. 

The remaining articles provide that a Council of National Defence will 
be fonned to work out, and execute the general mobilisation plan. It shall be 
composed of all the ministers and the Chief of the General Staff. 

The President of the Council of Ministers will convenethe meetings of the 
Council of National Defence, whose function is also to arrange and apply the 
plan for the general physical education of the nation. to develop and 
improve railway and road systems, establish the finance plan, and in case a 
geneial mobilisation is called, arrange for the development of industrial 
branches necessary for national defence and organise the country for 
supplies, and foodstufis, etc. From Le Temps. 
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REVIEWS. 
OESTERREICH-UNGARNS LETZTER KRIEG, 1914-18 .• 

The first volume of Austro-Hungary's Last War, 1914-18, has been 
published by the War Ministry and War Archives Office, Vienna. It is 
issued in six sections-totalling over 800 pages-and covers the period from 
the outbreak of the War to the end of 1914. This is suggestive of the wealth 
of detail which it contains. 

The volume opens with the mobilisation plans of Austro-Hungary
a series of alternatives destined to cover possible combinations of enemies 
and allies-with associated transport arrangements. Russia and Serbia were 
the inveterate enemies of the Dual Monarchy. In spite of the Triple 
Alliance, Rumania was growing hostile in pre-war years, and Italy remained 
the traditional enemy of Austria. 

The infantry (1,100 Battalions strong) was divided into three mobilisation
groups against possible contingencies----each with its special objective. In 
practice, political considerations interfered considerably with the basic plans. 
Serbia alone was the object of attack during the first few days of the war ; 
any attack at this time against threatening Russia would have been 
interpreted by Italy and Rumania as a violation of the defensive spirit of 
the Triple Alliance, and would have provided a welcome excuse for evasion 
of responsibility. Consequently some of the troops destined for Galicia were 
diverted to Serbia, and could not be recovered for weeks without serious 
risk of utterly confusing transport arrangements in that zone. Nor was the 
initial offensive against Serbia-the posture of defence as per original plan 
having been abandoned-a success. 

Russia meanwhile did become an active enemy, and Germany was 
unable to allot to the Eastern frontier the number of divisions agreed upon 
in 1909, between Conrad and Moltke-Chiefs of General Staff. The greater 
credit is due to Austria-Hungary for bearing, with depleted forces, the first 
brunt of the Russian assault-and for the stand made against an army 
unhampered by political considerations in regard to its objective, and 
possessing a high degree of military efficiency. The volume certainly pays 
this tribute repeatedly to the Russian Army. 

The Campaigns against Serbia, Montenegro and Russia are described 
lUCidly and dispassionately with a wealth of detail which permits of a 
reasonable proportion of space being devoted to the enemy standpoint. In 
this respect the gigantic struggle during the summer-campaign ~f Lemberg 
stands preeminant. We have in this category also a close-up VIew of the 
sieges of Przemysl, and the history of the Russian steam-roller at~ack from 
east of Warsaw. In this connection it is impossible to over-estunate the 
amount of care and effort expended on research. 

The mention of Units participating in all engagements ~o~y of t~e name, of the Officers commanding these Units, a minute descnpbon of thelr 

• Pilblished at Vienna 1 Bez. Stubenring Nr.l. Price 295. per volume (in parts). 
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movements (each portion of the work is well equipped with maps and 
sketches), and an occasional reference to special military awards and 
regimental commemoration-days, give the narrative a satisfactory completeness. 

There is an atmosphere of frankness in the work; nothing appears to 
be suppressed. The tone is not always laudatory-but it rings true. This 
is particularly noticeable in the Chapter dealing with the composition of the 
Army-where the coherent difficulties are stressed. It may be of interest to 
point out that perhaps the greatest of these lay in the fact that there were 
a dozen nationalities amongst the rank and file with as many official languages. 

The work is intended as a tribute to the effort of Austria in the War
to serve as an inspiration to the rising generation. I ts very can dour and 
regard for truth enhance its success. 

The compilers have laid the foundation of a monument more enduring 
than bronze to the memory of an association of Empires which proved itself 
militarily superior to the rest of the world, and which was ultimately defeated 
only by an economic blockade 

T. MAC C. 

THOUGHTS OF A SOLDIER. By General Von Seeckt. With an Introduction 
by General Sir Ian Hamilton. London: Ernest Benn, Ltd. 8s. 6d. net. 

There is probably no living soldier who can speak with the authority of 
so vast an experience as General Von Seeckt, and in this collection of essays 
he speaks in no uncertain voice on problems of moment in every country. 
As Sir Ian Hamilton says, " his experiences in the capacity of Chief of Staff 
have covered a wider field than those of any living man." A member of the 
Great General Staff which made the word German synonomous with all that 
was thorough and efficient and highly organised in the military world, our 
author served on four fronts in the Great War, and is well known as the man 
who directed the reconstruction of the German Army after the war. 

When the Allies at the Council of Versailles imposed on Germany her 
present military organisation, as a means of making her powerless in a military 
sense, they gave her an instrument which Von Seeckt has made into a new model 
army which is as great an advance on the conscript horde as Napoleon's 
Nation in Arms was on the mercenaries of his early opponents. In this book 
we get a view of the new military machine, as well as of the mind of its creator. 

The book, which is delightfully written and translated, begins with an 
essay on .. Catchwords." "There are three things against which the human 
mind struggles in vain: Stupidity, bureaucracy, and catchwords." Then 
we have five short addresses which reveal an unusual capacity for emotional 
as well as intellectual appeal. The texts are .. Frederick's Day," " Schlieffen's 
Day," .. Hindenburg," "An Old Swedish Flag," and the .. Roll of Honour." 

In an essay on "Statesman and Soldier," we have a masterly analysis 
of this great problem by an authority second to none. .. Just," he says, 
.. as it is a sign of a small mind to evade responsibility, so it is presumption 
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in a man to grasp responsibility in excess of 'his powers." The different 
responsibilities of the statesman and the soldier are frankly discussed with 
apposite historical illustrations. 

Under the title" The Attainable Object" we get his views on disarmament 
and peace. "Modem Armies" is a chapter which has had world-wide 
attention, and one that should be read by every soldier. He is not captured 
by the dream of a "land navy" though he visualises a highly skilled army 
equipped with all the instruments and weapons which technical science can 
place at its disposal. "Material is superior to the living mortal human mass, 
but it is not superior to the living and immortal human mind." In the aerial 
arm he sees the greatest manifestation of technical development in war and 
" the future of warfare appears to lie· in the employment of mobile armies, 
relatively small, but of high quality and rendered distinctly more effective 
by the addition of aircraft." 

" Army and State" is an essay which should be read and taken to heart 
here, and we hope that a wide circulation will be secured for it in one form 
or another. It is so particularly apt that it might have been written expressly 
for our benefit in Ireland. 

General Von Seeckt believes in a numerous and highly efficient cavalry, 
and devotes a chapter to the discussion of its training and development. 

The Chief of the General Staff in his relation to the Commander-in-Chief 
has a chapter to himself, and an exceptionally valuable chapter it is, and in 
the last chapter we have a fitting conclusion entitled" The Essential Thing." 

The essential thing is action. 
M. J. C. 

THE REAL WAR, 1914-1918. By Captain B. H. Liddell Hart. London: 
Faber and Faber, Ltd. ' 12s. 6d. 

When one hears of a new book by Captain Liddell Hart one expects, 
certainly, something out of the common, and possibly a masterpiece. The 
present volume is no exception-being suitably describable as "betwixt and 
between." As regards being out of the common, the book is very much that; 
because it is really an outstanding work. But it is hardly accurate to 
describe it as a "masterpiece"; because the term "masterpiece" implies 
a degree of unity and harmony such as the nature of the them~a World War 
lasting four years-precluded in the strict sense. 

It is true that Captain Liddell Hart seeks to impart the requisite unity 
by his manner of treatment. He allegorically likens the World War to a 
wrestling match apportioning five long chapters to each year, as follow : 
1914 The Clinch' 1915 The Deadlock 1916 The " Dog-Fall," 1917 The train, 
1918 The Break: And the chapters' are sub-divided into section, each with 
one important military phase. These five chapters are preceded by . two 
others; a masterly analysis of the "Origins of the War," and a synOpsIS of 
the "Opposing Forces and Plans." 

7 
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Thus the subject is dealt with in a broad and comprehensive way; and 
it is superfluous to remark that real military erudition is stamped all over 
the work. For example, one can take any section of any chapter, and say of it: 
"Here is a remarkable military monograph." Moreover, not merely are 
the strategical operations dealt with in a comprehensive way; Captain 
Liddell Hart's personal experience as an instructor has resulted in his very 
successfully blending very interesting details of Tactics with the broader 
background. 

To be sure, we meet questions on which Captain Liddell Hart has very 
decided personal views, with which, perhaps, it is difficult to fully agree. 
But these, by stimulating the reader's personal thought are very valuable. 
One such point, for example, is the controversy about the Battle of the 
Marne. One recalls the commentary of Marshal Joffre: "Soon everybody 
will be regarded as the victor of the Mame--except me. The only thing they 
all agree on is that it was WON. And, after all, is not that the main thing? " 

Again, though not easy, it might be possible to find complaint that here 
and there the author has not given fuller treatment to some particular 
operation-or too full to another. But this is simply because the operation 
of absorbing interest to one man may be considered of- minor consequence 
by another. It must be remembered that the book deals with the entire 
World War--in 500 pages of text. 

And here we come to the true and lasting value of this book. It is an 
exceptionally useful guide for the student of the World War. This is not 
merely because of its reasonable bulk, and the professional competence of its 
author, nor, yet, by the facility of using it-with its very complete index and 
excellent maps. The function of introduction to a complete personal study 
is further displayed in the extraordinarily complete Bibliography at the end 
-which runs in all to twenty pages. " The Real War" will serve first as an 
introduction for the officer making up a phase of the World War, and, later, 
on a second reference as a check on the results of his, investigations. This 
is how the student of war will utilise the book-over and above its obvious 
worth to the man who just reads it for what it is intrinsically-an admirable 
picture of the four years military operations. 

J. J. O'C. 

THE PARIS GUN. Lieut.-Colonel Henry W. Miller. New York, Jonathan 

Cape and Harrison Smith. DoIs. 3.75. 

This book is almost a contradiction. In the first place it is of the highest 
value to the scientific, technical artilleryman; and in the second, it is of the 
greatest interest to the general reader. Colonel Miller is, of course, a recognised 
authority of great weight in the sphere of Ordnance, so nobody will be 
surprised to find his work prepared with the utmost care and completeness, 
from a wide extent of sources, and displaying great thoroughness of 
investigation, and clearness of expounding details. The surprise will be found 
in the great popular appeal of such a book. 
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. This ~opular appeal is attributable in part, no doubt, to the copiousness 
of illustratIon. There are no fewer than 39 photographs, maps, and diagrams 
that plentifully depict and explain. But the outstanding feature is the manner 
in which Colonel Miller presents his study. The Paris Gun-" Big Bertha" 
as it has been usually called-is not displayed in splendid isolation. The 
gun is fitted into the campaign of 1918 in France as a component part of the 
whole. The raison d' &re of the gun is, in short, fully explained. 

It is 'when we approach the matter from this angle that we can assess the 
Paris Gun correctly. It is seen to be not a "fluke" or a "freak," but a 
new instrument of war-just like the aeroplane or the submarine. Such 
guns are strategic, not tactical. They ' deal with certain warlike problems in 
a new way, by enormously extending the scope and import of Interdiction
Fire. The plural "they'! is used because the next war between first-class 
powers will assuredly witness the employment of several such guns by either 
belligerent. . 

The probability is that the countries able to afford and construct such 
guns, will tend to increase (a) the J"lumbers, (b) the barrel-life, and (c) the 
mobility of the pieces rather than the range of them. Although, probably, 
improvements in gun-steels, in explosives, and in projectiles will result in the 
ballistics being also developed. It will be found an engrossing study for any 
officer to take a map of any international frontier situation, and set his compass 
in succession to a radius of 50, 75, and 100 miles, and see what can be hit by 
such a gun. For it is now twelve and a half years since BIg Bertha first spoke, 
and we may assume that the additional 25 miles needed for the 100 has been 
since provided for. 

In short, Colonel Miller has produced a very outstanding book, indeed. 
J. J. O'C. 

HISTORICAL ILLUSTRATIONS TO FIELD SERVICE REGULATIONS, OPERATIONS, 

. 1929. Major H. G. Eady, M.C., p.s.c. 
This is a new edition of a book which is already well known to British 

students of military history, doctrines and principles. It has apparently 
proved of considerable advantage in helping officers to prepare for 
examination, and for the Staff College. The principal changes to be 
noted as compared with the 1927 edition sre :-(0.) a re-arrangement of 
the data in accordance witl"i the re-arrangement of material and chapters 
and sections in the new edition (1929) of Volume 11 of Field Service 
Regulations (British); (b) the inclusion in the list of reference books of 
of some of the more recently published autLoritative ones. 

The book, which is hardly more than a work of reference, sLoul~ p.l'Ove 
very useful to those wishing to make an intelligent study of the. ~nnC1ple8 
and doctrines laid down in Field Service Regulations Vol. 11 (Bntish). At 
the same time it should also serve 88 a valuable guide to the study of 
Inilitary history. The list of examples is very exhaustive, and 0.0 point, 
however small, appears to have been overlooked. One may not qUIte agree 
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with the appropriateness of a few of the examples. Tl'e sketches and maps 
included with the detailed accounts enable the book to be read as it stands, 
but the student with the more enquiring and analytical mind will require 
to have at hand the books mentioned in the very useful reference list at 
the beginning. 

The following is an extract from a brief foreword by F.M. Sir G. Milne, 
C.l.G.S., recommending the volume to young officers:-

.. Books of principles are invaluable for the purposes of reference or 
for maintaining doctrines on sound lines, but they are not of much value 
to the young officer until he has learnt how to use them. To the uninitiated 
there is a grave danger that the premature study of such books may tend 
to the substitution of half digested principles for the ordinary dictates of 
common sense, with, of course, disastrous results." 

J. D. 

MILITARY EDUCATION . 
.. One does not study with an idea of crystallizing his ideas along one 

line, but to train his thought so as to be able to change rapidly in accordance 
with the changes that war brings on. In other words, not only must one 
have a precise and accurate tactical knowledge of up-to-date military 
matters, but he must likewise have a general development of his brain; in 
fact, a general culture exceedingly vast. "-MARSHAL FOCH, in the course of 
an address at the United States Command and Staff School, Fortheavenworth, Kansas. 
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MAGAZINES. 
AMERICAN. 

UNITED STATES FIELD ARTILLERY JOURNAL, May-June, 1930. 
• Major C. M. Barnes contributes an important article under the heading 

of Divisional Artillery in the Next War. The writer deals with the scientific 
development of Field Artillery carriages, and gives a detailed description 
of a new type of field gun carriage for which many advantages are claimed. 
The principal feature of this weapon facilitates the engagement of aerial 
targets in addition to the ordinary functions of a field gun. 

Recent experiments were conducted with a high velocity 75 mm. field 
gun mounted on this type of carriage. 

It is worthy of note that this gun has a muzzle velocity of 2175 ft. 
seconds, a 15 pound projectile, and a maximum range of 15,000 yards. 
Major Barnes recommends that a new mechanical Fire Control instrument 
should form part of the equipment of Field Batteries. 

The new type of field carriage has a removable basic structure fitted 
with dual wheels on which are mounted balloon tyres, and puncture proof 
inner tubes. 

The super-structure consists of a modified split trail with two spare 
trail legs or outriggers. The piece is supported on a pedestal which is secured 
to the trail by built-in screw jacks. 

The gun can be used either mounted on the wheels or with the axle and 
wheels removed. The carriage admits of 80 degrees elevation, a traverse of 
90 degreeS when mounted on the wheels, and an all round traverse when 
dismounted. The wheels and axle can be quickly removed, and the pedestal 
lowered to the ground, the trail legs and outriggers forming a support on 
which the gun can be traversed. 

The weight of the gun and the carriage is nearly 6,000 pounds, almost 
twice as heavy as the ordinary field carriage. It is claimed, however, that the 
mobility of the gun is in no way diminished. In fact, it is claimed that the 
balloon tyres actually increase the cross-country mobility of the equipment. 

It is interesting to note that the designers have found it possible, by a 
new process of welding, to make certain parts of the carriage from a strong 
aluminium alloy, having only one-third the weight of steel. 

The fact that this type of gun carriage has given satisfaction during 
experiments is an indication of the rapid progress which is being made in the 
scientific development of Field Artillery Carri~es. . . 

The mechanical fire control instrument which Major Barnes describes 
is a remarkable invention. The objects aimed at in the construction of this 
instrument include increased accuracy of fire, and rapidity in bringinS 
effective fire to bear on a target. .. 

The instrument is a mechanical computator which furnishes range, line, 
angle of sight and deflections. It makes automatic correction for. muzzle 
velocity, wind, and variation in atmospheric condidtions. The corrections are 
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automatically applied to ;the guns by means {)f an electric transmission 
system. 

The introduction of this instrument will revolutionize present ideas 
concerning fire control. 

It is claimed that the instrument is simple to operate. Major Barnes 
expresses the opinion that the cost of the instrument can be quickly saved 
by a reduced expenditure of ammunition, due to greatly increased accuracy. 
In this respect the writer adopts the apt slogan, "Buy fire control to save 
ammunition." 

Another novel device described in this article is an improved fuse setting 
machine. The writer suggests that this can be used in conjunction with the 
mechanical fire control instrbment. 

Major Barnes is an advocate of mechanisation for all field guns. He 
favours the use of high speed 6-wheeled vehicles which possess cross country 
mobility. 

Speed is the keynote underlying the new devices described in this article. 
The writer advances the theory that high speed' targets in various forms are 
gradually entering the field of fire of all types of field guns, and the necessity 
for keeping pace with these targets demands new and improved types of 
equipment. 

This number contains an article by Major-General A. G. L. McNaughton, 
C.M.G., D.S.O., now Chief of the General Staff, Canada. The article is a 
study of the development of Artillery in the World War. 

The writer gives a first hand account of the difficulties with which the 
Artillery was faced, and how those difficulties were overcome during the years 
of the War. Particular reference is made to the activities of the Artillery 
of the Canadian Corps. The growth and organisation of the Artillery Arm 
is dealt with, and interesting comparisons are made of the German Artillery 
with that of the British. The article contains some striking figures which 
convey an idea of the enormous expenditure of Artillery Ammunition during 
the latter years of the War. It is recorded that in one day's fighting, on the 
9th April, during the Battle of Vimy Ridge, the number of rounds fired by 
856 guns amounted to 212 thousand rounds, representing a total weight of '.299 tons. 

The progress made in Artillery Intelligence is another subject of interest 
in this Article. The following extract is worthy of repetition:-

" It must be remembered that the whole method of employment of 
Artillery underwent continuous deVelopment. and we had a succession 
of limiting factors to contend with. At Vimy in April, 1917, for instance, . 
it was observation of fire and Intelligence; at Hill 70, in August of the 
same year-life of guns; at Passchendale, in November-wear and 
tear on Artillery personnel; at Amiens, in August, 1915-available 
positions for development; and during the later phases of the advance 
-transportation from railroad to guns. Throughout, as our Artillery 
Intelligence system. was perfected, the need {or increased accuracy was felt.» 
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The author pays a glowing tribute to the work of Canadian gunners in 
the War. Altogether this article offers an instructive study in Artillery 
history to military students. 

The What, Where, When, How, and Why of the R.O.T.e., is an article 
by Major T. J. J. Christian, P.M.S. and T., dealing with the organisation of 
Reserve Officers Training Corp, and the relation of the R.O.T.C. to National 
Defence. The work of the Universities and Colleges in the R.O.T.C. movement 
is discussed in an instructive manner. The writer suggests that the study 
of Military Science should become an integral part of the Colleges' curricula . 

Artillery Ammunition. General development of the past and present 
is discussed in an article by T. J. Smith of the Ordnance Department. 

The progress made in the development of Artillery ammunition is dealt 
with in an instructive manner. The difficulties of supply are not overlooked. 
This aspect is aptly summed up in the words of the writer;-

"Regardless of how ' promising a design may appear, or how excellent 
the results may be, when ammunition is made and tested in small quantities 
in time of peace-the final round will be considered satisfactory only if it is 
capable of being rapidly produced with the least skilled labour in the large 
quantities required in time of emergency." 

This article contains excellent material for study by anyone interested 
in the development of Ordnance. 

J. McL. 

THE FIELD ARTILLERY JOURNAL, July- August, 1930. 
Captain. Elmer C. Geoberl writing under the title, Modern Division 

Artillery, gives a description of the T2. carriage, which was prepared 
simultaneously with the T3. described by Major Barnes in the May-June 
issue. Both mounts were designed with the same object in view, namely, 
a field gun, with an all round arc of fire, and capable of engaging fast moving 
targets on the ground or in the air. 

The following advantages are claimed for the T2. design: 
1. More simple construction and lower cost of production. 
2. Can be brought into action in less time than the T3. 
3. Easier to operate. ' 
The T2 carriage body is in the form of a cylindrical pedestal the bottom 

of which is in .the shape of a circular spade. The axle ~ .through the 
pedestal, and the weight on the axle is taken through a coil. sp~ arranged 
inside the pedestal. A lifting plate operated by two ratchet!> or Jacks IS .attached 
to the pedestal. The ratchets are fitted with quick release gear. HlOg~ are 
prepared on the outer circumference of the pedestal for three outrigger 
supports. Two of these supports are permanently hin~ed. They ~ve a 
spread of 120 degrees, and for travelling can be folded lO, .some~hat like a 
spllt trail, forming a platform on which the third support IS earned .. 

The cradle is pivoted on the pedestal, two sloping arms carrymg the 
trunnion near to the breech to give support when firing at high angles. 

The carriage does not permit of firing on the wheels. 
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To come into action, the permanent supports are spread out, the weight 
of the carriage is taken on the lifting plate by the ratchets and the wheels 
removed. The quick release is then tipped causing the whole carriage to drop 
forcing the circular spade into the ground. The third support is then placed 
m position, if an all-round traverse is required. 

The sighting system is on the same general principle as the T3 design. 
All previous ideas were departed from in the construction of this type 

of carriage. 
The introduction of these designs is evidence of the extraordinary 

progress in gun construction which is being made in America. 
The successful development of the inventions embodied in the T2 and 

T3 designs will place Artillery in the forefront of mechanical weapons. There 
is no doubt that the guns are keeping pace with the high speed targets which 
have entered their field of fire. 

This equipment has certain disadvantages, but much has been 
accomplished, and iplprovements are sure to follow. 

With the Twelfth in the War in South Texas. By Colonel C. M. Bundel, 
is an account of manoeuvres in South Texas. 

Although written from an Artillery point of view, the author gives an 
interesting account of the activities of other arms. If maps were included, 
the article would form an instructive study in tactics. Several novel features are discussed. 

This number also contains:-
Tactics of a Mechanised Force,' A Prophecy. By Lieut.-Colonel K. B. Edmunds, Cavalry. 
The Part Played by Some Field Artillerymen in the Ohio Penitentiary 

Fire. By Brigadier-General H. M. Bush. . 
The Conduct of War. A continuation of the work of Marshal Foch. 

J. MAC L. 
THE COAST ARTILLERY JOURNAL, July, 1930. 

The Address of the Chief of Staff to graduates of the Coast Artillery 
School is published in this number. The address contains important matter 
relating to the mission and responsibilities of Coast Artillery, particularly 
in the deVelopment of Anti-Aircraft Defence. 

The Formation of the 69th Coast Artillery (A. A.). By Major G. B. 
Robison, C.A.C., is an account of the actual formation of a new unit. 
Important considerations are discussed, providing interesting matter for study. 

Other articles contained in this number are:-
H01se-mastership at the Coast Artillery School. Captain E. T. Conway. 
Msnor Joint Army and Naval Exercises at Harbour Defences oj Long ISl4nd. Major R. E. Guthrie. 
The Role of the Army in the Winning of the West. Colonel S. C. Vestal, C.A.C. 
Searc1tligltls in Air Defence. Major J. S. Baines. 
Fuels tm4 l'vw,,- j'1q1Us, Mil)Or S. Winslow. 
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THE COAST ATRILLERY JOURNAL. 
Protection of Infantry Againt Air Attack, by Captain James E. Wharton 

gives an outline of the development of Infantry weapons to combat low 
flying aircraft attack. The training of riflemen to bring effective fire 
to bear on aerial targets is fully discussed. 

It is noteworthy that the Infantry machine gun was tested and proved 
to be an effective anti-aircraft weapon with some slight modifications in the 
mount and sighting system. Instructions for the training of rifle companies 
have been issued, and a great deal of attention is now being paid to the training 
of Infantry in using their weapons against aerial targets. 

An article entitled The Solo Role of Anti- Aircraft Artillery, is a study 
of the tactical employment of Anti-Aircraft Artillery and aircraft in Air 
Defence. 

The writer advocates joint action and joint training for the elements 
employed in Air Defence. Situations are considered in which the entire defence 
against air attacks is furnished by Anti-Aircraft Artillery. The necessity for 
an efficient intelligence net is also fully discussed. 

The Future of Air Warfare, by A, E. Blake, is an article by a British 
writer, which appeared in the January number of the Fortnightly Review. 

Mr. Blake advances some remarkable theories relating to offensive aircraft 
weapons of the future. 

The article contains an interesting view-point of the probable changes 
in future warfare due to the introduction of new types of fighting machines 
and projectiles. 

Those who are interested in future aerial warfare will find much food 
for thought in Mr. Blake's article. 

The Attack of Daylight Bombing Formations is another article by a 
British writer, Air Commodore C. R. Samson, C.M.A., D.S.O. This article 
is a brief discussion dealing generally with air combat tactics. The organisation 
of attack formations, the development of Fire power, the mode of attack ~d 
details of the actual assault are covered in this article in a very comprehensive 
form. 

J. Mac L. 

THE INFANTRY JOURNAL, July, 1930. 
A prize winning Article entitled, Bridging the Gap, by. 1st Lieutenant 

B. M. McFadden. is very well written. It deals with the quesbon of how mules 
and carts are to be replaced when troops are moved by motor transport, 
and have finally to cross ravines, etc., to ~each their obj~ctive. Mul ~:! 
carts have to be left behind when mecharucal transport IS used. mecharu 
transport is confined to roads it carmot move acroSS country as mules C:W, 
therefore, as the author point~ out, a gap is left between ~e .point ~hi~ 
mechanical transport can be used no further and the objective. g p 
may be a short distance or it may be a long one. How are guns and 
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ammunition to be transported across country? Man-handling is out of the 
question. The alternative suggested is a hand drawn cart weighing, when 
empty, only 69 pounds. The cart is described in full, and apparently fulfills 
the requirements. It can be converted and used for carrying communication 
equipment, Machine Guns, S.A.A., and even the Howitzer and its ammunition. 
I t is claimed that 4,500 rounds S.A.A. can be carried by means of this cart, 
by three men, anywhere the gun can be carried, and without undue fatigue. 

The Article should be of special interest to our Signal Corps and Machine 
Gun officers. 

The Celibate Military Communities, by Fletcher Pratt, deals with the 
organisation of the "Jamsvikings" and the "Knights Templar" during 
the Middle Ages. 

The article should be of interest to every student of Military History. 
Captain W. Stanes gives a very detailed description of a German 

School at Dresden in the article entitled, The New German Infantry School. 

The RtJZe of the Army in the Winning of the West, by Colonel S. C· 
Vestal, C.A.C., deals with the struggle for the Western States, and the part 
played by the Army in the most difficult struggle of all, that of the str'uggle 
against the barriers of Nature. 

Reserve Unit Summer Training, by Captain L. C. Dill, is of particular 
interest to all officers who are responsible for the training of our Reserve Units. 

What the Guard Expects, by Lieutenant W. H. Rose, gives what the 
National Guardsmen expect of the professional soldier. Our Volunteer 
Reservists expect the same consideration from the Regular Army, particularly 
from those officers and N.C.O.'s who are responsible for their instruction. 

The article is well worth close study. 

M. Day-a vade mecum for Reserve Officers is an article which is based 
on notes prepared by Colonel H. T. Mathews, C.A.C., and Captain H. R. 
Priest, for use at the University of Washington. and gives excellent advice 
which should considerably assist officers in the care and handling of those 
under their command. 

The Colm&an Hold and Trigger Device is described in detail, and from 
the description given appears to be a most effective means of teaching correct 
trigger release. 

Corporal Z. concludes his interesting series of letters on The Cruise of 
lhe Molalo. These letters are ontinued from the May and June issues. 

In addition to the usual interesting Notes from the Chief of Infantry, 
to Reviews and Discussions, the following articles appear : 

Soviel Socialization 01 Agricult14re. By T. C. Lonergan. 
The Manoeuvre in lhe VII. Corps Area, May 6-10, 1930. By Captain 

P. H. Partridge. 

Polo in North China. By First Lieutenant H. H. Boatner. 
D. 0'5. 
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THE INFANTRY JOURNAL, August, 1930. 
Panic by Lieutenant-General V. Altrock, and translated by Colonel 

G. M. Black, gives various examples from Military History of panics, some of 
which occurred during the Great War. One example tells how Marshall Devant, 
by his presence of mind in giving a fire order to a sentinel, actually made a 

" party of Cossacks turn tail, when they charged into a courtyard where he and 
many officers were resting. Other examples are illushations, the effect 
false reports, and the destructive influences oj war, have, on even disciplined 
troops, particularly in the earlier stages of a war. 

General C. P. Summerall in a ably written article entitled, Future 
Responsibilities of the Coast ArtiUery, visualises the future responsibilities 
and role of the Coast Artillery Corps. 

Nathan Bedford Forrest, by Captain G. P. Winton, is a brief, but 
interesting, biography of one of the most successful Cavalry leaders during 
the American Civil War on the Confederate side. General Forrest, for a man 

who had apparently no military training, developed unusual skill at arms. 
The Author in describing many of his exploits gives a fair idea of his abilities 
as a tactician, and a strategist. His men never carried a saber, when mounted 
they fought with the revolver, and with the rifle when dismounted. 

His great wealth enabled him to arm and equip, at his own expense, his 
first command, which is an example of the zeal and devotion he had for the 
cause he espoused. 

Re-organisation of Infantry, by Major J. L. Bradley, deals with the role 
of Infantry in the future. To keep pace with recent developments Infantry 
must increase its mobility if it is to maintain its premier position, otherwise 
it is likely it will develop into a protective force for Mechanised Units. 

The Author discusses the question in a very thorough fashion, and pleads 
for the modernization of Infantry. 

Recruiting, by Captain W. H. McKee, treats with the troubles. of the 
Recruiting Service in procuring suitable recruits. He proposes remedies, :md 

discusses each proposal thoroughly. Evidently the Recruiting problem 15 a 
vexed one everywhere. . . 

The Army and the Philippines, by Major A. L. P. Johnson, 15 a bnef 
account of the Conquest of the philippines. 

One cannot help sympathising with the occupants of those ~~ds, 
who after repeated revolts against both Spanish and American do~tiO~. 
are still in SUbjection. It is to be hoped that they are as contented Wlth thell' 
lot as the article would lead one to believe. . 

An IUustrative Problem Indirect Laying, Machine Guns, by Cap~ 
A. S. Nevin, and Improvisin~ Machine Gun Mou1fts jor Attti-Ai,craj, .F.,e, 
~y Lieutenant H. P. Burgess, are two articles which should be of particular 

mterest to our Machine Gun Officers. useful 
Public Relations, by Colonel W. H. Waldron, contains many d th 

suggestions for the improvement of relations between the army . an ~ 't: 
general pUblic. Indeed we could make use of some of those suggestiODS40 WI 

advantage. 
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Runners, by Paul C. Hunt, is a brightly written article dealing with the 
woes of a It runner" on active service. 

National Guard Unit Organization, by Captain L. S. Ostrander, is 
"hitting up" the National Guard Company Commander who neglects to make 
use of the chain of command in the handling of his unit. The article 
gives some sound advice on the organisation and training of "citizen" 
troops. 

Editorial, Notes from the Chief of Infantry, and Reviews and Discussions 
contain some very interesting reading, and in addition the following Articles 
also appear: 

Staying at Home in the Army. By Corp. F. A. Porter and Pte. F. C. 
Leonard. 

Joshua and the. Principles of War. By Lieut. R. E. Doty. 
D.O'S. 

THE MILITARY ENGINEER (AMERICAN), July- August. 
Mechanization versus Motorization is an interesting article dealing with 

the much discussed question of mechanization generally, and of how its 
adoption would affect Engineers in particular. I t is a sequel to a previous 
article on this subject. The author uses the term mechanization to convey 
the idea of a force consisting completely of armoured vehicles, i .e., tanks, 
tankettes, armoured cars, etc., something similar to the British idea of the 
Armoured Force; and the term motorization is used to denote the increased 
mobility which is given to any composite force, by the extensive use of 
mechanical transport. As a result of viewing the question from many aspects, 
the author seems to consider that a " hasten slowly" policy should be adopted 
by the U.S. War Department in this matter. 

From Corinto to San Juan Del Norte, deals in an interesting and semi
humorous fashion with the methods adopted to supply the needs of the 
Engineering Battalion of the U.S. Army at present engaged on a detailed 
survey in connection with the Nicariguan Canal project. 

The Confederate Engineer deals with the careers of the Engineer officers 
of the Union Army who joined the Confederate cause at the commencement 
of the Civil War, and with the organisation and development of Engineer 
Units in the Confederate Army. An interesting fact is that the present establish
ment for the Engineer Company is practically the same as that of the similar 
unit in the Confederate Army. 

Building the Mammoth Saluda Dam. A well written and fairly exhaustive 
description of the methods adopted in the construction of the large dam 
needed to impound the water necessary for the Saluda River Hydro-Electric 
Development, near the city of Columbia, South Carolina. The completed 
dam, with a maximum height of nearly 200 feet, and a length of over a mile, 
Will be the largest of its kind in the world. The estimated cost of the project 
is given as £4,500,000, and the article, which is well illustrated, has a 
particular interest, in view of the recent completion of the Shannon Scheme. 

• 
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Among other articles are:-
The Development of Military Searchlights. 
The Use of Buildings in Gas Defence. 
National Forest Communication System, and 
The Naval War College. 
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The Editorial in this issue gives an analysis of the situation at present 
existing in India, ·and of the difficulties being met with by the British 
Administration owing to the "non-eo-operative" campaign by the native 
population. 

J. J. C. 

BRITISH. 

THE ARMY QUARTERLY, July, 1930. 
The winning Essay in the 1930 Competition for the Bertrand Stewart 

Prize is published in full in this number. 
The subject selected for this year's competition was the very important 

one of the Defence of Ports, considered from the aspects of : (a) attack by sea, 
air or land, either singly or combined; (b) the functions of sea, air and land 
defence forces, and (c) the co-ordination and control of the defence. 

The Essayist summarises as follows the main problems of port defence 
at present requiring solution:-

(i) the land gun and air bomber question, with reference to the most 
effective, cheapest and safest method of defence against bombarding 
fleets. 

(ii) the problem of the use of smoke both by attack and defence, and its 
dependence upon aircraft. 

(iii) the possibility of the allotment of aircraft to ports. 
(iv) the alternative claims of the Air Force and Navy, respectively, for 

the control of bombing squadrons, and 
(v) the question of whether the Air Force or the Army should be 

responsible for air defence, 
and he appends a useful table showing a system of control and co-ordination 
through a supreme Port Commander. 

The conclusion arrived at by the majority of competitors that the defence 
of ports cannot be entrusted to anyone service, but " can only be successfully 
accomplished with the help and close co-operation " of naval, air and land 
forces, is worthy of note. . ' 
. The necessity for a peace time training that will ensure this co-operation 
In war is emphasised. . . 

The arrangement of the Essay, and the manner in whi~ the subject 1$ 

approached, should be of interest to those intending to subIDlt essays for th 
Cumann Cosanta Naisiunta Prize. 

In an article entitled The Territorial Army- A SUf'Vey. Colonel G. R. 
Codrin ., . that component gton examines the situation at present obtammg m 
of the Forces. 
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He shows that the Territorial Army is fulfilling the purpose for which 
it is intended, and that with an improvement in its application the present 
system of training is one likely to be productive of the greatest measure of 
success. From the discussion of the recruiting problem, however, it is 
gathered that forms of appeal, such as "recruiting parades and marches," 
"recruiting weeks," availability of "social amenities," and the "payment 
of bonus to men bringing in recruits," do not produce ·permanent results, 
and that success will be achieved only when prestige and accession to an 
enviable position become the basis of recruiting. Some interesting and novel 
reforms to that end are suggested. 

Captain E. Glassbrook Richards, A.E.C., contributes an interesting 
article on Economics-an Essential to Modern Military Education. 

The study of morale, equipment, transport and finance constitutes the 
science of Economics, and on the dependence of strategy upon these rests 
the claim for their study by the student of war. 

The benefits to be derived from a knowledge of the subject are cited, 
methods of study are suggested, and a list of reference books is appended. 

Modern Principles of Home Defence is the title of an essay commencing 
in this number. The original, of which the present contribution is a 
translation, is the work of General Von Seeckt, whose lecture, The Armies 
of To-day, was reproduced in the January Number of AN t-OGLACH. 

Of particular importance are some of the references to questions of 
neutrality and disarmament. It is asserted that for all practical purposes 
the answer to the questions: "Do we in these days still require a military 
organisation," and "Do we need soldiers at all for home defence," have 
already "been answered by all governments in the affirmative." 

Again .it is stated that" neglect to provide an adequate armament, and 
the means of self defence may be a direct cause of war," and further, "any 
country, whether small or large, which in reliance on its neutrality neglects 
to ensure its self defence will be a negligible quantity when war breaks out 
between nations." 

The discussion of some aspects of universal military service concludes 
the present instalment. 

With the increase in the number and types of fighting vehicles the need 
is felt for a map upon which Commanders of mechanical cross-country units 
can rely for information as to the presence or absence of terrain features which 
form obstacles to their progress. Lieutenant G. V. Micklam in his article, 
The Mechanance Map, examines the proposition, tabulates the various 
factors, and submits a tentative solution. 

Students of Military History will find much interesting material in the 
contributions :-

The WaT of the A "strjan Succession, Part II. of the series, British 
Land Strategy in FOUT Great Wars, by Major General Bird. 

T1ae Memoirs of Buon de Marbot, continued from previous issue; 
CllMbrai-The Action of the German I07th Division; 
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The Chemi1t des Dames, 1918--German Official Account· 
The Austrian Official History of the War; and Night Atkzcks, Ancient 

and Modern, by Colonel A. P. Wavell. 
This number also contains an article on Mechanisation and the Desert 

Notes on Foreign War Books, and an appendix setting out the organisatio~ 
and constitution of the Military forces of:-

The Commonwealth of Australia. 
The Dominion of Canada. 
The Union of South Africa, and 
The Dominion of New Zealand. S. O'F. 

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL UNITED SERVICE INSTITUTION, May, 1930. 

The Role of Aircraft in Coast Defence is the title of the Gold Medal 
Essay published in this number. The subject is discussed in relation to 
Imperial Defence, Bases, Guns, and Anti-Aircraft Guns. Aircraft is considered 
a part of the team-naval, military, and aerial-that must be employed in 
Coast Defence, since the author concludes that its primary mission is to assist 
the" Royal Navy upon which in the issue the future of the Empire rests." 

Lieutenant Colonel de Watteville propounds the view that the Principles 
of War should be stated and illustrated in a form which makes them seem 
practical and personal as well as logical. 

Mechanization is the subject of two articles both critical of the theories 
advanced by Colonel Fuller and Captain Liddell-Hart. One of these-a 
translation from the German-is a phantasy visualising the land navies of the 
ultra mechanical school coming to grief through their inability to cope with the 
question of supply. 

The ·Function of the Territorial Army is the title of a valuable lecture 
by the Assistant Director T. A. The main object in peace must be to produce 
leaders and specialists according to this authority. 

Other articles deal with: 
Recent Economic Dtn:elopments in the Dominio'lfS, etc. 
Surprise in Sea W a~fare. 
The Strategical Employment of Air Forces. 
The Fleet Fighter. 
The Supply of Cooked Food in the Field. 
The Dejence oj Daylight Bombing Formations. 
A Suggested Drill for Armoured Formations. 
Schemes o-n the Sand Table, etc., etc. 

THE ROYAL ENGINEERS' JOURNAL. September, 1930. 

R.E.Co-operation with Cavalry. . oJ 
This informative article is a reprint from a recent ISSue of the Cat) ,)' 

Journal, and is intened as a corollary to the recently pUblished . Cavalry 
Training Manual. The" Cavalry" referred to is, of course, m~~, and 
in consequence the title is, from our viewpoint, somewhat rmsleading. . 
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The basis of allottment of Engineers in the new mechanized organization 
is one Field Squadron to the Cavalry Division, this squadron being carried 
entirely in mechanical vehicles. 

The employment of engineers in the assistance of a mechanized force, 
and their functions, are very clearly set out by the author under the following 
heads:-

1. Assisting our own mobility. 
i. Improvement of tracks and roads. 

ii. Clearance of obstacles. 
iii. Fieldworks and bridging. 

2. Hampering hostile mobility. 
i. Construction of obstacles, including the use of Anti-tank 

mines. 
ii. Demolitions. 

3. Miscellaneous. 
i. Water Supply. 

ii. Washing arrangements. 
iii. Shelters. 
iv. Lighting. 

To these duties is added, of course, the general duty of Engineer 
Reconnaissance. 

Each of the subheads given above are dealt with in a clear and concise 
manner, and the whole gives a very complete resume of what the divisional 
commander can expect his engineers to achieve under the existing organization. 
This latter is, of course, still somewhat experimental, as is the whole idea 
of the Armoured Force. 

The development and sequence of rapid bridging operations which, 
owing to the increased mobility of a force of this type, have assumed a very 
important aspect, is particularly stressed, and the accompanying illustratio~~ 
show the method adopted for the transportation of the new "Consuta 
pontoon equipment by means of Guy medium six wheelers and trailers. 

In the conclusions at the end of the article, the importance of the closest 
co-operation is strongly urged, it being pointed out that, owing to the many 
problems arising, and the experimental nature of the work itself, only by 
such co-operation can satisfactory results be obtained. 

The Anglo-Persia,n Oil Company, Ltd. 

An interesting and non-technical description of the Persian oilfields, 
which shows the immense importance to Great Britain of the concessions which 
she has obtained in this area. The oiIfields themselves are over 150 miles 
inland, and cover a large area, the total capacity of which is still problematical. 
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The refinery is on the coast at Abadan to which the crude oil is taken by means 
of a number of pipe lines. The activities of the company have now developed 
to such an extent that the capacity of the plant is about 4,500,000 tons per 
annum, and is still increasing. The Persian administration consider that they 
have made a good bargain in granting the concession, as, apart from the 
financial gain, employment is provided by the company for about 20,000 
Persians, in addition to the much larger numbers who indirectly benefit. 

Roorkee Pattern Steel Cribs. 
The achievements of Lt. Col. Martel in connection with modem military 

bridging are already well known. Here he gives us a short description of a new 
type of steel crib, which is primarily intended for use in the construction of 
heavy trestle piers. The crib is intended as an alternative to the existing 
steel cube, and is much lighter and easier to work with. It also seems to have 
the advantage, from the description given, that packing is not required, the 
cribs being bolted directly to each other. The design is very simple, and, under 
tests, has to date proved entirely satisfactory. 

The German Engineer and Pioneer Corps. 
In a previous issue, the history of this Corps up to the commencement 

of the Great War was outlined. Its development during the war, and its post
war history in the much reduced German Army, are now dealt with. It is 
interesting to note that, in spite of the large amount of man power available 
at the commencement of the war period, a shortage of properly trained 
engineer units was at once felt, and bridging operations were held up in the 
initial advance owing to this fact. 

A comparative table which shows the development of the British and 
German engineer forces during the war is of particular interest. The develop
ment is practically identical, except that towards the end of the war the 
Germans began to rely, to some extent, on mechanical aids, due, presumably, 
to shortage of man-power. , Thus, in July, 1918, a mechanical trench-digger 
company was formed, with what success is not stated. The comparative 
strengths are also interesting. Thus the Royal Engineers had a peace strength 
of 7,000 which, during the war, increased to 330,000. The German peace 
strength was 20,000 increased, during the war, to 170,000. 

As a result of the lessons learned during the war, the author insists that 
a very high proportion of properly trained engineers are an essential portion 
of the equipment of any modem army. The aim of the present day training 
?f the German Engineer is admirably summed up by the author as follows :-

The technical knowledge and skill of officers and men must be such that ~ey may be able to respond to every call for help, where ever or whatever It may be." 

Other articles of interest are: 

f 
Railway Bank Oonstruction. Deals with the uses of tubular scaffolding or this Work. 
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Bridging on the North-West Frontier oj India. 
Some Notes on Steel Sleepers. 
R. E. Problems in Air Defence. 

October. 

Mechanized Chess. An interesting parallel between the chess board and a 
modem battlefield. 

J. J. C. 

FRENCH. 
REVUE DU SERVICE DE L'INTENDANCE MILITAIRE. July-August. 

This bi-monthly journal, as its name implies, deals almost exclusively 
with Quartermastering. This, in the French Army, is concerned rather with 
proVision of supplies in bulk than with distribution or transport procedure. 
The review, therefore, commonly contains articles of the greatest importance 
from the point of view of National Production, and National War-Preparedness. 
The present number provides two notable examples. 

The first is an article entitled: "Sugar and Sugar-Supply," by Intendant 
Milltaire Lapointe of the Inspectorate-General of Army Provisions. The 
article is very far-reaching, seeking in the author's words to: 

1. Consider the situation of the French Sugar Industry before 1914; 
2. Sketch the history of Sugar-Supply during the War; 
3. Examine the present needs and resources of the country; 
4. Investigate the methods adopted in Germany to meet the problem 

during the War. 
The second article-which is really of the dimensions of a small volume

deals with" Potato-Supply in the Department of Finistere During the War." 
The article is not restricted entirely to this department, however. It covers 
all the area of Brittany. 

These two articles coincide in this: they show that certain questions, 
which in Ireland would scarcely be regarded as military at all by many people 
-both in the Army and outside-are really military in the most vital sense. 
The guess might be hazarded that no civilian would have shown the same 
capacity to deal scientifically with questions of this kind. 

J. J. O'C. 
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CUMANN COSANTA 
I I 

NAISIUNTA. 
(National Defence Association.) 

ASSOCIATION NOTfS. 
1. The Second Annual General Meeting 

of Cumann Cosanta Nliisi6nta was held at 
McKee Barracks, Dublin, on Friday, 
September 19th, 1930. 

2. Major General H. MacNeill, President, 
presided, and there was a large attendance 
of Regular and Reserve Officers. 

3. The Minutes of the previous annual 
meeting were read, adopted and signed. 

ANNUAL REPORT. 
4. The Annual Report of the Council 

of the Association, copies of which had 
been circulated previously, was taken 
as read, on the proposition of Lieut. 
General MacEoin, seconded by Major 
Mulcahy. 

Major McGrath proposed, and Colonel J. 
Byrne seconded, that the report be 
adopted. 

Captain Selin O'Suilleabhtin, Hon. Treas., 
reviewed the position in regard to sub
ICriptions and membership, and stated 
that 100 serving, and 170 Reserve Officers 
of the Association had not yet paid the 
second moiety of the subscription for 
the year 1929-30. 

Major Cotter expressed appreciation 
of para. 24 of the Report which outlined 
the steps taken by the Council to secure 
employment for members resigned or 
retired from the Army. 

Major General MacNeill spoke to the 
motion, and referring particularly to 
the concluding paragraph of the Council's 
report, said that despite the amount of 
work which the Council had accomplished, 
the feeling might be entertained by some 
members that more could have been done 
to further the objects of the Association. 
It should, however, be borne in mind that 
an organisation such as theirs had much 
to learn and many initial difficulties to 
overcome before it could develop into a 
machine efficient for its declared purpose, 
and progress at the outset had, of necessity, 
to be slow and cautious. The Association 
was an innovation, and its potentialities 
could not yet be judged, but he was 
satisfied that it would ultimately justify 
the hopes which inspired them to launch it. 

To those who feared that the first 
enthusiasm was giving way to apathy 
that fine meeting would be revivifying. 
At the opening of another year of the 
Association's work he desired, if he might, 
to repeat the warning he gave last year 
of the danger of failing to maintain as 

their foremost object the development of 
a national consciousness of the problems 
of defence, and of the OrganL"3tion being 
diverted to mere trade union activities 
on behalf of its members. The general 
line in this matter was that where a 
grievance was a purely individual one they 
could not touch it, but if it affected the 
interest of all they took it up in the co=on 
interest. The principal object was the 
creation of a national consciousness on 
the problems of defence, and if they 
achieved that purpose there would be no 
difficulties with the comparatively minor 
problems of defence. They had not done 
all they could have wished for tha~ ~ain 
object as their means were yet too limit~. 
They had certainly done good work WIth 
An t..()glach. but they would have to 
secure more publicity and a wider member
ship. Every new mem~r wa~ a pro
pagandist cell, and by ~ncreasmg that 
membership they would WIden the sphere 
of their work. 

On behalf of those who had been 
re-elected with him to offices of the 
Association he tendered thanks for the 
indication of confidence the election 
conveyed. 

The proposition that the Annual ReJl?rt 
be adopted was then put to the meeting 
and carried. 

AUDITOB8' BBPOB'f ABD BALAlIOB 
8BBI'1'. 

5. Major Cotter proposed, and ~mdt; 
Wedick seconded. that the Auditors 
Report and Balance Sheets be adopted-

Pa:~. Bad Debt of £7 lOs. Od., referred to 
. the Auditors' Report. was written off 
: the motion of Major Doyle, secooded 
by Major Cotter. 

ELEa.nOBOPO~CKl8AID·C.B'" 
01' COlJllCIL !'OB DAB ~1tI1. 
7 The Hon. Secretary announced the 

res~U of the election for Exf~V&~~
mittee Officers, and MemberS 0 , 

as follows;-
BDOU'fIVJI OOaaIflA 

. • Ma· General H. MacNeill. 
Pf'~side'" .. ~OI" Colonel T. Fitzpatrick. 
V,ce-P",si4nIl· Dublin. 

wynn's Hotel,. Niall MacNeill. 
H()fI. Secrllary.. MaJoPbr oeDix Park. 

Ordnance Survey. 
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Hon. Tf'easuf'ef': Captain Sean O'Suillea
bhain, Adjutant General's Branch. 

lIIEJIBERS OF COUNCIL. 
1. Lieut. General Sean MacEoin, Royal 

Hospital, Kilmainham. 
2. Colonel J. J. O'Connell, General Staff. 
3. Colonel M. Hogan, 0IC Dublin District. 
4. Comdt. T. Rvan, General Staff. 
5. Comdt. J as. SmYth, Army Signal Corps. 
6. Capt. E. J . Prendergast, 2nd Inf. Battn. 
7. Captain Sean Hayes, General Staff. 
S. Captain Jas. McLoughlin, Artillery 

Corps. 
9. Captain O. A. Heron, Army Air Corps. 

10. Captain P. Cowan, Adjutant General's 
Branch. 

APPOINTlllENT OF HON. AUDITORS. 
S. Arising out of the appointment of 

Hon. Auditors for the year 1930-31, 
General E. O'Duffy, Garda Siochana, 
suggested that a firm of Chartered 
Accountants be employed to audit the 
accounts of the Association. 

It was decided: "That the Council 
of Cumann Cosanta Naisiunta be empowered 
to employ a firm of Chartered Accountants 
to audit the accounts of the Association 
if the Council find that this can be done 
without excessive expense, and that in 
the event of the non-appointment of 
Chartered Accountants, the existing 
Auditors-Major MacNally and Captain 
P. J. Kelly be re-appointed. 

NOTICES OF MOTION. 
9. In accordance with notice of motion 

Colonel Costello proposed:-" That this 
meeting recommends the formation of 
a Friendly Society." Comdt. P. O'Meara 
seconded the motion. 

General O'Duffy urged that the general 
meeting should pass the resolution and 
empower the incoming Council to go into 
the matter. 

The Chairman said the general idea 
of the motion was to get an expression 
of opinion from the meeting so that the 
matter could be developed aad put before 
a special meeting for detailed discussion. 

The motion was then put to the meeting 
and carried unanimously. 

ASSOCIATION BADGE. 

10. Colonel T. Fitzpatrick proposed 
and Major McGrath seconded, "That 
the badge, as per design, be formally 
aciopted as the Badge of the Association/' 
Passed unanimously. 

HONORARY lIIEJIBERSHIP 
CERTIPICATE. 

11. On the motion of Colonel Fitzpatrick, 
seconded by Colonel Byrne, it was decided 

"That the Certificate of Honorary . 
Membership of Cumann Cosanta 'rusiunta 
be adopted." 

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION. 

12. Captain O'Suilleabhain moved: " That 
the Membership Subscription of the 
Association for the Association Year 
1930-1931 shall be One Pound (£1). 
Commandant Egan seconded. 

On the suggestion of General O'Duffy 
it was decided to consider the next motion 
"That the Annual Subscription for 
Membership of Cumann Cosanta Naisiunta 
be lOs." 

Captain Flvnn. moved the motion as 
an amendment to Captain O'Suilleabhain's 
motion and Major ('otter seconded. 

Major MacNeil! said the position briefly 
was that a number of projects which wer~ 
to have been undertaken by the old council 
would be carried forward into the new 
year, and a number of new projects 
involving financial liability undertak~n. 
While the credit balance was substantial, 
it would not be sufficient to meet that 
programme if the subscription were re
duced. He put it to the meeting that 
one pound was a very modest subsc~p~on 
indeed for the benefits which the Assoclation 
conferred-not so much the personal 
benefits, but the larger benefits that could 
not be valued in t erms of money. He 
would very much deprecate any attempt 
to truss up the Association by lack .of 
funds. They must recognise that lts 
purpose was rather over and above the 
purposes of everyday life. 

The amendment was then put to tJ:te 
meeting and, on a show of hands, Captain 
O'Suilleabhain's motion was declared 
carried. 

ENTRANCE FEE_ 

13. Captain O'Suilleabhain moved: 
" That an entrance fee of One Pound (£1) 
be charged for each officer serving in the 
Forces or on the Reserve on September 
19th. ]930, who was not a member of the 
Association on that date. Major Doyle 
seconded. 

General O'Duffy and Major MacNeill 
spoke against the motion. 

Colonel McCorley proposed, and Colonel 
McGuinness seconded, that the matter 
be left over until the next annual meeting. 

The amendment was put to the meeting 
and declared carried. 

PAYlIIENT OF ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION. 

14. Colonel O'Connell proposed, and 
Colonel Byrne seconded: "That the 
Annual Membership Subscription shall 
be payable in full within three m~nth;: 
of the date of the Annual General Meeting. 
Passed. 
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CO.-OPTION. 

15. Colonel Costello proposed that t he 
words .. in order of majority from among 
the unsuccessful candidates at last election" 
be deleted from Article 24 of the Con
stitution, and the following substituted 
t~erefor : "Having regard to Article 20." 
LIeut. General MacEoin seconded the 
motion, which was carried unanimously. 

ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS OF 
COUNCIL. 

Major MacNeill proposed: " That the 
second sentence of Article 25 of the Con
stitution be deleted and t he following 
substituted therefor ; .. If by repeated 
absences any member should fail in his 
duty the Council may require him to 
resign." 

This, he explained, was a Council Motion. 
The old arrangement was, in practice, 
unworkable, and the new rule would, if 
passed, leave the Council to deal with 
mem~rs who were lax in their duty. 
CaptaIn Flynn seconded, and the motion 
was carried unanimously. 

QUORUM. 

17. Major MacNeill proposed (in the 
absence of Colonel Shiels) : " That the 
word .. nine " in Article 28 of the Con
stitution be deleted and the word " seven" 
be substituted therefor. Captain Cannon 
seconded. Colonel O'Connell woposed an 
amen~ment that the word 'eight" be 
substituted. Captain Lawlor seconded. 
The amendment was declared lost. 

18. Captain O'Suilleabhliin (in the 
~.hsence of Captain Cowan), proposed 

That Article 40 of the Constitution be 
~ended by substituting "month" for 

four months." 
,S~aking to the motion Captain 

o SuilleabM.in said that if the General 
Meeting were held nearer the end of the 
ASSOciation Year it would facilitate the 
work. of accounting. When a general 
meeting was deferred for four months 
they had all the difficulties of extending 
~embership cards and the further 
difficulty of having members voting 
~ho might not intend to renew membership 
~t w:ho had all the advantages of member: 

ship. Including a free issue of the Journal. 
It was suggested that as matters were 

the Council could call a meeting within 
one ~onth of the end of the year, and 
~ptain O'Suilleabhain said the motion 
rume~ at tying the hands of the Council. 

Major Lawlor opposed the motion on the 
gr~>unds that nothing would be achieved by 
tying the hands of the Council in this 
matter. The Reserve Officers were called 
up fo~ training in the Autumn and the 
ColIncil had now the desirable latitude 
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o.f calling a ~eeting at the most convenient 
time. Major Cotter supported Major 
Lawlor's point of view and added that 
when the Constitution was originally 
dra:fted, the Article in question was 
d~liber~tely framed to give the Council 
dIscretion as to the most suitable date 
for the meeting. 

On a show of hands the motion was 
declared lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF TRUSTEES. 

" 19. Captain <?'S.uilleabMin proposed: 
That the ASSOCIation hereby appoint the 

undernamed Trustees : 
General Eoin O'Duffy, 
Major General Joseph Sweeney, and 
Colonel James Shiels, 

and that ' the said Trustees shall have the 
right of attendance at any meeting of the 
Association or of the Executive Committee 
Council or Branches thereof." ' 

Captaiii O'SuilleabMin said that the 
necessity for Trustees arose from the difIi.
culty experienced in investing money on 
deposit in the Bank more profitably. Colonel 
O'Connell seconded. 

General O'Duffy said that while he had 
no objection to acting as one of the 
Trustees he thought there was no necessity 
for such appointments. 

Discussion fallowed as to the power 
and rights which would be vested in 
Trustees, and when it was suggested that 
the Council be empowered to elect three 
Trustees and to draw up regulations 
setting out their duties and rights, Captain 
O'SuilleabMin said the Council had no right 
to appoint Trustees, and as no purpose 
would be served by discussing the motion 
further in the absence of something 
defining the powers and rights of Trustees 
he would withdraw the motion and the 
matter could be raised again at the next 
Annual Meeting. 

APPOINTIIENT OF ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY AIm ADVEBTlSIlfG 

MANAGER. 

Colonel Costello proposed: "That the 
Council is hereby authorised to employ 
as a paid official an Assistant Secretary 
and Advertising Manager of .An ~.()glach, 
at a remuneration not exceeding Fifty-Two 
Pounds per annum, plus twenty per cent . 

. Advertising revenue. of An t-6gIach 
received. Such apPOIntment to be made 
under the terms of an agreement to be 
drawn up by the Council." Commandant 
Comerford seconded. 

Colonel (,,ostello, in reply to C~lonel 
McCorley, said that if and when the 
Friendly Society was formed t~erel would 
be extra salary for the work Invo.ved: 

The motion was put and earned 
unanimously. 
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omCES. 
21. Colonel Fitzpatrick proposed :"That 

the Council is hereby authorised to secure 
suitable offices for the headquarters of 
the Association." An effort had been made, 
he said, to secure suitable offices at 
Parkgate, but it was not feasible. It was 
considered that suitable offices could be 
found in the City for approximately 
£40 or £50 per annum. / 

Colonel Costello seconded, and the 
motion was declared carried unanimously. 

October. 

ASSOCIATE lIEIIBERSBIP. 
CHAPLAINS. 

22. Lieutenant General MacEoin pro
posed, and Major MacNeill seconded: 
,< That Army Chaplains be eligible for 
Associate Membership of the Association." 

The motion was declared carried. 

PRIOE or "AliI t-OGLAOB." 

23. Captain Lawlor suggested that ~he 
incoming Council should consider reducmg 
the price of An t-()glach to Is. per copy. 

THE IRISHMAN ON TOUR. 

Our military history could also receive much illustration from Irish 
travellers going with some previous knowledge and studying the traditions 
and ground, and using the libraries in the neighbourhood of those places 
where Irishmen fought. Not to go back to the Irish who (if we believe 
O'Halloran) stormed the Roman Capital as the allies of Brennus of Gaul, 
nor insisting upon too minute a search for that Alpine valley where, says 
MacGeoghegan, they still have a tradition of Dathi's death by lightning, 
there are plenty of places worth investigating in connection with Irish mili
tary history. In Scotland, for example, 'twere worth while tracking the 
march of Alaastar Mac Domhnall and his 1,500 Antrim men from their first 
landing at Ardnamurchan through Tippermuir, Aberdeen, Fivy, Inverloehy, 
and Auldeme, to Kilsyth-victories, won by Irish soldiers and chiefs, given 
to them by traditions, as even Scott admits, though he tries to displace its 
value for Montrose's sake, and given to them by the highest contemporary 
authorities-such as the Ormond papers. 

Then there is the Irish Brigade. From Almanza to Fontenoy, from 
Ramillies to Cremona, we have the names of their achievements, but the 
register of them is in the libraries and war offices and private papers of 
France, and Spain, and Austria, and Savoy. A set of visits to Irish battle
fields abroad, illustrated from the manuscripts of Paris, Vienna, and Madrid, 
would be a welcomer book than the reiterated a-ssurances that the Rhone 
was rapid, the Alps high, and Florence rich in sculpture, wherewith we have 
been dinned. 

We have no lives of our most illustrious Irish generals in foreign services 
-Marshal Brown, the Lacys, Montgomery of Donegal, the rival of 
Washington; and yet the materials must exist in .the offices and libraries of 
Austria, Russia, and &QeriQa.-TH())(A6 DAVIS. 
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NOTES ON THE EARLY SERVICES OF "IRLANDA EL FAMOSO," 
WITH REFERENCE TO A RECENT PAPER ON THE IRISH 

REGIMENTS IN THE SERVICE OF SPAIN.t" 

By THE MARQUIS MACSWINEY OF MASHANAGLASS, M.R.I.A. 

IF THERE existed any doubts as to the need for a history of the Irish 
troops in the service of Spain written in accordance with the rules of 
modern historical criticism, the Marquis Merry del Val's paper on the 
subject would amply suffice to dispel them definitely. Animated by 

feelings of sincere attachment and good will towards our Country, the 
Country of his forefathers, the eminent diplomat, who represents with so 
much distinction His Catholic Majesty at the Court of Saint James, has 
spontaneously paid a great compliment to the Irish nation by publicly giving 
expression to such feelings in a paper which he read, a few months ago, before 
the Irish Literary Society in London. As this paper, which was most 
eulogistically referred to, at the time, in the daily press, has recently appeared 
in the columns of AN tOGLACH, the excellent magazine published under the 
auspices of the National Defence Association, and thus been made available 
to students of Irish Military History, I feel it is incumbent upon me to correct, 
at least, some of the inaccuracies in which it abounds, although the task of 
correcting is, under the circumstances, far from pleasing. 

Quoting from a manuscript, a copy of which was communicated to him 
by Lieutenant-General Don Eduardo de Fuentes, Head of the Historical 
and Geographical Department of the Spanish Army, the Marquis Merry del 
Val begins by stating that-" in the year 1600, that is to say, in the reign 
of Philip II., four fine regiments of staunch Catholics officered by men of 
the best families were raised and incorporated into the Spanish armies under 
Stanley, Bostock, Studer and Arundel, who each held the rank of Maestre 
de Campo in Spain." He then proceeds to give a list,-incomplete as I have 
ascertained,-of COlonels of Irish regiments from 1600 to 1695,· observing 
that these corps " were not organised on the model of those which, in Spain, 
came to be designated under the modem name of 'Regiments,' but rather 
on that of the old formations, originally raised in the XIVth century, and 
known as tercios." The fact that the writer says nothing of ~he circumstances 
under which these corps were raised, their composition, the campaigns in 
which they took part, nor even the time at which they ceased to figure in the 
Spanish establishment, shows that since Mathew O'Conor published, eighty
five years ago, his Military Memoirs of the Irish Nation,· little or no progress 
has been made in tracing the vicissitudes of the Irish troops in the service 
of Spain in the seventeenth century. 

1. Merry del Val, The Marquis Don Alfonso. The Iris" Regiments .It the SWfJUe oJ 
Spain, in AN T-OGLACH, Dublin, 1930. Vol. III., No.2, pp. 6-16. 

2. This list is identical with that given by the Count de Clonard in his monumental 
work-Hisloria Chganica de las Armas de Inja'lJleria 'Y CabaUeria Espanolas desde 
la creacion del ejercito perma7J#lte "asta el dia. Madrid, 1854. Vol. X ., Book III.~ 
p. 138. 

S. Dublin, 1865. 



" It was not," the Marquis goes on to say, "until the XVIIth century 
that the I Regiment' proper appears in Spain under the House of Bourbon. 
The arrival of the first of these Irish Regiments to Spain followed the 
conclusion of the Peace of Utrecht (1713-1715). They were the remnant 
of that part of the army of James II. which had joined him in France, to the 
number of twelve Infantry and five Cavalry Regiments." I will not lay too 
much stress on the inaccuracy of these figures,' but I must observe that it is 
not clear what the writer means when he says that I I the arrival of the first 
of these Irish Regiments to Spain followed the conclusion of the Peace of 
Utrecht." as, to mention only such corps as are referred to by himself, 
those known, at the time, by the names of Castelar, MacAuliffe, Vend6me, 
and Comerford,6 all four inscribed on the Spanish muster-rolls as early as 
1709.' were unquestionably constituted as II Regiments" proper, in the modern 
sense of the word, as much as those which were added to Philip V.'s Army, after 
the conclusion of the Peace of Utrecht. And this is not yet all, for, as I have 
shown in a paper which, although recently published, has escaped the 
Marquis Merry del Val's notice, the first two Irish Regiments in the service 
of Spain in the eighteenth century, both constituted also as "Regiments II 
proper, in the modern sense of the word, were Mahony's and Crofton's 
Regiments of Dragoons formed, in Spain, in 1703 and 1705 respectively.7 
It is all the more astonishing to find that the Marquis only knows of the 
existence of one of these corps-he does not even give its name,8-that quite 
apart from such light as it may have been my good fortune to throw on the 

•. The miscellaneous remains of King James's Irish Army, which consisted, in Ireland, 
of two Troops of Horse Guards, eight regiments of Horse, seven of Dragoons, and 
fifty of Infantry,1I were remodelled in France, in the autumn of 1691, as follows
~o Troops of Horse Guards, two regiments of Horse, two of Dismounted Dragoons, 
eIght of Inf~~ and three Independent Companies.b As, in exchange for the 
French expeditionary force sent by Louis XIV. to Ireland, under the Count de 
Lauzun, King Jan;tes had previously despatched to France, in the spring o~ 1~90, 
the Infantry Regtments of Mountcashel, O'Brien, Dillon, Butler, and FIelding, 
(the latter two being incorporated, on their arrival in that country, with the former 
three.c), ~e total number of Irish infantry corps in France, in 1691, amounted to 
eleven regtments and three Independent Companies. 
(II) D'Alton, J.: IllustraJirms, Historical ana Genealogical of K ing james's Irish 

A",.y List. Dublin, 1860. Vol. 1., pp. 18, 22, 41, 288, and Vol. II., pp. 2 and 3. 
(b) O'Callaghan, J. C. : History of the Irish Brigades in the Service of France. 

Glasgow, 1870. Book II .• p. 142. 
(c) Ibid. Book I ., p. 8. 

G. It is ~urprising to find th~ regiments referred to by the Marquis Merry del ~al, 
at this early stage . of thetr career, by the names of Hibernia, Ultrmia, Limenck, 
and Willerford, which were only bestowed upon them in 1718. 

6. ~an, Prof. Charles W. C,.: The Irish Troops in the Service of SPain (1709-1818), 
m the journal of the U"lted Service Institution. London, 1918. Vol. LXIII. , 
No. 449, p. 2. 

7. M~Swiner of ~hanaglass.' The Marquis: Notes em the formaJion of the first two 
Ins" lUgime1fl;s '" tM Sennce of SPain in the eighteenth century in the jou,"nal of 
:;. ~OY~.S0A4ty of AnIiqt4aries of Irelana. Dublin, 1927. Vdl. LVII., Part I.. 

a" Th • •••• ~ was-the. Marquis writes-a Regiment of Irish Dragoons in the 
~ of Spam. for thelI' standard is still preserved in our Military Museum. but 

tile latter I have at present no further knowledge." 
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original formation of the two regiments in question, it may be said without 
exaggeration that there hardly is a page in the history of the War of the 
Spanish Succession in which their names do not occur. 

" In the course of a few years," the writer further states, " possibly after 
the Peace of Rastadt (6th March, 1714) which stipulated a reform of the 
Irish troops, amongst its other clauses, the number of these Irish Spanish 
Regiments was reduced to three, namely Irlanda, dubbed the famous, Hibernia 
and Ultonia." In this the Marquis Merry del Val is entirely mistaken; it 
was not the Irish troops in the service of Spain, but those in the service of 
France which were reduced in number as a result of the conclusion of the 
Peace of Rastadt. Whilst the Regiment of O'Donnell was broken up, one 
half being incorporated with Lee's and the other with Clare's, the Regiment 
of Galmoy virtually merged into Dijlon's, and the second battalion of Berwick's 
divided between the first of that corps and Rothes Regiment,' not only was 
not a single Irish corps on the Spanish establishment disbanded on that 
occasion, but it was precisely then that Bourke's Regiment, which subsequently 
assumed the name of Regimiento de Irlanda, passed with arms and baggage 
from the French to the Spanish service. 10 Furthermore, as I propose to show 
in a forthcoming paper, another Irish corps, about which practically nothing 
appears to be known so far was formed, in Spain, in 1719, and the Regiments 
of Waterford and Limerick continued in existence for a number of years still. 
It was only in 1734 that the former was broken up, and drafted into the 
Regiment of "Hibernia/'ll and, in 1736, that the latter was presented by 
Philip V. as a don de joyeux avenement to his son the Infant Don Carlos, on 
his accession to the throne of the Two Sicilies,- under circumstances which I 
have related at some length in a paper which I read four years ago before 
the Royal Irish Academy.a . 

It is not my intention to follow here and now, line by line, the MarqUIS 
Merry del Val in the summary account he gives of the history of the three 
Irish infantry regiments which still formed part of the Spanish Army when 
the-War of the Austrian Succession broke out in 1742, the history of these 
corps shall have to be written sooner or later, and I have been engaged for 
some time past in collecting materials for that purpose i~ the r~ords of 
France and Spain. I must content myself, for the present, WIth making a few 
observations about what the Marquis says regarding the antecedents of the 
Regimiento de Irlanda. 

"This formation" he states "known as Burke's so long as it fought 
. " th ·t th that of 
III the service of France was declared on no less an au on y an 
James II!., to have bee~ raised by James II. in 1688, under the name of the 
Queen's Regiment. Its Colonels, Francis Waucho~ and Felix Jones, have 

9. O'Conor, op. cit., Appendix: Memoir ccncerni"l tM Iris" troop. font IMir 
arrival in France to the present day, p. 379. 

10. See further p. 10. 
11. Clonard, Conde de. op. cit., Vol. XL, BQok III., p. 326. IrislJ lUgitlUffls j,. tlw 
12. MacSwiney of Mashanaglass, The Marquis: Notes 01J so.me Procudirvs of 1M 

Service of SPain and oj Naples in the eighteen'" celllury,. 111 C~ 9 pp 1111-1&7. 
Royal Irish Academy, Dublin, 1927. Vol. XXXVII., Section ., 0.·, . 
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solemnly declared that originally the regimental title was ' The Queen's 
Guards,' an appellation which was dropped in France because no similar 
body of troops existed in the Army of Louis XIV." And he adds: "On 
the 27th June, 1715, Raymond Burke·was Mankhal de Camp, or General of 
Division, in the French Army. Thus it fell to the lot of Colonel Francis 
Wauchope to transfer the Regiment to the service of King Philip V. of Spain." 

With the exception of that regarding the transfer of the regiment from the 
French to the Spanish service, there is not a statement contained in above 
lines which is not inaccurate. In the first place, the Regiment was not 
" known as Burke's so long as it fought in the service of France," secondly, 
it was not raised by James II. in 1688 under the name of the "Queen's 
Regiment," thirdly, at no time was the regimental title "The Queen's 
Guards," fourthly, the fact that" no similar body of troops (whatever that 
may mean) existed in the Army of Louis XIV.," could in any way have 
caused King James to drop such a title if it had been borne effectively by one 
of the corps composing his own Army before 1698, and, lastly, there was no 
Marechal de Camp of the name of Raymond Burke serving with the Irish 
troops in France in 1715. 

Not oIily does the Marquis Merry del Val state that the Regiment 
" was raised by James II. in 1688," but, with no less assurance, he asserts 
that as "the Queen's Guards it took part in the expedition (?) of 1689, 
siege of Londonderry, and subsequent operations under Sarsfield," and adds 
that, " after the final defeat of James II. it entered the service of France in 
1693." Furthermore, in the list he gives of its Commanding Officers; he 
mentions the Marquis of Antrim as having been its first, and Ferdinand (?) 
Wauchope its second Colone1. l1 

Had the Marquis known, or not forgotten, that plenty of information 
regarding King James's Irish Army, both in Ireland and in France, can be 
obtained from O'Conor's, O'Callaghan's, and D'Alton's standard books on 
the subject, he would hardly have committed the imprudence of blindly 
reproducing above particulars, apparently drawn from Colonel Felix Jones's 
.. narrative," without having previously made sure that they were duly 
corroborated by such documentary evidence as the three Irish writers have 
collected, and made available in their works. Had he only even · read 
carefully the paper published, some years ago, by Sir Charles Oman in the 
JotmUIl of the Royal United Service Institution, he could not have helped 
observing that, whilst adopting himself Colonel Jones's "narrative," the 

13. Not having had, so far, the opportunity of I8eiDg the text of Colonel Felix Jones's 
.. narrative," I cannot tell for sure whether it is from this source tha.t the Marquis 
Meny del Val obtained the information whioh he used in compiling his list of the 
Colonels of the Rlgimwxlo tk Jrlarula which differs from both the Count de Clonard's,a 
and Sir Charles Oman's b inasmuch as the Christian name of the officer supposed 
to ha~ been the second Colonel of the Regiment is given as Ferdinand instead of 
Franas Wauchop, and that Francis Wauchop himseU is included in it between the 
Count of Bearhaven and Edward Burke, that is to say as if he had held the 
Colonelcy of the corps seventeen years after his decease which occurred in 1718 .c 
(a) Op. N ., Vol. X., Book III., p. Ut. 
(6) Oman, Prof. C. W. C. Op. N., Ioc. "'., No. 461, p . ~2. 
(,) See further p . 11. 
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English historian did not fail to point out, in a foot-note,t· the fact that 
this "differs largely in detail" from another version of the story which Sir 
Charles attributes to Colonel Watts but for which, in reality, O'Callaghan 
is solely responsible, Colonel Watts having simply published a short summary 
of O'Callaghan's account of the Irish Brigades in the service of France, 
without adding to it absolutely anything new.1i 

With due respect to Colonel Felix Jones's memory, I venture to submit 
that he was strangely misinformed as regards the early services of the 
Regimienio de blanda, which he had the honour of commanding for a number 
of years, and of which he wrote the memoir now fairly well known as a result 
of the publicity given it by the Count de Clonard, Sir Charles Oman, and the 
Marquis Merry del Val in tum. 

Had the last two writers gone to the trouble of examining the muster
rolls of the Jacobite Army at the time of the War of the Revolution in 
Ireland, published by John D'Alton, some seventy years ago, they would have 
seen that no such corps as " the Queen's Guards" or " the Queen's Regiment 
of Foot" figured in " King James's Irish Army List," a fact on which, by the 
way, O'Callaghan laid particular stress.lI Had they looked up in Burke's or 
Debrett's the pedigree of the MacDonnell family, they would further have 
seen that, in 1688, there existed no such person as t~e Marquis of Antrim 
for the excellent reason that six years earlier, in 1682, on the decease of 
Randal MacDonnell, the Marquisate had expired, and that Alexander 
MacDonnell, his brother and heir, bore the title of Ea,l of Antrim of which 
he was the third holder. Having ascertained both these facts, they would, 
naturally, have come to the same conclusion as I have, namely, that if there 
ever was any connection at all between the Earl of Antrim's Regiment, If 
and the corps formed in France in 1691-not in 1693 as erroneously stated 
by the Marquis Merry del Val-it only consisted of the eventual incorporation 
of drafts from the former into the latter, which, needless to say, could not 
reasonably be regarded, even if it were proved, as having constituted an 
official link between the two corps. . 

As a matter of fact the history of the regiment which, at a later penod, 
Was to be distinguished by the honourable appellation of I,land. el !amoso,1I 

only begins with the year 1691, when, together with a number of other infantry 
corps, the Regiment de la Reine d' Angleterre was formed, in France, from tht 
remains of the Irish troops which followed their Sovereign to that country 
after the conclusion of the Treaty of Limerick. The first officer appointed 

. . f Antrim 
to the Colonelcy of the new regiment was nelther the MtuT/UJS 0 , 

as asserted by Sir Charles Oman and the Marquis Merry del Val on Colonel 
Felix Jones's authority, nor Colonel the Honourable Simon Luttrel, as stated 

14. op. cit., loc. cit., No. 449, p. 5, note I: ' .1 F (IG81-17IU), iii the 
iii. Watts, Colonel C. M. Tile Irish Troops." llu Senna old ra~7 Vol LXII No. 

jmcl'tsal of ti,. Royal U"ited Sel'lJiu I"stitwicm. Lon on, . . ., 
446, pp. 332-341. 

16. O'Callaghan. Op. cit., loc. cit., p. 98. 
17. D'Alton. Op. cit., Vol. II., pp. 160--204. 
18. Clonard, Conde de. Op. cit., loc. cit., p. 148. 
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by O'Callaghan,"lt but Colonel John Wauchop,20 a fine Scottish soldier who had 
taken a very prominent part in the War of the Revolution in Ireland, and 
fell gloriously at the head of the regiment, on the 4th of October, 1693, at 
the battle of Marsaglia. n No time was lost, nor much difficulty experienced 
in finding a worthy successor to the brave Wauchop; three weeks only after 
his death, on the 26th of October, the Queen's Regiment was given to the 
Chevalier Scott, U another veteran of the Irish War; his command, however, 
was but of short duration for he died, aged 65, at Saint-Gennain-en-Laye, 
and was buried there on the 20th of January, 1694. He is described as follows 
in the funeral entry, copied by Mr. Lart from the parochial register: 
"Mons. Ie Chevalier Scott, gouverneur de Portsmouthe (sic) en Angleterre, 
gouverneur de la province de Munstere (sic) en Irlande, vice admirable (sic) 
de la ditte province, gouverneur de la ville et forteresse de Rintelle (sic) 
(Kinsale), Colonel du regiment de la ,eine de la Grande B,etagne."21 On 
the 24th of January, Simon Luttrell, Colonel of the Regiment of Dublin which 
he commanded since January, 1692,u was transferred to the Queen's 

19. O'Callaghan. Op. cit., loc. cit. 
20. Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. MSS. F01lds Fra1!fais, no. 22, 762, fol . llOvo, and 

Calendar of the Stuari Papers preserved at Windsor Castle, London, 1902. Vol. I., 
p. 68. The modelment of the Irish troops. 

21. D'Alton, Op. cit. , loc. cit., pp. 793-797. Strangely enough the anonymous compiler 
of MS. No. 22, 762 has noted by mistake John Wauchop, Colonel of the Queen's 
Regiment of Infantry, Thomas Maxwell and Francis O'Carroll, respectively Colonels 
of the King's and Queen's Regiments of Dismounted Dragoons, as having been 
killed at the battle of Staffarde (fols. llOvo. 109 and 109vo). The name of these 
three officers duly figure in the casualty list of the French Army added by the 
Marquis de Quincy to his account of the battle of Marsaglia: Histoir8 Militaire 
du Regne de Louis Ie Grand. Paris, 1726, Vol. 11., p. 692. 

22. B.N.P. MSS. Fonds Francais, No. 22,762, fo1. llOvo. For the previous services of 
this most distinguished officer, whom Charles II. knighted in 1672, see: D 'Alton, J. 
Op. cit., loc. cit., pp. 663-664, and Dalton, Charles. Irish Army Lists. London, 
1907, pp. 77 and 82, note 1. 

23. Lart, C. E. Jacobite E,dracts. London, 1910. Vol. I., p. 122. 
24. Calendar of the Stuari Papers, etc., loc. cit. 

Whilst FieHe passes over in silence the Regiment of Dublin, as if it had never 
existed, a Susane omits to give the names of its Commanding Officers.b O'Callaghan, 
who was under the erroneous impression that this corps had originally been raised 
by Sir Michael Creagh, Lord Mayor of Dublin, when the War of the Revolution in 
Ireland broke out, states that" the Colonel of the Regiment of Dublin was John 
Power," c whose identity, by the way, he failed to ascertain. Overlooking the 
eventuality of changes having occurred in the composition of the regimental staff 
between the years 1691, when the corps was first formed, and 1695. when, 
according to MacGeoghegan, its field-officers were: John Power, Colonel, John 
Power, Lieutenant-Colonel, and Theobald Burke, Major,d O'Callaghan appears to 
have taken it for granted that John Power held the Colonelcy of the" Regiment 
de Dublin, Infanterie" from the beginning to the end of its comparatively short 
existence. As a matter of fact, John Power, who was made Lieutenant-Colon,el of the 
Queen's Regiment on its formation,e was only promoted to the Colonelcy of the 
Regiment of Dublin on the 26th of January, 1694./ two days after Simon Luttrel's 
transfer to that of the Queen's Regiment.g 'When, in 1698, the Regiment of Dublin 
was incorporated with Albemarle's,h John Power was attached to the latter in the 
capacity of a Reformed Colonel.i 
(a) Fiefie, Eugene. Histoire des troupes etrangeres au service de France. Paris, 
]854. Vol. I., pp. 176-179. (b) Susane, General. Histoire de Z' Ancienne Infanterie 
Franfaise. Paris, 1853. Vol. VIII., p. 264. (c) O'Callaghan. Op. cit., loc. cit., p. 134. 
Cd) MacGeoghegan,l'Abbe. Histoire de Z'IrZande Ancienne ee Moderne. Paris, 1762. 
Vol. II., p . 752. (e) B.N.P. MSS. Fonds Franfais. No. 22, 762, fol. llOvo. 
(') Ibid., fol. ll2vo. (g) Ibid., foIs. 17vo., llOvo., and 112vo. 
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Regiment; as his name duly figures in the list given by the Abbe 
MacGeoghegan, and often reprinted since, of the Queen's Regiment's field
officers in the year 1695,15 it is, to say the least, surprising that it escaped 
the notice of the Count de Clonard, Sir Charles Oman, and the Marquis Merry 
del Val. 

Of the corps services during the comparatively short period of seven years 
in which it bore the name of the Queen's Regiment,the Marquis gives a brief 
account remarkable inasmuch as, whilst the Regiment is represented as having 
distinguished itself, in 1694, in Flanders, at Vignemont and Dixmude, under 
the Marshal de Luxembourg with whose army, by the way, I have not 
found, so far, any evidence of its having served, not only is no mention made 
of its participation, the year before, in the Marshal de Noaille's campaign 
in Catalonia," but it is positively stated to have entered the Peninsula for the 
first time in 1697! 

When, at the beginning of the year 1698, on the occasion of the 
incorporation of King james's Irish troops with Louis XIV.'s army, following 
on the conclusion of the Treaty of Ryswick, a number of regiments were 
definitely broken up, and their remains distributed among such corps as 
were allowed to subsist or newly created, on the 27th of February, the 
Regiment of Clancarty was merged into the Queen's Regiment t7 which, in 
compliance with the usage in force, at the time, in the French service, assumed 
the name of its Commanding Officer." This name, however, it bore for a few 
months only, Colonel Luttrell having died on the 15th of October, 1698, 
in Dauphine," and Colonel Walter Bourke, who had previously commanded 

25. 
26. 

27. 

28. 
29. 

(h) MacSwiney of Mashanaglass, The Marquis: TM Casualty List of the Regimen' 
of Albemal'le at the battle of Luzzal'a, in the joul'naJ of tM Royal Society of 
Antiqual'ies of ll'eland. Vol. LX., Part I., Dublin, 1930, p . 87. 

(i) B.N.P. MSS. Ponds PI'anyais. No. 22, 762, fol. 112vo., and No. 22, 766, 
fol. 91vo. An interesting note twice repeated in MS. No. 22, 762 (fols. HOvo. 
and 112vo.) enables one to identify the officer in question with the John Power, 
.. commonly called Lord Power," who had been Lord Mayor of Limerick during 
the siege of that city, and of whom John D'Alton gives a brief notice. Op. 
cit., loc. cit., p. 209. 

Op. cit., loc. cit., p. 751. 
Quincy, Marquis de. Op. cit., loc. cit., pp. 699-703. 

The position occupied by the Regiment de la ReiM d' Angletel'l'e, lnfanterie, 
before the fortified town of Rosas, which was besieged and attacked at the very 
beginning of the campaign (29th May-9th June, 1693), is duly marked on the map 
inserted in the account of this operation in which John Wauchop took part personally, 
mounting the trenches, and leading an attack. The Regiment was evidently 
included among the reinforcements sent by the Duke de Noailles to the Marshal de 
Catinat, in Piedmont, (p. 704), where it arrived just in time to take its share of the 
fighting on the field of Marsaglia. 
Susane, General. Op. cit., loc. cit, pp 264 and 287. See also: Fiefl6, E. Op. cit., 
loc. cit., p. 178. 
Ibid. 
MacSwiney of Mashanaglass The Marquis. Op. cit., loc. cit., p. 18, note 32. 
From two contemporary doc'uments found by Mr. Charles McN~iIl a.t the, Bodleian 
Library Oxforda a Id published in the first issue of AnaJecta Hlbll"Uca,b It appears 
that th; death of Colonel Simon Luttrell, hitherto believed to have occurred on the 
6th of September, 1698,e only took place 0'1 the 15th of the following month of October 
(a) Rawlinson, Class A., 253. Fols. 71 and HI. 
(b) Dublin, 1930, pp. 81 and 83. 
(c) O'Callaghan. Op. cit., loc. cit., p. 104. 
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the Regiment of Athlone, and, on its dissolution, had been attached in the 
capacity of a Reformed Colonel to the newly created Regiment · of Berwick, 
having been appointed in his place on the 18th of June, 1699.SD 

Under Bourke's name, the Regiment acquired new distinction in the War 
of the Spanish Succession, sharing with Dillon's in the glory of the 
defence of Cremona, and, subsequently, signalising itself in a number · 
of actions on both the Italian and the Spanish fronts. According to the 
Marquis Merry del Val "they were at Oudenarde, Malplaquet, Landrecies, 
and Denain," and "their fortunes took them to the Rhine in 1713, when 
under the Marshal de Villars, they fought at Mannheim, Landau and Freiburg." 
The campaigns of 1708, 1709, and 1712, in Flanders, and of 1713, on the 
Rhine, are, I know, included by the Count de Clonard in his list of the 
Regiment's services,ll but the Count de Clonard is not infallible, especially 
when he deals with the vicissitudes of a foreign regiment prior to its 
incorporation with the Spanish Army. Such being the case, before 
appropriating the information contained, and repeated in two different volumes 
of the Historia Organica, the Marquis should have taken the precaution of 
testing its accuracy by carefully examining the Ordres de bataille inserted 
in the Marquis de Quincy's great work.1t From these it clearly appears that 
the Regiment, which was in Spain with the Duke d'Orleans' forces, in 1707, 
and took an active part in the siege and reduction of Lerida,lI was tlOt 
attached either to the Duke de Vendome's and the Marshal de Villars armies 
in Flanders, or to the latter's on the Rhine, and, therefore, did not fight at 
Oudenarde, Malplaquet, Landrecies, Denain, Mannheim, Landau, and Freiburg. 

When shortly after the seige and storming of Barcelona (1714), in which 
both he and his Regiment were engaged," Walter Bourke, then a Marechal 
de Camp, became aware of the French Government's intention of carrying 
out an extensive reform among the Irish troops in consequence of the conclusion 
of the Treaty of Rastadt, apprehending, as O'Callaghan has duly pointed 
out, that his regiment might be disbanded, he proposed to the King of Spain, 
with Louis XIV:s consent, to pass into his service." The offer having been ' 
favourably received, negotiations to that effect were immediately entered 
into but, whilst they were still in progress, Walter Bourke died at Barcelona 
in March, 1715," and it was Colonel Francis Wauchop, to whom the Regiment 

30. Ibi4. 
31. Conard, Conde de. 01'. cit., Vol. X., Book III., pp. 162-163, and Vol. XVI., Appendix, Sec. II., p . 246. 
32. O~. cit., Vol. V., p. 487, Vol. VI., pp. 172-173, Vol. VII., pp. 30, 222, and 262-266. 33. Ibid. Vol. V., p. 428. At the siege of Lerida, Walter Bourke received, in the left arm, a wound which must have been rather serious as, in letters written from Spain, two years later, to the French Minister of War, on the occasion of his promotion to the rank of Marichal de Camp,a he refers to the pain and inconvenience it was still causing him.b 

(0) 20th of March, 1709. See: Quincy, Marquis de. PI'. cit. Vol, VI., p. 145. (b) Segovia, 10th of May, and Saragossa, 4th of June, 1709. At'cAiws de Ia G-ven-., Paris. Vol. 2, 177., pp. 179 and 230. M. Quincy, Marqnis de. 01'. cit., Vol. VII., pp. 362 and 368. 36. O'Callaghan. 01'. cit .. loco cit., p. 161. 30. 1bi4. 
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was given on the 20th of that month,17 who brought them, a few weeks later, 
to a definite conclusion. This officer, a brother of John Wauchop, first 
Colonel of the Queen's Regiment, had served with the corps ever since its 
formation, with the rank of Major, at first, and with that of Lieutenant
Colonel from the 27th of January, 1694, when he was succeeded by Major 
J ames O'Brien. U 

The fact that, instead of Francis Wauchop's name, that of "D. 
Raimundo Burck" (sic) appears at the foot of the Capitulations signed at 
Barcelona on the 18th of May, 1715, by virtue of which the Regiment was 
officially inscribed, on the 27th of June, in the Spanish muster-rolls, U has 
apparently led the Count de Clonard, and the Marquis Merry del Val to 
believe that Francis Wauchop's predecessor in the Colonelcy was Raymond 
de Burke whom the latter describes, as I have already said, as a " Marechal 
de Camp, or General of Division, in the French Army." Taking it for granted 
that such was effectively the case, the Marquis states, in another paragraph, 
that " Raymond de Burke was their Colonel in 1701, when France opened in 
Italy the War of Succession. . . ." So complete an escamotage of Walter 
Bourke's well known personality is all the more inexcusable that this officer, 
whose name was borne by the corps he commanded for no less than sixteen 
years, is duly included in the imperfect list given by Sir Charles Oman of the 
successive Colonel's of the Regiment. 00 It is not clear how it came to pass that 
a document of such vital importance to the corps as the Capitulations in 
question was not signed by the Commanding Officer in person; the only 
plausible explanation I can suggest for this anomaly is that Colonel Wauchop 
may have been away at the time, possibly in France, making final arrangements 
in connection with the Regiment's imminent transfer from one service to the 
other, and that, in his absence, it naturally fell to the lot of the only 
remaining field officer, the Sergeant-Major, to sign the articles of agreement 
submitted to the Spanish Government's approval. Don Raymundo de 
Burke, erroneously mentioned by the Marquis among the officers of the 
Regiment as its " Adjutant " was the late Walter Bourke's nephew; he had 
joined the Regiment de la Reine d' Angleterre with the rank of Captain
Lieutenant of the Colonel's Company on the 8th of October, 1701, had been 
promoted to that of Captain en pied on the 23rd of May, 1703, and held that of 
Sergeant-Major since the 1st of December, 1704. " 

If, on its incorporation with the Spanish Army, Bourke's Regiment 
actually took the name of Regimiento del Principe de Asturias, as stipulated 
by ~ticle XVI. of the Capitulations, U it appears to have been more generally 

37. Susane, General. op. cit., loco tit., p. 287. , . 
38. B.N.P. MSS. Fonds Franf4's, No. 22, 762, fol. llOvo. Jam~ 0 Bnen had been 

appointed Major of the Queen's Regiment on the 4th of April, 160.. 
39. Clonard, Conde. Op. cit., Vol. X ., Book III., p. 144. 
40. Op. cit., loco cit., p. 5, and No. 45.1, p . 462. . . • 
41. Regio Archivio di Staio, Napoli , Senone Gue"a e Ma"na, General" Fa.sc. 17, Inc. 72. 

See also : B.N.P . MSS. Fonds Franfais, No. 22, 762, fol. .18vo. Don Raymundo 
de Burke was appointed Lieutenant-Colonel of the Ref :mulllo d, [rlaw 00 the 
8th of July, 1718. 

42. Clonard, Conde de. Op. cit., loco cit. 
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known by that of Wauchop, its new Commanding Officer, until it was given~ 
in June, 1718, under circumstances which I have related elsewhere, the 
permanent title of Regimiento de Irlanda. 48 Be this as it may, a couple of 
weeks only after this change of appellation had taken place, the Regiment 
went out on active service, having been selected to form part of the great 
expeditionary force sent by Philip V. to Sicily under the Marquis de Lede. 
It is strange that the Marquis Merry del Val who, after referring to the 
terrible losses suffered by the CQrps at the battle of Melazzo, states that" Colonel 
Reginald MacDonald (sic) then took command and led the Regiment at the 
battle of Villafranca. " omits to say how Brigadier Don Reynaldo MacDonnell 
(not MacDonald) had been appointed, towards the end of July, to the 
Colonelcy become vacant o~ Wauchop's promotion to the rank of Marechal 
de Camp followed, a ~ew days later, by this officer's decease. H 

Tempted as I might be to go on pointing out and correcting the 
innumerable inaccuracies contained in the Marquis Merry del Val's paper, 
I do not think this would serve any useful purpose, for, as'! have said before, 
the history of the Irish troops in the service of Spain shall have to be written, 
sooner or later, in accordance with the rules of modern historical criticism. 
How necessary this is, I hope I have shown clearly enough in these few notes 
on the Marquis's account of the early services of Irlanda el famoso. 

APPENDIX. 
As the Count de Clonard, Sir Charles Oman, and the Marquis Merry del Val have 

each published a list of the Colonels of the Regimiento de It'landa, it may not be without 
interest to give here, opposite to these, that which I have compiled myself for the period 
dealt with above. 

The Count de Clonal'd's List.l 
EI Marques de Antrim. 
D. Francisco Wachop. 
D. Reynaldo MacDonald. 

Sil' Chal'les Oman's List. 2 
Marquis of Antrim (Alexander MacDonnell, 

1689-1697). 
Walter Burke, 1697-1714. 
Francis Wauchope, 1714-1719. 
Reginald MacDonnell, 1719-1732. 

ToW Marquis Mmy del Val's List.3 
The Marquis of Antrim. 
Ferdinand Wauchope. 
Reginald MacDonald. 

Complete List 1692-1718. 
John Wauchop. 

January, 1692--4th October, 1693. 

Sir Edward Scott, Knt. 
26th October, 1693--January, 1694. 

Simon Luttrell. 
24th January, 1694-15th Oct., 1698. 

Walter Bourke. 
18th June, 1699-March, 1715. 

Francis Wauchop. 
20th March, 1715-July, 1718. 

Reginald MacDonnell. 
July, 1718. 

1 Clonard, Conde de. Op. cit., Vol. X., Book IlL, p. 149. 
20man, Prof. C. W. C. Op. cit., loco cit., No. 451, p. 462. 
3 Merry del Val, The Marquis. Op. cit., lac. cit. ,p. 10. 

'3. MacSwineyof Mashanaglass, The Marquis: Notes on some Il'ish Regiments in the 
Stwyiu of SPain alld of Naples i1J the eighteenth cemu'Y. Loc. cit., pp. 171-172. «. Ibid .• p. 173. 


